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FOREWORD 

Recognizing the need for training of individuals to meet the r.apidly 

rising problems connected with water resources development, Utah 

State University, with National Science Foundation support, organized 

a Summer Institute in Water Resources for college teachers. It was 

hoped that participants carefully selected from all regions of the country 

would receive additional insight and stimulation to improve and enlarge 

water resource s training programs at their own institutions. Thus, the 

accelerated dissemination of such knowledge on a national scale could 

be facilitated. 

Realizing further that the key to a succe s sful institute of thi,s 

nature lay in the excellence of its staff, efforts were made to obtain 

instructor s with intimate knowledge and broad experience in the subject 

matter area they were asked to present. In nearly every case th9.se ,., 
• • •••• ,0 , .L • • , _~ 

selected willingly accepted the invitation to participate, although this 

meant considerable monetary sacrifice and major adjustment of busy 

schedules. 

The subject matter treated paralleled regular offerings listed in 

the University catalog and is considered to be "central" or "core" to a 

water resources planning and management training program. One 

course treated the philosophical, historical, institutional, political, 

and legal aspects of water development. The responsibility for this 

course was shared jointly by Cleve H. Milligan, Charles E. Corker, 

and Wayne D. Criddle. The second course considered the principles 

of water resource economics and was presented by B. Delworth 

Gardner. The third course dealt with concepts of water quality manage

ment and was under the direction of P. H. McGauhey. The final course 

was on principles and procedures of regional resource planning and was 

presented jointly by Aaron Wiener, W. R. Derrick Sewell, and Harvey 

O. Banks. 

iii 



Having assembled a distinguished and diversified staff to present 

some of the best current professional thinking in the topics suggested 

in the preceding paragraph, it was felt most appropriate to attempt to 

put their lectures into writing. A proceedings of the Institute would 

have considerable utility beyond the Institute itself. Hence, the 

instructors were encouraged to prepare written material for the 

proceedings and were given secretarial and other assistance to aid 

them. This material has been organized according to the four major 

courses and is issued in four companion volumes. 

Clearly, this has been a prodigious effort which required Institute 

staff and others to "go the extra mile." Special thanks and recognition 

are due Mrs. Dorothy Riley who not only typed the entire proceedings 

btUt also attended to many details neces sary for the succes sful operation 

of the Institute. 

Jay M. Bagley served as director of the Institute and as sumed a 

general coordinating and editing role in the development of these 

proceedings. 

iv 
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PREFACE 

These lectures deal with the development of land and water resources 

in emerging economies. its strategy and tactics. My interest in this sub

ject has arisen from a lifetime I s occupation in the planning of water sup

plies and irrigation works. The stand 1 will take on. the subject is based 

on the experience gained in the development of these resources in a 

number of emergent countries, among them my own country, the State of 

Israel. 

The term "strategy and tactics of development" requires definition. 

For the purpose of this discussion, strategy is defined as the science and 

the art of employing the political, economic. and psychological forces 

of the nation in the pur suit of an adopted development policy. Tactic sis 

but the translation of these strategies into rules o£operation. 

The strategy and tactics presented in theSe essays are the fruits of 

actual experience rather than intellectual exercise. Their limitations -

and doubtless these exist--are the limitations of the lecturer and his 

environment. stemming from a particu.lar fund of persona.l and national 

professionaJ. experience. 

Development in this context will be confined to the material aspects 

of the growth in services and production as a consequence of increased. 

more efficient use of land and water :;:oesource s and to those socio

psychological and institutional aspects - -corollal'ie s of inCl.terial growth. 

The terms "undeveloped. " "emerging. " or "developed" will be 

used here solely to describe the extent of e<;:onornic maturity of a 

country. This form of expressj.on is, in actu2.l fact, an over-simplification, 

fo'r no fully developed or completely underdeveloped country exists in 

reality. In many countries conditions 01 underdevelopment in certain 

regions and sectors co-exist with highly eleva'i;ed forms of d~velopment; 

"developed" or "underdeveloped" are but theoretical extrapolations of 

a continuous scale of maturation,' on which a number of intermediate 
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points may be observed. However, in an exp9sition of basic strategies 

and tactic s, consideration of such distinctions would tend only to obscure 

, ' rnail1l issues, and a black and white representation will therefore be 

adopted in order better to expose the main lines of our .argument. 

It should be self-evident from these introductory remarks that every 

specific set of conditions encountered in real life planning requires 

specific analysis and calls for a specific set of strategies and tactics. 

Generalizations, or the uncritical transfer of a planning approach from 

6he case to another, may under the complex conditions of transition of 

emergent economies be extremely inexpedient. 

I 'should like to conclude the preface to these essays with the 

customary note of the prudent novelist: any similarity between situations 

and persons in these es says and those of real life is purely coincidental. 

~'. 

, ~, 

.. 
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CHAPTER I 

DEVELOPMENT SEMANTICS 

II A well-ITlade language is no indifferent thing; in order not 
to go beyond physics, the unknown ITlan who invented the 
word "heat ll cOITlITlitted ITlany generations to error. Heat 
has been treated as a substance siITlply because it was 
designated by a substantive, and has been considered 
to be indestructible. II 

H. Poincare 

"All hUITlan history shows that the correct structural 
forITlulation of a probleITl is usually as good as the solution 
of it, because sooner or later a solution always follows a 
forITlulationo II 

AlfTed Korzybski 

Introductory 

5 

The authenticity of analysis of a set of phenoITlena, and the ap

positeness of the strategies which we derive froITl such an analysis to 

serve as guides to action, will depend upon the fitness of our tool of 

analysis--language. Different sets of phenoITlena require different kinds 

of tools; one ca? hardly hope to obtain satisfactory results in the con

struction of a ITliniaturized cOITlputer if plurriber s I tools are used for 

the job. The basic terITlinology which we use, the abstractions and 

constructs out of which it is construed, steITl froITl a specific- -though 

often unconscious- -representational point of view and iITlply a specific 

ITlodel. If this ITlodel is dissiITlilar to the structure of the set of 

phenoITlena analyzed, language will--unbeknown to us--introduce a 

Q.istorting bias which will hinder us froITl asking the right questions, 

and obtaining the correct answers. 

It is for this reason that I have thought it fit to preface the re

evaluation of doctrine s of re source s developITlent and ITlanageITlent by 

an analysis of the seITlantic tools now being used in the forITlulation of 
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these doctrine s,and to review their structural adequacy for the prediction 

of growth phenomena in emerging economies. 

Our analysis will show that orthodox ideology is not adequate to 

analyze development phenomena in elnerging economies and an attempt 

will therefore be made to specify the requirements ofa language that 

will be structurally adequate. Our analysis of orthodox semantic tools 

will show three main structural weaknesses: 

1. Naive use and objectivation of ab stractions and of heuristic 

fictional constructs. 

2. The use of overspecialized single-discipline language .. 

3. The use of statically oriented linear terminology to describe 

and analyze dynamic non-linear phenomena. 

Our thesis will be that the application of this structurally inadequate 

semantics to growth phenomena of emerging economies tends to falsify our 

results and considera.bly warps our responses, It will be proposed to 

replace the inadequate terminology bya new dynamic multi-discipline 

language termed "process language">:~ combined with th~ adoption of the 

unavoidable semantic crutches that we cannot do without, keeping con

stantly in mind the boundaries within which they are adequate and the 

extent of falsification implied in their use. 

Ab straction and Constructs 

Abstraction is the Alpha and Omega, the essence and driving force 

of language. Abstraction and metaphor are present in the most primitive· 

forms of language; abstractions are the very basis of modern mathematical 

methodology. The p:dnciple of abstraction is even older than language and 

~:c 

Note: The term "process language" was coined by the Americ:an 
philosopher Launcelot Law Whyte in "The Next Development Man, II Mentor, 
New American Library, 1962. A. Korzybski in "Science and Sanity, II The 
International Non-Aristotelian Library Publishing Co., 4th ed., 1958, has 
written in similar terms. 

d 
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underlies the adaptive behaviOUr of every organism to its environment. 

An organism subjected to the protean stream of the stimuli spawned by 

its environment, molds them by its receptory faculties, and ordains the 

infinite variety of the stream of sense impres sions into simplified 

patterns, "Gestalten," which, imbued with biological significance, 

underly its adaptive reaction patterns. These are the bottom rungs of 

the ladder of abstraction. At this level of abstraction, phenomena, 

though realized and acted upon, are still uncommunicable. With the 

growth of the nervous system, and the increase in the complexity of 

its structure, additional rungs are added to the ladder of abstraction: 

with each rung, simplification becomes more sweeping, identification 

of similar phenomena more comprehensive, abstractions more general, 

and classification more universal; on reaching the few top rungs- -the 

point of origin has meanwhile been lost to sight and we corne upon a 

new device--the use of symbols, the use of language. 

The invention of symbols characterizes, more than anything 

else, the genesis of man. Having once attached names or symbols to 

signify the classes into which we have constricted our world of 

phenomena, we are free to ply these symbols even in the ab sence of the 

originals. We can recall the past, plan for the future, and, further, 

we can exchange experience with our fellowmen, since the se symbols 

are a social product, shared by other members of the social group. 

We can thus mobilize the intelligence- of the whole group to bear upon 

a problem; furthermore, we can, by oral and later by written trans

mis sion, reach beyond the lifetime of an individual or group and 

become "time-binders, II according to the term coined by the general 

semanticists. 

The development of abstraction has, of course, not been terminated 

with the emergence of the first symbols, the words of our language; the 

tendency to classify, generalize, and unify has continued down to the 

present; additional rungs of abstraction are added continuously to the 
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ladder, until we reach the mathematical abstractions of modern scien~e, 

the late st but not the last or highe st rung on the ladder. 

As language and the semantic disciplines develop, level upon level 

of ab stractions are constructed· and recombined into more general ab

stractions. With time, these abstractions become further and further 

removed from their original point of departure--our sense impressions 

of the environment. Some of these high level abstractions are fiction-al 

constructs and simplifications, intentionally devised for heuristic purposes 

within aceTtain context. The German philosopher Vaihinger has compiled· 

an impressive list of such fictions in his "Philosophy of the 'As If'." As 

generations of scientists follow one after the other, the fictitious nature 

of these abstractions is forgotten, the context for which they were devised 

sinks into oblivion. and general validity is claimed for them. Finally, by 

a curious but almost universal twist, these fictions are projected back 

into reality and we begin to believe that they constitute part of our tangible 

world. 

We do not have to look far for living examples of such fictions. Is 

not "economic man" and the psychology underlying his bahavioor such a 

fiction, conceived within the socio-economic context of Europe, near the 

point of "take-off"? Indeed, it is doubtful if "economic man l ' was an ac

ceptable simplification at any place and time, but it is certain that his 

behaviourbears almost no similarity with that of the traditional farmer in 

a subsistence agricultural economy. Are not some of the difficulties in 

development thinking, as applled to emerging economies, due to the blind 

adoption of the same fiction for a completely dissimilar context? 

The transfer of metaphors, drawn from one area of human endeavour 

and used to illustrate processes encountered in an entirely different area, 

ar.esimilar linguistic pitfalls. Originally, the metaphor is cC¥iually 

introduced to illustrate a point of reasoning; gradually, as it is re-used, 

repeated, and developed, the metaphor acquires a reality of its own; its 

origin fades away. and it is unconsciously used in the construction df a model 

of the phenomenon to be analyzed. The process here encountered is a special 
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case of the universal process of reification and objectification of words 

and metaphors, and their projection back into the world of phenomena. 

The adoption of aeronautic language in the Rostow theory of growth and 

its uncritical application to development ttinking is a current example of 

such transplantation and objectification of metaphor. 

Another example of the danger of transferring metaphors and 

ab stractions fTom one discipline to another, and of the distortive in

fhience on our analysis of the inappropriate application of structurally 

inadequate language, is the application of mechanistic terminology to 

complex development phenomena. Labelled by such terminology, the 

economy is seen as a machine with a specific "name shield capacity" 

which requires specific "inputs'" to produce specific "outputs." The 

inputs are seen as controllable variable s, independent of each other 

and of the machine. Outputs are, as it were, algebraic products of 

inputs and machine capacity. The economic process is considered to 

be linear and mechanistically determined. 

This representation will often prove to constitute an acceptable 

simplification of the economic process in mature economics, where the 

human and structural dimensions do not have to be programmed, since 

we can assume ~hat they will adapt themselves spontaneously to the 

changes brought about by capital investment.' In such a context, a 

programme can be confined to planning the development of material 

inputs and outputs. 

In emergent economies, in which the human and structural 

dimensions will be the cl'itical ones, such a model, and the language by 

which it is expressed, would be inadequate and result in a completely 

distorted analysis. Here. the critical input streams (human and structural 

fattors) will have to be created and fostered by the priming of the pro

duction process proper; they will change. both in strength and direction, 

by feedback from production and output. The same material inputs ap

plied at different phases of development will result in radically different 
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outputs. The process is non-linear and the mechanistic model breaks 

down. 

However, mechanistic linear language is an too often transferred 

to such non-linear problems, and a completely distorted and warped 

representation obtained which is certain to end u.p with erroneous 

strategies and tactic s .. 

Specialized Language 

The second principal structural weakness of orthodox semantics 

is connected with the use of specialized single-discipline language to 

describe complex phenomena that can be adequately analysed only by the. 

use of a multi-discipline language. This inadequacy is a direct outcome 

of the developrnent of science and scientific language in the last few 

centuries. 

As we reach modern tirnes we find that individual sciences and 

disciplines have branched off from the diffuse; amorphous, and unspecial

ized body of ancient science and lore, and that specialized abstractions and 

languages have developed according to their distinctive requirements . 

. As sciences have branched out and have become even more special

ized. so the gulf betw~en specialized languages has deepened and they have 

become less and less compatible with each other. It'thus came about that 

the one, unique world of phenomena evoked numerous interpretations 

expressed in in~ompatible languages; this was acceptable as long as these 

pheriomena were simple and specific --one had only to remember which 

disCipline to apply and then to use the corresponding medium. But, when 

a complex phenomenon such as man was being scrutinized, a confusing 

number of contradictory interpretations were obtained, no one truer than 

the other, and each having a certain simllarity to the phenomenon under 

. inve ~tigation, as well as to the other interpretations: each interpretation 

resembled a caricature seen from a special vantage point. 

The available specialized languages, while adequate to represent 
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and interpret specific aspects of a complex event as seen from specific 

vantage points, cannot call into being a unitary, consumate representa-

tion of such a complex event as a whole. The usually linear structure 

of specialized language, though similar to the mic ro - structure of 

partial aspects of the event, are still incompatible with its non-linear 

overall macro - structure, and cannot therefore result in adequate over-

all representation of the whole event; a super -imposition of caricature s 

will not yield a true portrait. 

The analysis of phenomena connected with re sources development 

in emerging economies involves numerous disciplines; engineering, 

economics, political science, psychology, sociology, the science of 

organization and institution, etc. Since phenomena are non-linear 

and therefore non-additive, a compilation of single discipline iriter

pretation will result in a falsified analysis of the status quo and in 

wrong prediction of the future behaviour of the system. Adequate 

interpretation can be achieved only by the creation and adoption of a 

multi-discipline language, that tries to fashion its structure according 

to the structure of the actual phenomena investigated and discards 

the linguistic partit ions created by specialized sciences in the past. 

The need for the multi-discipline approach has been "in the 

air'! for some time: disciplines, which for ages have not been" .on 

speaking terms, " have finally realized that application of a unitarY 

. language would yield completely new insights and perspective. Let us 

quote here only one example - -that of psychosomatic medicine.;. -the 

. outcome of the semantic reform that resulted from shedding the . ,. 

s.eroantic partition between "psychological" and "physiological" 

. phenomena, . a reform that may ultimately make both concepts obsolete. 

Process Language 

Development phenomena in emerging economies have many facets: 

they ~re of a complex structure; they change rapidly. In order adequately 

to de scribe and evaluate such phenomena, the structure of the language 
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used must be similar to that of the phenomena; to achieve this object the 

language used must comply with a number of specifications: 

1. Since development phenomena may be grasped only by a multi

discipline approach, our language must be a "u.nitary language, ,,,:< 

integrating all relevant, single -discipline, semantic approache s 

within a compatible framework of representation; 

2. Since the time dimension, long neglected, must become the most 

conspicuous dimension of our analysis, as will later be demon

strated,. our language must lend itself to four -dimensional 

interpretation, to include the three dimensions of space and the 

dimension of time; in other words, our language must be a 

dynamic language. 

3. Since, with the accumulation of information and the development 

of techniques, our analysis will become more complex, our 

language must lend itself to a parallel escalation in complexity. 

In the purely formal field of mathematics, a unitary "process language" 

has lately acquired prominence.;. -I refer here to system planning and other 

branches of operations research. The models underlying this approach 

are capable of comprising and interrelating many disciplines, to the extent 

that common yardsticks are now available, and it has, theoretically, no 

limits as to complexity. parameters, dimension, and constraints. Practically, 

however, the purely mathematical approach Will reach its limitation as soon as 

we cease to be able rigoTously to define and quantify the functions of the 

development equation. 

The specialized application of this general mathematical approach to the 

field of economics has given rise to the fruitful new discipline of econometrics 

and mathematical programming. While some recent econometric applications 

have tried to widen their angle of vision by including in their analysis semi

quantifii:l.ble factor s, such as education and training, econometrics is still 

* Launcelot Law Whyte, op. cit. 
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priInarily a disciplinE: ca.~1.cel"ned with the rne;;:.su~"ernent and qua:ltitativ€, 

de:scr:i.ption of economic sy~l;cnu; ;;'.:Old w5.th tile prediction of v·Cl.:r.iatiol'ls in 

economic pa:rameter s ~ re suIting from vadoun pat~eTns of rn2.!1ipulation 

of the factoiD of the economy. 

Although the matherr12.tical models. used. in system analygj.s in 

general and cconom'atrics in l')al·ti~nla!', co:;::ne ClOG€:l" to our semantlc 

requirements, they still constitnte, owing to thei:i..- rC3t:..-ictio:a. to 

qU2.ntitative analysis, only a pa:::tially appH-::able a.pp:..~oach to the 

extremeJ.y complex plHm.omenon of deveJ.;)prru.'~:;]t. in which Ina.ny 

significant iacto::"s clo not l-:md thems,elves$ c;.t le;;wt at this st·::l.c:;e of the 

art, to qua.ntitath.-e analysisc Furtherrno:i.·e. we n"we /;0 keep in mind that 

a purely qu.antitc.tive a.nalysis '\vill c.ert2.inly not be a~1rHcable to emerging 

economies, cha:·i"aeteTi.zea in. their cc.:d'y pl1.c;.~e3 of develop~meD.t by 
scarcity and un:'L·eli.ability· or Gat;;.. The:,·cfo7.'e, the ar.ldy~lis of the early 

development phaues will ~<"equ:i.re a laueuage, equally versatile, but 

more rugged and less qu;,mtified than system c'.n~.1yGis and economet:dcs. 

We shall c;:lJl this hypoi:heticGJ.1hnguage--whkh BtUl hns to be fully 

developed through pl'acti8ing, dynalnic~ and comprehensive analysis of 

projer.:t histories and develop:;:nent p:,·og:"t::.mrr~e,,--a "process language. 1/ 

The e~:te-rlt to '\I'/llich the a'lalyDis b. eve>:y 8p~~iiic cas(~ will utilize 

descriptive p:t'OC€Hl,'l lc=:n.guagc and/():~ 'CJ.u2..ntit2.tive b.ud;uage and n1odels, 

will mainly depend UpQ>:'l t}2e pl)o::;ition au:\.' ca.t.:;(:: oc';upie s on the scale of 

developrner~t; with Ci'.l.De s at th.e in.cipi.ent e::cd ryt: t?o.e flcale, h:.:rlgu.age will 

be mostly descriptive, and any rr ... odel that can be dZiiL3ed cl'udc l and 

semi-quantitative; when progressing on t~"e 3CC,lJ.e o~: de-lelopr.nei:!.t, and 

with the accumulation oJ fee<iback ini0:t'mat;.on, (jua.:.iJ.tHa:i:iv? all2.1ysis 

will gradually take o-;;el' without, h\."Jw·<3v~:c~ whc~.1y repl,acing des·.:;riptive 

language. 

How ~an· '''e a-'''I>l, . '''oce<'<' ''''em-, ~"" .. , "0 t~,,<> ·"·~-,l"{r"'l· of 0 " .. ""')ecl'fl'C - t; tv ';.-' / p_, c,"'.~ ,_L~'~. S... ':_'J c..· .. c._) ,:.... S . u .. ':>1 

problerr:.~ the development 01 water C'.D.d l~n.d :c·e30v.:.~::es, ef)p'ecially in 
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emerging economies? 

To begin with, let r'.s describe the kind of development phenomena we 

u.sually encounter in emerging economies. Devd.opment, h1. its early 

phases, is not a spontaneous process; H has to be imposed, usuaHy by 

government intervention, and it often depends upon rrlassive foreign aid 

in material and human resources. Since forrns of ur..de;cdevelopment 

usually extend over many phases of human activit-y- and oji."ganization, f~e 

development effort must necessa:rUy extend over parallel areas. The 

creation of such an aU-comprehensive developmert effort for a whole 

nation would involve the mobilization of national and international 

resources on a scale faT beyond those avaUable in em.ergi::''lg economies. 

Furthermore, such a mas sive nation-wide development leap-foTward would 

also be beyond the bounds of psychological poss5.biVty. GO·lte:rnment 

will usually try to establish growth-nuclei, with a view to generating 

catalytic action fTorn the nuclei and thus set off, in other areas of the 

economy, additional cycles of semi-spontaneous OT fully-spontaneous growth, 

The planning and implementation of the growth-nuclei must comprise the 

whole gamut of human activity involved in socio-economic growth. The 

corre}ated catalytic reaction of the growth-nuclei on the re st of the 

economy will, in their turn, also affect a wide variety of human activity. 

All these processes have to be seen as inte~cacting and evolving along -;;he 

time dimension. 

This vi.ew of development has little sim.Ea:d·;;y with 6at of orthodox 

planning. Orthodox programmes, using orthodox development models and 

languages, imply the naive assumption that the basic difference between 

developed and undeTdev·eloped countries lies in the existence or non

existence of a certain amO'lIl"i: of IIhardware, 1/ 0,,", to "'J.se mOTe fo:,;.omal 

language, capital investment, Therefore, the ana.lysis is usually confined 

to capital investment and its potential economic impact conceived witr·.out 

reference to the time dimension. The economy is, at least by implication. 

considered as being capable of abso:rbing this capital investment, in all 
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relevant spheres of human activity, by a kind of economic "induction. II 

The social organism is here conceived as already growth-oriented, 

able to react integrally to the stimulus of the project, as a maternal 

organism would to the fertilization of an egg cell. 

Psychological, structural, organizational, and social problems 

in this process, if at all foreseen, are treated as an afterthought on 

separate "lanes" of analysis, as suming that the phenomena involved 

(material, psychological, structural) are additive·- -as forces are in 

mechanics--and that all such forces can be assumed to evoke immediate 

reactions. Throughout the process, the use of the time dimension is 

confined to calculations of present worths of investment and benefit 

streams. This approach implies that growth tendencies are already 

inherent in the economy and are sufficiently strong to induce all 

secondary material and non-materia.l phases of development, required 

for the maturation and fruition of the project. In the following, we 

shall use the term "development potential II for these growth tendencies, 

and we shall subsume under this term all pxofessional, structural, 

organizational, and institutional capacitie s of the development authoritie s 

in particular and the economy in general that are a precondition towards 

the creation of sectorial self-sustained growth processes. Since, ac

cording to this orthodox approach, a development poten'~ial is implicitly 

assumed to be already in existence, the inducement of the growth of such 

"development potential 'l is not among the development objectives; 

objectives are usually confined to direct and indirect increase of pro

duction which are assumed to be a necessary result of the proposed 

capital investment. 

Development ,is, therefore, not viewed as a non-linear, irreversible 

process in the time dimension which brings about with every successful 

step far -reaching changes in structure and organization of the society, 

with the consequent irreversible growth of the "development potential" 

vector, but rather as a purely quantitative linear and additive process 
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In a neutral and directionless time dimension; in such a development 

model a programme constitutes a sequence of independent project steps 

that, to facilitate analysis, can be considered separately and later added 

up to obtain overall results. In this approach, which contains no real 

directed time dimension, transition states, transients of resources, 

society, and project benefits hardly exist; project features and their 

impact on resources and society are seen in their final state only, and 

phasing, if provided at all, is regarded solely as a convenience in sub

dividing investment. This model does not lend itself to a dynamic analysis 

of the impact of every project step on resources and society and of the 

relation of every phase of change to the following one. 

The model evolved by "process language" has a different point of 

departure and a different working approach. Within the terms of the 

process language model, development is considered as a multi-parameter, 

interrelated, irrever sible proces s of growth in the time dimension. 

Owing to the numerous parameters involved and their continuous inter

action, the proces s is so complex that we cannot conceive simultaneous 

solutions of the whole matrix (except for general solutions of a very 

simplified matrix for indications of overall trends), and we must rely on 

step by step or sequentii3.l analysis on multi-parameter lines for our 

current planning and implementation. 

In a dynamic development model, the time dimension gains a new 

significance: every point of the development curve in the time dimension is 

fraught with the changes brought about in all its parameters by preceding 

development steps; every point has a different "development potential;" 

tilne has direction, and we can no longer cut up time into equivalent neutral 

units, treat them indivually, and then add up results. We have to treat 

development as a proces s, where the point of time at which we propose 

to intervene is of the utmost importance for the outcome. 

If, for the sake of facilitation of analysis, we have to adopt a 

re stricted horizon, we have, as we do in mechanic s when we cut a piece 



of structure out of a whole for detailed analysis, to introduce the 

"developtnent potential" into our analysis at the point of the cut-off 

titne ditnension; this "potential, " at the point of cut-off, represents 

capa:b~lities developed during the past developtnent process, which can 

bear fruit only during the period beyond the horizon. Since here we 

consider developtnent to be a continuously evo.lving proces s, gaining 

tnotnentutn with titne, an evaluation of the "developtnent potential, " 

created by a developtnent progratntne, and signifying the itnpact of the 

progratntne under consideration on future developtnent,· becotnes a new 

and tnost itnportant ditnension of analysis. 
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A progratntne, in such an analysis. will be evaluated not only for 

its contribution to production but also (and in etnerging econotnies 

probably princapally) for its contribution to the growth of this "develop

tnent potential, II and here the sequence of project steps and their titning 

gains new itnportance. 

Although the material factors of the "developtnent potential" are, 

of course, an indispensable precondition to every growth process, it 

will be the extra-economic factors that will be the decisive ones in 

emergent economies. In the final analysis, development is done by 

man for men; man must be prepared to undertake this revolutionary, 

and--at least in its initial phases--this painful process of transforma

tion of all spheres of human activity a:ld cooperation. Progress in 

the hardware aspects of a progranlme has to go hand-in-hand with 

progress in human motivation and structure. Post-mortem analyses of 

tnany programme histories show that propelling the main hardware 

aspects of a programlTle without paranel progress in the human, social 

paratneters, and in the supporting hardware, will result in dead- sunk 

investment; furthermore, the frustration caused by such failures will 

induce negative conditioning and vicious circles in the motivation of 

those groups that are most needed for development. Such programmes, 

instead of developing the motivational and structu.ral parameters, result 
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only in the weakening or even the maiming of the development potential. 

A development process will therefore be effective only to the extent that 

the growth rate of all relevant material, human, and social parameter s -

in all their transition phases - -will be compatible. There seems to exist 

no better way to further and develop these human, structural, and social 

factors of the development potential than by applying and exerting them 

in properly planned and well-prepared integrated development programmes; 

success is the best conditioning factor--nothing succeeds like success. 

Unfortunately, this most vital part of the development front has 

often been the most neglected one; to the extent that the development of 

human resources was considered at all, it was confined to formal or on

the-job professional training, again on the naive assumption that motivation 

and structure in emerging nations were similar to those of mature economies. 

The anticipated yield of a programme to the development potential, in general, 

and more specifically to its human aspects was seldom, if ever, consciously 

evaluated and adopted as a basic programme objective. 

The Time Dimension 

The above description by process language of development in emerging 

economies indicates that the most significant part of a programme' analysis 

will be the study of the transients of the combined parameter s entering 

the development equation along the axis of time. The reasons for the 

importance of time in the early development phases are numerous; a few are 

li sted in the following: 

1. Since capital is scarse, and the extent of previous investments 

extremely limited, its opportunity cost will be high, and with 

it the economically significant interest rate, expressing also 

the "value" of time in the economy . 

. 2. Similar reasoning will apply to the other resources that usually 

are scarce in emerging economies: human resources and their 

professional training; structural resources and their institutional 
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consolidatio;).; natural resoul"ces--in OlJ.:r case water and land 

re source s - -which may be scarce 0:1 a national or regional 

level. 

3. Since pl"evaHing p::cod1.1.cthr:i.Hes al"e uf>uaUy low, smaH incre-

mental investments win initially b:dng about very significant 

gains in p:roductivity; postponement of such gains wouJ.d in-

volve serious losses to the economy. 

4. Actual utiliz2.i:ion of huma.n and n2.tnral T.esources, employed 

in the producdon process, is low. and any delay in increasing 

thei:r utiU::-,ati.on constitute s another ·v·irtual los s to the 

economy. 

5. The popul3.tion explosior.~ at present experienced in emergent 

economie s, lends special u::gency t'J the prompt development 

of the p:rodu8tive potential of a 112.Uon. 

6. An analysis along the time dimension will result in an 

evaluation of transition stages 01" transients, accompanied by 

a multi-parameter evaluation of the development potential 

vector at the termination of each transient; the sequential 

decision process £01" our development plan win be based on 

current,analysis and evaluation of these transients. 

7. The advances in mass communication media make develop .. 

ment a political necessity: unsatisfactory timing or delay 

in instituting development processes may spell doom to a. 

political regime. The political doctrine of today may well 

be read as Iideve!op or periE::h. II 

Orthodox and Process Languages 
and the De'f.ielopmer,t Process 

Since the basic mathematical semanti.cs f'J:;'" a dynamic development 

language has been available fo:-: some time, the question arises why has 

such language not yet been forma1i::;ed, and, above an, why has it not 

been applied mOl"e widely? The answer can be fou.nd in t:1.e fact that 
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normalized development thinking, and programme planning based on this 

thinking, were evolved in the context of ma'i:uTe economie s, predominantly 

by scientists and technicians whose prior edu.,:ation and experience were 

highly specialized. They we:te mostly single-discipline technicians, 

01", at best, teams of single-discipline technicians working concu1"rently 

on sepail"ate, parallel "lanes" of investigations, finally joining their 

specific investigations into what they hoped would amou.nt to a tru.e analysis 

of the programme. In the context of steadily growing rnatuTe economies, 

the orthodox" single lane" or "multiple parallel lan~, " lineaT and static 

analysis often resulted in reasonabJ.y successfl:~l p:rogrammes, whereas 

its uncritical application to the extremely unstable conditions prevailir~g 

in the process of growth of emerging economies often proved disastrous: 

as pointed out before, the superimposition of "single-lane" caricatures of 

complex dynamic phenomena does not result in a true process description. 

The reason for this difference in the extent of success in the application of 

the orthodox doctrine lies, of COUTse, in the difference between the societies 

to which they were applied. 

In mature economies, the simplifications and distortions implied in 

the application of the orthodox doctrines will have but little effect upon the 

programme which spells ont only the government intervention part of 

projects. In any case tbjs intervention is almost exClusively concerned with 

the major hardware aspects of the programme; the other aspects are 

either already in existence 01' they evolve by "economic induction. " re

sulting out of the interlinking of the sector s of economy throug}"! the play 

of market forces. 

In emerging economies, however, this interlinking is r11dimentary; 

a conside1'able part of the economy is stagnant and may not yet be monitized. 

If government intervention. in analogy to patterns pTactised in mature 

economies~ remains confined to major hardware aspects, the other features 

equally important fOT the success of the prog1.4 amme do not evolve, for 

economic induction is practically non-existent. 



At first sight, the results at which we have arrived.,seem para

doxical: why should the analysis of development problems in the 
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relatively simple economies of less-developed countries require a,complex 

process language, while a simple, statically oriented language has often 

proved to be satisfactory for considerably more complex, mature 

economies? The explanation to this apparent paradox lies in the fact 

that our analysis does not concern itself with the economy as it is, 

but with the growth phenomena leading to development; and these, at 

least from the point of view of the planning and executive authority, 

require a more comprehensive, and therefore a more complex analysis 

in emerging economies. 

Mature economies are growth-oriented and growth phenomena and 

transients develop spontaneously around a central development theme 

like vines around a tree trunk. To the extent that intervention is 

neces sary, it can be confined to the central theme, for all cyclic 

interlinking is positive, Briefly stated, adaptation to growth is a 

normal function of such economies. Therefore, a linear static language 

will not introduce major distortions into our analysis. 

Emergent economies, on the other hand, are not growth-oriented; 

many cyclic links are negative, communication poor, and response 

to growth incentives sluggish and localized. For th ern, integrated 

development is an unnatural process, a dramatic revolutionary change. 

affecting every aspect of human life and activity. In such a context, 

the analysis of development cannot any more be confined to a single 

"melodic" line including the main theme s of development; here, the 

spontaneous processes of the relevant accessory sectors of the economy 

are inadequate to elicit the vital sub sidiary theme s. Therefore, all 

primary and secondary growth strands in all their transients and 

transient interactions must be subjected to a non-linear dynamic 

analysis. Outside intervention can be relaxed only to the extent that 

cyclic interlinking improves and becomes positive and when the necessary 
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reinforcing growth processes become spontaneous. 

Conclusions 

Growth phenomena. .in evolving economies depend upon a great 

number of intersecting ever-changing factors. These factors evolve 

along the time dimension through transients towards new equilibria; 

the transients, again, develop their own transitory fields of forces 

through which they interact. New capacities, development potentials, are 

gradually developed which will have a decisive influence on (future growth. 

The analysis and prediction of these complex phenomena require a multi

discipline dynamic non-linear model and a language that lends itself to 

the description of such a model. System analysis and econometrics 

corne closest to the requirements of such a language, but their complete 

quantification makes their use often unfeasible in the early stages of 

development. Partly-quantified language of similar structural properties, 

termed here process language, will have to be developed to analyse growth 

phenomena in evolving economies, their transients, their interaction, 

their trends and progress. 

A good artisan, before starting his work, will check his tools, 

selecting those that are required and discarding the tools that will not 

as sist in expediting the job, Let us act in the same tradition: adequate 

tools are a precondition of succes s. 
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CHAPTER II 

RESOURCES PLANNING AND PLANNING OBJECTIVES 

"Our Country grows by night 
when the politicians sleep .•• 

Brazilian proverb 
quoted by A. O. Hirshman 

Introductory 

The subject of the second lecture is the planning of water and 

land resources in emerging economies. In this context we shall assume 

the existence of an overall economic development plan to be imple:'" 

mented within a specified period and defining on the one hand the anti

cipated contribution of the available land and water resources to the 

economy, and on the other hand the capital and human resources· 

available for development during the development period. 

Planning the development of resources in this context will be 

under stood as an attempt to propose ways and means for the manipula

tion and utilization of natural, capital, and human re source s to the 

attainment of a series of objectives generally related to the productive 

capacity of a nation. The plan as formulated should embody an in

ventory of resources, a survey of existing conditions, and an outline 

of the measures to be adopted to activate and ensure development of 

the economic sector under investigation. Planning objectives will 

relate to the creation of self-sustained growth-potential, as well as 

to the short-term increase in production; the purpose and raison 

d'~tre of planning is to lay down guidelines for action and planning may 

be considered as significant only to the extent that it provokes action 

along the lines recommended . 

In the following sections we shall first survey the scope and 

depth of resources planning, prevailing today in developed economies. 
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We shall then analyse the type of planning required for emerging economies 

and seek historic precedents. The relation in developing countries of the 

planning process to the political decision taking process will then be analysed. 

The final section will deal with the objectives out of which the political 

decision-taking level willhave to'choose a self-consistent set of objectives 

to serve as a point of departure for planning strategies and tactics. 

The Necessity of Planning 

I s Planning Rational? 

The term planning, in its political and economic context, is often 

bandied about as a slogan, uttered as the clarion call of extreme political 

philosophies, while considered anathema to equally extreme bt!t opposite 

viewpoints. CC'm we dismis s planning then as a purely political slogan, 

or should we consider it a mandatory tool for the achievement of develop

ment? 

Casting our eyes back over remote ages to the birth of man, we find 

no example of true a'daptive planning, since instantaneous reaction to a 

situation as it poses itself is the veryessen'ce of the rule of nature. 

Delayed reaction is a specifically human and social trait; pooling of 

experience at a social level leads to the definition of traditional rules 

of operation that gradually replace the pattel'n of instantaneous reaction. 

These rules may be considered as prefabricated plans--they survive un

changed through many generations; they are not always based on the last 

word of logical reasoning, and what they lack in logic they make up for in 

dogmatism and tenacity. Except under conditions of exceptional stress or 

scarcity- -and here we refer mainly to planning in the so-called "hydraulic 

societies" and to wartime planning, to which we shall later refer- -little 

true adaptive planning has been practised until very recent times. In 

Western Europe, planning has only become legitimate with the advent 

of the major crises of the nineteen thirties and the acceptance of Keynseian 

economic doctrine s. 

.. 
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,'( 
Andrew Shonfield, , of the Royal Institute of International Studies, 

has described ear.ly attempts at planning in the West as "concerned 

mainly with the improvement in control over the business cycle. 

Indeed, in several countries it was the search for better methods of 

short-term control over the economic system which led to long- term 

planning .... it is in most countries an activity of very recent origins 

belonging to the 1960' s rather: than to the' 50' s. " 

In the developed countrie s of today, planning to a greater or 

less degree has become more or less accepted, though its objectives, 

depth, scope, and degree of permissiveness vary from country to 

country. We may study the whole gamut from the complete mandatory 

planning of communist countries to the negation of planning of some 

oligarchic societies. 

The introduction of all-embracing planning on a national scale 

in the communist economies has not made this doctrine politically 

more attractive to the western world. The communistic approach to 

planning is dictated by its underlying political philosophy; the economy 

as a whole, and the human elements forming part of it are seen as 

wheels and cogs of a complex mechanism whose behaviour is completely 

predictable and dependent only upon material inputs and political in

doctrination. The task of planning is seen in determining these inputs 

and their interconnection in order to achieve predetermined production 

and distribution targets. The creation of incentives is considered 

to constitute secondary factors of planning, and, in fact, their spontaneous 

growth is discouraged through institutional attitudes. Hence, it is not 

surprising that those sectors of the economy in which productivity 

depends less upon individual motivation (such as modern industry) 

show better progres s than those where individual motivation is para-

mount, such as agriculture. 

,'( 
'''The Progress (and Perils) of Planning, " Encounter, August 1965. 
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In the western forms of planning, the implementation of the material 

aspects of development is rarely fully spelt out and made mandatory. 

In the French approach to planning, indications are given as to the bottle

necks of the development front and economic incentives created, e. g. , 

through planned channelling of government funds, to create facilities to . 
overcome them. The American type of planning puts the main emphasis 

on corrective short-term r.neasures to control the business cycle without, 

however, losing sight of indicative long~term planning. 

The repudiation of the desirability of planning, or the drawing up 

of spurious plans without the true intention of implementing even a part 

of these plans, as exemplified in some oligarchic societies, would probably 

constitute the very antithesis to the communistic approach to planning. 

Since sufficient case histories of planning in developed countries of 

every scope, depth, and nature are now available, one might think that it 

should have become pos sible to determine the extent of planning required 

under every set of conditions. However, a cursory examination of the 

extent of planning and its relation to rates of growth shows an almost 

complete lack of correlation between the two; apparently more factor s 

are involved than meet the eye. 

De spite the spread of general economic planning in the West, 

development histories are fraught with instances of resistance to long-

. term planning of natural resources, even where its benefits were obvious. 

This fact has been noticed and aptly described by Professor Abel Wolman 

who has drawn the conclusion that long-term planning of national resources 

in the West is adopted only if really dramatic needs are demonstrated . 

. This resistance stems basically from a deeply rooted mistrust in govern

ment intervention, especially in areas so "charged" with vested interest 

tensi.ons as land and water development. 

In emerging economies, the national planning approach has now been 

generally accepted as a prerequisite to adequate growth. This prerequisite 

arises out of the existence in the new economies of vicious circles, 
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prevailing in almost all areas of economic activity, circles that can be 

broken or translormed into "positive, circular causation" (Myrdal) only 

by government intervention. Such intervention must nece s sarily be a 

complex operatior.., touching v.pon numerous economic and social para-

meters and sv.ch a complex operation cannot be successfully implemented 

without pJ.an!~ing. It is also becoming more recognized that the planning 

process and implementation in emerging economies require a far more 

comprehensive scope and a greater depth than in the developed countries. 

Unfortunately. howeve:r, in most developing countries, although 

these facts are fully appreciated, the necessary know-how is still 

lacking- -and the political JTIotivation often deficient- -to enable adequate 

plans to be drawn v.p and their hnplementation organized. 

Planning and Scarcity 

Basically, the necessity for planning arises from the existence 

of stress or scarcity: the more numerous the scarce parameters, the 

more comprehensive the plan; the more seriou.s the scarcity, the greater 

the depth of planning. Since dirnensions of scarcity in developing economies 

are numerous, the planning process will have to take in a wide field of 

activity and must penetrate to great depths. Unfortunately, relatively 

limited comparable planning experience is available from the develop-

ment history of developed countries. Only two major historic classes of 

phenomena exist whe2."e rec'..2rring situations of stress and scarcity ;have led 

to far-reaching planning on a national scale·· -the so-called hydraulic 

societies and war. 

The hydraulic societies* arose out of the necessity to control and 

manage major rivers on which the subsi~tence and survival of whole 

nations depended. These stress situations gave rise to elaborate 

planning and highly organized implementation of nation-wide engineering, 

administrative, a.nd political oper.ations. In these societies the trial was 

*This term was coined and the phenomena described by Professor 
Wittfogel in his book "Oriental Despotism," Yale University Press, New 
Haven, 1957. 
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made--perhaps for the first time in human history--to achieve the com

prehensive planning covering most areas of .human economic activity 

on a national scale. This planning exercise was sufficiently successful 

to enable the construction of major engineering projects and their 

successful operation over centuries. These planning efforts were, how

ever, based on an extreme autocratic political philosophy which could 

certainly not be repeated in modern time s. Hence, the les son of the 

hydraulic societies for modern underdeveloped countries will be extremely 

limited. 

The other c1as s of phenomena, war, producing chronic conditions of 

scarcity, has led in modern times to widely-accepted full-scale planning. 

In fact, succes s in the prosecution of war has been shown to depend in no 

small measure on planning the deployment of maximum force s against 

the enemy, stepping up the production of war material in the hinterland, 

without denuding the country of the elements required for physical survival. 

In order to effect this mobilization of resources in a short time, m.assive 

government intervention, based on comprehensive multi-parameter 

dynamic planning, has proved to be necessary; wartime planning concerned 

with the lightning conversion of the economy from a peacetime to a wartime 

basis contains the essentials of the type of planning required for the trans

formation of a subsistence to a modern economy. The main manifest dif

ference lies in the disparity of the time-scale and time horizons, in that planning 

for war is devoid of long-term goals. 

Many of the processes connected with planning in emerging economies 

are es sentially present in wartime planning: dynamic inventorying of 

resources; definition of overall objectives and strategies; optimization of 

the allocation of resources with a view to achieving these strategies; 
1::< 
employment of every means known to psychology to increase motivation 
t,· 
in relation to the plan objectives; an all-embracing reorganization of the 

economy, tailored to the requirements of the plan; intensive analysis .of 

all these along the time axis. All these activities are seen as interconnected 
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and are planned by the multi -parameter approach. Extent and depth of 

planning have probably been among the significant factors contributing 

to success in war. 

The necessity for comprehensive national planning in wartime has 

never seriously been contended, largely owing to the willingne ss of the 

individual temporarily to surrender freedom, to make sacrifice s in the 

face of the peril to the national existence, and in face of the dramatic 

circumstances under which a number of serious scarcities develop 

overnight in economies of affluence: scarcity of material as well as 

human resources; deficiency in the social micro-structure; and 

scarcity of time. With the passing of the emergency, the importance 

of such scarcitie s - - so fundamental to the conduct of the war - -is 

eclipsed and planning is promptly discarded. 

In underdeveloped economies, and here I refer to a hypothetical 

economy where underdevelopment prevails equally within all sectors, 

the dimensions of scarcity may be even more numerous, the depth 

of scarcity more serious than in a modern wartime economy. In the 

field of material resource s - -infrastructure, capital formation, and 

often natural resources are inadequate; in the field of human resources-

population growt,h uncontrolled; the number of professionally trained 

men- -insufficient; general educational levels - -low, and motivation 

deficient. In the field of social micro- structure- -traditional law and 

institutions seriously handicap development, and the organization of 

the economy is predominantly on a local subsistence level, with in

sufficient interlinking between sectors. Vicious circles exist in all 

these areas holding the economy stagnant. Planned government inter-

vention extending over all these dimensions of scarcity is a necessity 

if positive circular causation is to emerge and the development 

process primed. The planning underlying such intervention must take 

into account the necessity of spreading growth processes from sector 

to sector, in order to achieve interlinked expansion along the axis of 

time. 
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Planning--A Status Symbol 

The necessity of planning is toclay fully recognized by the emerging 

nations, though unfortunately the organization and political motivation re

quired for planning is often in.adequate. Howev,er, since plan!ling has become a 

kind of status symbol, a "plan-or-perish" attitude now seems to prevail, and 

planners occasionally feel th2..t even if, for no fault of thei:r own, they cannot 

corne up with the real article, they should at least produce and pre sent to the 

political level the t~('appings of a plan. Real planning is an uphill job; not 

only because it involves consideTable technological and organizational efforts, 

but mainly beca.use from the political point of view it is often very delicate. 

Before one can embark on planning proper, the main socia-political objectives 

and strategies have to be squal'ely stated and this, in a true development plan. 

will include " ... a pervasive social transformation; ... a whole sale meta

morphosis of habits, a wrenching reorientation of values; ... an unweaving 

and reweaving of the iabric of daily existence itself; ... in any society such a 

transformation is a prof01. .. mdly dislocating experience. 11':< 

From the chronica.lly short-term point of view of the politician~ such 

basic long-term measures will not look too attractive. The politician will 

therefore usually prefer to remain closeted in his world of double-think and 

triple-talk, instead of committing himself nnequivoca .. lly to a specific set of 

values, objectives, and s'CX'ategies. 

Planning, then. must use genuine coin, while in politics counterfeit 

currency will do equ.ally well, and in time will drive the genuine article 

. out of circula.tion. by the operation of a political Gresham's law; this 

tactical approach of the politic a.! level is not necessarily due to any 

. innate viciousness of politicians, but rather to their pragmatic under

standing of the politico-psychological situation in the initial phases of 

>:c 
Robert L. Heilbro:aer, liThe Great Aocent, " Harper Torchbooks, 

New York, 1963. pp. 53-54. 
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development. Development implies the sacrifice of possible benefits of 

today for the sake of the benefits of tomorrow, and is hence a policy of 
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a long time -span. Lifting an underdeveloped economy from its stagnancy 

and changing vicious circles to positive circular causation involves a 

painful transformation, a" scandal" according to the definition of the 

French economist Austruy':<; it comprehends the birth of a new society 

and is preceded by often acute birthpangs. Notwithstanding their 

ultimate moral justification, it is difficult to sell long-term policies 

to the public, while subjecting them to initial and painful phases of 

development. 

It is, therefore, not surprising that in emerging economies 

easily marketable surrogates often substitute for planning. A glamorous 

list of superlative hardware, well-adorned with economic padding, will 

from the point of view of political expediency do nicely for a plan~ In 

its political aspects this has often been extremely succes sful, but in 

a new economy it has seldom effected true development in a degree 

proportional to the outlay. The growth bulge created by such a pro

gramme in the general front of stagnation will not carry the rest of the 

front with it due to the lack of "economic inductionll so characteristic 

of developing economies; furthermore, the development bulge is 

usually implemented by expatriate organizations working practically 

without any contact with local organizations or professional manpower, 

and thus the whole effort, while channelling off the major part of the 

resources allocated to development over one or even two planning 

periods, remains isolated, leaving the rest of the economy practically 

untouched. 

"Development enclaves" in a sea of underdevelopment are, and have 

been for some time, very much in vogue: they have the advantage of 

easily directing the longings and yearnings of a poor nation into easily 

* J. Austruy, "Le Scandal du Developpement, II Editions Marcel 
Riviere et Cie., Paris, 1965. 
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accessible channels; a dam or a large badc industry are examples of sllch 

diversion r-hannels. Th.ey become £ltatu3 symbols, appealing to that section 

of public opinion to which the existence of a true plan woald have little ap

peal; they become the chthonic: symbol of national aspirations for develop

rnent, as such have consi.de~rc.ble psychological importance, a.s is instinctively 

realized a'c the political leveL While exr,d.biting all the se major political 

advantages, "deveJ.opment encJa.ves" still demand no change in the traditional 

stTllcture of the society or the economy; they cause no major upheava.l 

of vested intere sts, a::1d, in short, they invol-ve none of the II scandal" of 

development pi·opet'. Such a, pseu.d.o-deveJ.opmcnt may ~eE:ult in such 

psychological and political e:.'J.shantment, but cannot lead and in actual ex

perience has not led to the de"/elopment of self- sustained g~L'owth. ,:~ 

A P:;"agmatic Appl"Oa.ch to P12,nning 

What then is the :realisti'.: app·roach to planrling? If the proper approac;h-

that of grass-roots change in social and psychological str'.1.cture is destined to 

run aground on both political. 2..ud pbpula:;: :resistance, even before being afforded 

an opportunity to launch itself·· -a.nd, if on the othel' hand, the easy way of 

creating development enclave<; does l"!ot l-ead to :;:e2.1 development, is the 

problem then at all capableo£ soh::tion? 

Develop:i"nenl, neve:rt:hele~s, has occurred; continues to occur, and some 

modus vivendi must exist. The solution- -as othe:;:o :i:eal-liie solutions - - should 

not be sought at the extreme e~~.ds of the scale; gel1er;,.l1y workable solutions 

are found sor.£1ewhe're in between. 

The planner sho'uld realize that th.e society 10:r which he is planning 

has a particular social, economic, and political structure which, except for 

revoh'!.tionary transro:rmatiori, may be changed only veTY gl'a.dually. He must 

realize that his task is not to wait until sod.ety has sufficiently changed so as 

to ~ake it fit his plan, but ~r:'ather to design 2. plan for an existing society. 

~:c: 

See Heillnoner op. cit. p. 53 
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If in his society the chemically pure stuff is unacceptable, he will 

have to water it down until it becomes palatable to his political level. 

Under conditions of developing countries, the basic choice will seldom 

be between two alternatives of optimum utilization of resources, but 

rather between a plan of action in the right general direction that will 

still be acceptable to the political decision-taking level because it 

compromises with what is euphemistically called the "realitie s of 

political life, " and between a "chemically purer" plan that would never 

be acted upon. In other words, it is a choice of the lesser evil, where 

the greater evil is "unrealistic" planning equivalent to postponement 

of action. When making these painful choices the resources planner 

should keep in mind that successful action will lead to new action, that 

the best road to development is by initiating development, and that, with 

time, development implementation may convert even the political level 

to a "purer" line of development thinking. 

Major structural changes often required for significant develop

ment should be brought about by gradual and subtle modification of 

existing structures, effected as by-products of the implementation of 

a programme, rather than by making major change a: prerequisite or 

sine-qua-non of development. Compulsive tactics rarely breach the 

structural and institutional front or even gain temporary beach-heads 

for later deployment. 

We must conceive the extent of inertia and resistance to change 

of institutional patterns and their underlying rationalizations as points 

on a continuous scale: at one extreme end of the scale we encounter 

societies with relatively less-developed institutional structure, having 

low resistance to change (e. g., the societies of the authoritarian type 

which, however, have their own brand of mental blocks), while at the 

other extreme end of the scale we have firmly entrenched traditional 

societies, with extensive vested interests and formidable mental blocks 

active against change. 
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The planner and the political authority responsible for sanctioning 

planning strategy must first evaluate their own particular situation and 

determine where and to what extent re sistance, both active and pas sive, 

is likely to be encountered. Accordingly, the programme must consider 

certain institutional patterns as constraints in the development equation 

(at least in its initial decision sequences). while others might--within 

certain limits - -be considered as accessible to change and thus as 

controllable variables. As development progresses, institutional 

patterns considered as constraints in the initial phases may gradually, 

as a consequence of the structural changes brought about by the development 

process, become amenable to change and thus controllable variables in 

subsequent phases of development. 

Every socio-political condition has areas of least resistance, likely 

to yield to pressure or attack. The starting momentum available at the 

outset of the plan, if first applied to such areas, may obtain the necessary 

leverage to prize open a first series of vicious circles and transform them 

into positive circular causation, and from this first nucleus change processes 

may sustain further opportunity of propagation, supported by a momentum 

invigorated by the process of growth. 

So far, we have touched only upon the tactics connected with the 

initiation of the planning process; the time has now come to consider the 

objectives of planning. 

Planning Objectives 

The basic objectives of a society playa similar role in the dev~lopment 

equation that axioms play in algebra. They are choices stemming from a 

set of political and social values prevailing in that society and, once 

adopted, they determine general and operational strategies and the' choices 

of the plan proper. Though basic objectives can be counted among the less 

changeable parts of planning, they nevertheless change with time: as an 

ideological product of society they change with that society. Society 
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creates values; values result in objectives; objectives in strategies; 

strategies in programmes; programmes in development and change of 

society; and finally. the changed society gives birth to new values and 

new objectives. 

Since in political decision-taking our practical choice will always 

lie somewhere between the extreme points of a scale of values, we 

can, perhaps, best visualize a range of objectives by describing the 

extreme points of the various scales of possible choices; without 

pretension to completeness; a few recurring scales, relating to 

. resources development are listed in the following: 

1. True development versus prestige programme 

Do we intend to put the main emphasis on basic social and 

psychological and institutional transformations, that are 

the precondition to self-sustained true growth, or do we 

choose the establishment of development enclaves as a 

prestige programme? 

2. Timing of benefit 

Do we prefer to maximize benefit for the immediate future 

or for future generations, or do we take an intermediate 

position? 

3. Conservation of resources 

Do we choose utilization patterns which would significantly 

jeopardize or diminish potential use of resources by future 

generations, or do we insist in preserving utilization 

levels proposed for the use of the present generation also 

for the use of future generations; or do we take an int er

mediate position? 

4. Choice of economic parameter for optimization 

Do we intend maximizing by the budgeted capital investment 

the value of the product, the improvement of the balance of 

payment. the volume of employment, the ratio of consumption 
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to saving, or any combination of these parameters? 

5. Distribution 

Do we aim to maximize the ab solute volume of the product; or 

do we prefer to optimize the distribution of income; or any 

combination of both? 

6. Relief to distres s areas 

Do we single out for intensive development those areas that 

for capital invested will yield the highest product, or do we 

give priority to areas of distress, even if investment in such 

areas will prove less rewarding? 

7. Demographic policy 

Do we consider measures to control population growth justified 

or do we consider it our duty to provide means of subsistence 

for an unplanned population growth? 

8. Conservation of tTaditional ways of life 

Do we consider that the preservation of traditional ways of 

life overrides the necessities of economic-growth, or do we 

consider economic growth bought at the cost of fundamental 

social change s to transcend such considerations? . 

Theoretically it would be up to the political decision-taking level to . 

choose a point on each of the above (and on other similar) scales, and to 

. define an internally consistent set of objectives to 3erve as ground-rules 

for the planner. In actual fact, such a clear-cut procedure will not always 

be possible: firstly, because the political level is not always sufficiently 

analytical, and secondly, because in political double-think the impossible 

,feat of uniting the extremes becomes possible. The planner, however, has 

to think algebraically, and double-think will not carry him far. 

In order to make the choice of a consistent set of objectives amenable 

to the political level, and further to get over to them the social cost of 

their choice, the planner will often have to translate alternative sets of 

objectives into corresponding project mixes and point out the approximate 
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economic and social costs and the beneiits of each alternative. This will 

enable the political decision-making level to attach a price tag to each set 

of objectives before the choice is made. Both the political and the 

planning authorities must bear in mind that objectives change with 

development and that it will often pay not to be too pretentious in 

setting up one I s objectives in the initial phase of development; a gradual 

elevation of objective and target, attendant on the rise in development 

consciousness and morale of the pu.blic, will have a better chance of 

success. Let us consider two examples demonstrating this gradual 

appro.ach. 

The first example concerns the choice of "time span;" time span 

here refers to the length of period that motivation fo1' the implementa

tion of a certain policy can be susta.ined in an individual, a group, or a 

nation. With individuals, time span increases with age, whereas with 

societies time span will depend mainly on the extent of development; in 

traditional societies it will be relatively short;as the economy develops 

time span will become longer. Objectives for individual action in the 

initial phase s should therefore be predominantly short-term, whereas 

medium and long:-tel'm policies shou.ld be undel'taken by the State. With 

the growth of the- economy, time span will increase and objectives can 

then progre s s to rrlediurn-term and late!' long-term; furtherrnore, with 

the lapse of time, mediurn-term programmes may be picked up by 

private initiative. 

The second example concerns the question of institutional change, 

already mentioned. He1'e, again, it will pay initially to treat traditional 

patterns with great reopect and to effect change by introducing only 

gradual modifications to existing institutional patterns. The continued 

use in a development programme of such gradually modified traditional 

institutional structure might make it possible to initiate the first steps 

of implementation of a new programme without excessive resistance. 
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Conclusions 

While in developed societie s the choic.~ of planning approach will 

be mainly dependent on political doctrine s and considerable variety of 

scope and depth of planning win therefore prevail. true growth in 

emerging economies win be conditional upon nationwide comprehensive 

pla.nning of resources develol.)ment, extending over all areas of econorrdc 

activity. human structure, and institutions. The closest historic parallel 

of such planning approach is rnodern wartime planning. 

While the necessity of comprehensive planning is today recognized 

in developipg economies. actual planning performance is found to be 

guided by short-term political considerations. The resources planner 

must determine to what ex~ent he will have to water down his optimization 

in order to ensure its acceptance by the political decision-making process. 

The choice of planning objectives on which the planning process will be 

based will depend upon the political philosophy of government. Within 

the various scales of objectives, optimum points will be selected, 

harmonizing with the prevailing political value system, and these optimum

points coordinated and modified into a self-consistent set of objectives. 



CHAPTER III 

PLANNING STRATEGIES FOR RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 

"The mere laying-in of a core of capital equipment. in-
. dispensable as that is for further economic expansion. 
doe s not yet catalyse a tradition-bound society into a 
modern one. For that catalysis to take place. nothing 
short of a pervasive social transformation will suffice. II 

R. L. Heilbronner. "The Great Ascent" 

Introductory 

In the last lecture we have reviewed the place of resources 

planning in the political decision-making process related to develop-

ment and alternative basic values and objectives. on which to base 

such plans. 

If all the factors entering into the "development equation." i. e .• 

the physical. psychological. social. and economic parameters. their 

interrelationship and the functions governing their growth. were fully 

known to us. and once the basic objectives were settled. an optimal 

plan could be drawn up by mathematical analysis. determining which 

paranieter. or combination of parameters. we intend optimizing and 

under what constraint. 
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In reality. the development equation in developing economics is too 

complex to lend itself to formalized expression and the data on pa;ra

meters and functional interrelationships inadequate to admit of an 

overall formalized representation and subsequent solution of ~he 

development equation. However. the study of successful case histories 

in land and water resources development indicates a number of typical 
.~ . 

strategies whose application will often lead to rational utilization of 
, 

. ~ ""; ~. 

resources, reasonable growth rates. and priming of the development 

process. 

In the present lecture I shall outl:tne a number of strategies derived 
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from successful case histories. The strategies described will fall into 

two main. groups: 

1. strategies aiming at short-term growth of production and its 

distribution, 

2. strategies aiming at long-term growth by increasing the develop

ment potential of the nation. 

This first group of strategies will again be subdivided into two sub

groups: The first sub-group will include the conventional growth strategie$ 

relating in an ab stract way to the usual short-term economic parameters, 

without reference to the special conditions of emerging economics. The 

sec~nd sub-group will include those strategies that deal with optimizat~on 

6( short-term economic parameters, with special reference to conditions 

prevailing in emergent economics, i. e., analysis of the all-important 

time dimension, conditions of uncertainty, and institutional constraints. 

The second main group of strategies will be aimed at the gradual 

transformation of society. The psychological, social, and institutional 
t! !' '., ,; 

structure of society (the fifth dimension of our universe of discourse, to be 

added to the three dimensions of space and the dimension of time) must be 

transformed by adopting suitable development tactics so asto step up the 

development potential of the economy and to reach that stage of capacity 

for self-sustained growth. 

When drawing up an effective resource development plan in an emerging 

economy, proper weight must be given to both these groups of strategies. 

Consideration of the fir st main group is relatively easy, since such strategies 

can be expressed in quantitative terms. The second group does not lend it

self easily to quantification, though considerable progress can be expected 

in the future in this direction. Evaluation will therefore have to adopt the 

difficult approach of combining fully quantified, partly quantified, and 

qualitative criteria. We can now approach the description of the two groups 

of strategie S. 

,. 
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Short-Term Strategies 

Optimizing Production Fu.nction 

The first and paramount target of a p1"ogramme will usually be to 

maximize the production function (in the wide st sense of the word) re

sulting from the inve stment of the available budget. In emerging eco nomie s, 

where the analysis along the time axis is usually decisive, investment 

and benefit streams, rather than static budget figuzoes without time 

dimension, should be adopted. The opportunity tost of capital and the 

other value dimensions or time can be expressed by interest rates applied 

in the computation of present worth of programmes; without involving 

ourselves in the complex question of' the determination of appropriate 

discounting rates, it can, nevertheless, be stated in general terms 

that (1) interest rate decreases with development, (2) in determining 

interest rates addHiona.l socio-politica1 factors should be taken into ac

count, in addition to the opportunity cost of capital. In long-term pro

grammes, a decrease of the discount rate with time might be indicated. 

The function that we shall endea.vour to maximize wiU usually be the 

surplus of the present worth of benefit streams minus cost streams, 

discounted at an appropriate rate of interest. McKean has proposed 

the use of the m~rgina1 interned rate of return. >!' The benefit streams 

to be maximized can be the direct production volumes, improvements 

in the balance of payment of the country, employment, or any combina

tion of them. The bearing of proposed prog~C'amme s on consumption and 

saving might also be of importance. 

In certain kinds of projects (e. g., wate:; .. supply projects) non 

monetary II service units" may be used, and there our endeavour will be 

to optimize the p:,:e sent worth of service units in actual use that can be 

obtained for a certain budget, allowing, of course, for the present worth 

of unutilized capacity that ha.d to be incorporated fox engineering and 

. '* 
R. McKean, "Efficiency i:i.1. GoveL"nment. II John Wiley & Sons, 

New York, 1958. 
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economic reasons. The relc:.tion of investments in direct rneans of pro

duction to those in inirastl'uctural features wHl also be an important 

consideration. Premature investment in infrastX'uci;<1re in emerging economies 

will not accelerate the development of productive capacity, in contrast 

to the effect of such procedure in developed economies. It will be justified 

only to the extent that fhe cu.rrent cost of using existing inefficient infra

structure will have become higher than the current cost of new infra

structural featu:res, when operating at the partial load predicted for the 

date of completion. 

Spreading Investment 

A successful programme requires both the creation of means of pro

duction and their ab sorption within the p:ooduction pl'oce s s. In view of 

the fact that absorption is gradual, capital investment should be induced 

parallel with, and not in advance of absorptive capacity, or in other words, 

growth processes in the means of production should be consonant with 

growth of absorptive capacity. However, investments in means of pro

duction are not given easily to subdivision; "development quanta" will 

emerge which, for economic and/ or engineering reasons, cannot be 

further subdivided. As a consequence investments will necessarily be of a 

spasmodic nature, and the cost of the development quanta will determine 

the lumpiness of investment. In o:rde:r to ensure the optimal use of our 

·budget, we should try to spread investments, in space and time, as 

closely as possible in parallel with the growth in 2.bsorptive capaCity of the 

. economy for these investments. This spreading will, of course, be con-

strained by the inherent :'lumpiness" of investment, on the one hand, and 

by the diseconomy of using smaller instead of bigger quanta on the other 

hand. If, for the pu:cpose of. evaluation, we subdivide a p:roject into its 

quanta and evaluate project mixes consisting of project quanta, instead of 

enti:re projects, a realistic evaluation according to OUT fir st st:rategy above, 

giving proper weight to anticipated limitations in the growth of the absorptive 

capacity for new means of production, wiE al:ready include evall.'.ation of the 

economic effect of spreading the investment. 
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Manipulation of Demand 

Some projects ·il::.t1avoid::!.I)ly in';,rolve la:!"ge development quanta and 

are therefore lumpy in in7estment. Constl"uc~ion of dams or canals are 

examples of hmpy p!'ojects, where phasi:l.g is not gene:rally wOTthwhile. 

In such case s, one shouB b-c;.Hd up demand w:lere this is feasible, ahead 

of the constr:.lction of. m2.in p?ojects- -the oYe?-utiliz2.tion of existing 

resources, by recou.rse to tempol'ary palliative :!:'ae~su.res, of by other 

available means, in Q;i.·der to minimize the cost of idleness of the capital 

that must be invested in the Indivisible large project quantum. Such 

manipulation of the demar~d function win result in production even before 

inve stment has started and it win reduce the Teal cost of intere st during 

construction and t~.e 1.os s of ;.ncome duxing the development period of the 

project. Such measu:res often make it possible to reduce accounting 

costs considerr.lbly, and, in addition, serve to predevelop an area, 

facilitating later, more rapid absorption of new means of production, 

after initiation of project operation. 

Flexibility 

Ideal planning situations, with all parameters and constraints 

of the development equation disclosed, would allow us to draw up a ~ii'm 

progJ..·amme wittiout runn.ing the risk of misin7estment. Such ideal 

sih:.ations, howeve:r, never exist (though, in mature economies we 

sometime s imagine theh.' existence until society or natu:re calls the 

bluff), and we mu.st thel'efol'e make allowance in planning for factor s 

of uncertainty: ou~ resources data are incomplete and their reliability 

limited; our demand fOl'ecas'~s - - subject to facto!' s beyond control and 

computation.; ou~ eva}.11ation of the socia-political and institl.'.tional 

aspects--fortl..::.Hous speculation. To defeT developlnent for lack of 

data wouId be both absurd and contrary, for compilation of complete 

data is also part of the feedi.:'lack process of a p!'og~:amme. Initial 

diagnosis- ··a.s woell as thel'apy- -may often rest on insufficient an~,lytical 

or clinical evidem~e; 11Oweve:;.-, this Hmitat~.on shouJ.d not be allowed 

to defer initiation of treutmenL In order to avoid mistakes Uk.ely to 
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prove fatal or incorrigible, our initial therapy will be of a probing, ex

ploratory nature and its continuation shaped by responses to initial 

therapy. 

Dimensions and depth of uncertainty are e specially serious in 

emerging economies and, hence, flexibility of planning should be one of 

the prime strategies for such economies. The response area of our 

solutions must be evaluated for the full uncertainty range in our basic 

data and the programme adopted to fit the entire range. 

Programmes lacking flexibility will, under conditions of uncertainty, 

necessarily result in a relatively high percentage of mis-investment, and 

provision of flexibility has consequently real value, the extent of this 

value depending primarily on the extent and depth of uncertainty. Our 

analysis must compare the cost of flexibility against its probable value, 

and adopt at least that degree of flexibility warranted from the purely 

economic aspect. It is characteristic of human nature to overestimate 

our knowledge of the future and flexibility therefore usually pays off better 

than originally as sumed. 

Application of flexibility strategy to· projects may take any number of 

forms; some of the more obvious are enumerated here: 

1. The strategy of phasing (to be discussed in the next paragraph); 

2. The strategy of project generations. Alterations in the pro

gramme necessitated by revisions of the resources inventory or 

of other parameter s may be made in a later project generation. 

3. The strategy of the flexible basin. This strategy allows us to 

draw on the resources of a wider basin concept, if and when the 

estimate of the resource s of the original basin proves to be 

scarcer than originally anticipated. 

Phasing 

Phasing will, in some contexts, be 3. spedal case of a flexi-

bility strategy; in other contexts, it will be a special application of the 

spreading strategy. A special aspect of the phasing strategy is the avoidance 

of the "diseconomy of scale. 11 We hear a lot about the economy of scale, but 
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a hind sight type of analysis shows that such a "paper economy" often results 

in an actual diseconomy. Analysis of beneHts often neglects the time dim

ension and the effect of partial load that will usually prevail for extended 

maturation periods; these partial loads will result in higher unit costs by 

reducing the scope of benefits without at the same time diminishing current 

fixed costs. Analysis of actual project histories shows that, due to this 

factor, average unit costs are often higher by 30 to 50 percent and more 

than anticipated in the static economic evaluation. 

The extent of such diseconomy of scale will mainly depend on the 

length of the maturation period (or more exactly on the product of un

utilized capacity and time) and on the real rate of interest of the economy. 

The impact of both these factors will tend to be heavier in emergent 

economies than in developed ones. Therefore, phased solutions, pal

liatives, and similar tactics will often prove to be economically more 

attractive in emergent than in developed economie s . 

Long-Term Strategies 

Contribution of the Programme to Development Potential 

Development should be viewed as a continuous process. Our evaluation 

of alternative programme s cannot, therefore, be confined to the production 

impact of a programme within the period of planning but must include the 

contribution of alternative programmes to the development potential, 

which will become effective only beyond the planning horizon. Two alterna

tive programme s, while having the same production effect within the period 

of planning, may yet materially differ in their contribution to the develop

ment potential for self- sustained growth, and therefore in their lo~-term 

contribution to production. The short-term pl·oduction impact repre sents 

the increase in productivity that can be obtained by making available 

capital and other inputs within the existing structural framework of society, 

assuming only minor modification of this framework resulting from the 

incidental effects of the programme. 
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Since this rnodiEieo. s'L[!)c(u:c'e wUl cO!lstHute the scr.uci:uT.:ll input 

for the sub sE;que:;:-.li: pD2.se of dc'lela;:nnent, and since 1:(,e st::-uctural input 

constitutes the mo S-C c1"iU.c,,'.:t bottleneck in the development oi emerging 

econom.ies, tJ.'le grov,'tll ('{ ·~·0.E: dev'el81prnent po!teni.:ial and the long-term 

growth of production depeDci:"ng upon it win depend upon the extent, depth, 

and orientation of t~1e st:~'.Jctu:.raI ch:=m.ge s acli.ie-.,red by the preceding pro-

gramrne. The par."unOi::.n j : impoT";:an~e of these st):'uct-;.lra~. changes for the 

emergence of seE-sustained gr'ow\::~" has recendy been recognized, and 

stated most convincingl)' b:r both Aust:~uy and Singer. e,:, In quantitative 

analysis, the benefits accT::;ir:g £l·orn increments to the development 

potential of alternative pj:og:rarnmes can be evaluated by comparing the 

present worths of tile addi-:::lon2,1. proclucU.on th2.C can be achieved in the 

future planning period. Thi.s ma.y be dO~(le by applyi.ng a reasonable capital 

input, and the vCl.rious poteTltiDJ.S obtained in the alte:rnative pr-ogrammes 

as structural inpL1.ts. 

A number of t?ctical c:'<~e:da :r'eI2~ttd to the development potential 

are listed below: 

1. Does the proposed programme ·pro·,Tide suiiicient opportunity for 

on-the -job profe:3 sional i:ra1.ning of the deve}opment group of 

professional aad sub"pro£essicmal men, and what micro-

organization of {he grou.p win optimize such training? 

2. What micro-organization, w 1')at pl;:1,c:ement of expatriate staff, 

what type or division ol responsibility a.nd authority between 

the nationaJ. and expat:ciate personnel win ensure an increase in 

motivation and st::"li.c-cure? 

3. What kind of form?'.1 OT ganiz3.tion w0'.21d bes'l: fi~ 1 and 2 and how 

should its reh'.tion to oYhe:;:o gove:tmne:nt organizations be defined? 

4. Does the programme incorporate those operaUons and trends 

that we wish--in (tie long run--to demonstrcte? 

J. Aus';:ruy, "Le Sc;,wdal du Deleloppmen~, " Editions Marcel Riviere 
et Cie, 1965. H. W. Singe]", llInterna.iiond Development Growth and Change, II 
McGraw Hill, 1964. 
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5. How should programme nuclei be located and organized so as 

to obtain the maximum catalyzing effect upon the pl"ogramme 

utilization group, e. g., the farmer? 

6. What expatriate, professiona.l, and sub-professional manpower 

is necessary, and what input of national professional and sub

professional manpower must be made avail2.ble by national, 

educational, and vocational systems? 

Data Yield 

The data yield of a programme is a neglected strategy, a neglect 

that stems mainly from the lack of awareness of continuity of the 

development process. The data yield aspect of a programme becomes 

significant with process continuity, especially when dealing with emerging 

economies. If action becomes necessary before adequate data become 

available, flexible solutions have to be selected and generous safety factor s 

applied. In this respect, data and data improvement could find economic 

expression and the data yield of alternative programmes thus becomes 

one of the long-term benefits to be considered in programme evaluation. 

It will seldom be possible to express the value of data yield in exact 

quantitative te:;:oms, though often it will be pos sible to evaluate the im

portance of data feed-back for future programmes in qualitative terms. 

Theoretically, the principle of diminishing returns should apply and the 

value of data yield in the initial phase be higher than in the later phase s. 

In fact, however, a counteracting principle take s effect: as utilization 

increases, at least under conditions of scarcity, the data sophistication 

required for efficient management also increase s. 

Spill-over Effects 

So far we have not considered any spill-over effects from our 

resources sector to the rest of the economy. This simplification is 

justified for a first evaluation. However, as we proceed to more de

tailed phases of evaluation and planning, we should consider the direct 

and indirect impact of our programme on the rest of the economy. 
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Scarc ity Strategies 

We have already mentiorJ.ed that wherever acute scarc ity develops in 

any dimension of a mature economy, planning and allocation develop almost 

spontaneously, even it: political regimes with an aversion to planning or state 

intervention. Since emerging economies are usually already Ilsold" on plan

ning, we do not have to <enLuge here on its blessings, but rather on the kind 

of strategies necessitated by scarcity in natural resources. The type and 

scope of scarcity strategies will, of course, depend on the type and scope of 

the scarcity; we shall attempt to exemplify appropriate strategic patterns by 

describing a set of strategies. as adopted in Israel under conditions of serious 

scarcity of water resources; this set of strategies included the following 

main items: 

Water resources 

1 .. Projects planned and designed in a manner that will ensure optimum 

conservation and minimum '1.£>ss of resources. 

2. Resources appraisal to be developed to increasing depth and 

sophistication as the programme progresses. 

3. Resource management planning of yield and quality to be increased 

in scope and depth with increasing utilization of the inventory. 

4. Water resources to be upgraded by proper management measures, 

pertaining to mineral and sanitary quality, to variations of flow, 

and to the point of occurrence. 

5. Less conventional water resources to be included in the inventory, 

among them: 

(a) reclaimed municipal and industrial waste waters; 

(b) one-time surpluses available as transients of groundwater 

developm~nt; 

.(c) reclamation of coastal groundwater outflows. 

6. Research to be un.dertaken into the application of promising, non

conventional conservation methods, among them: 

(a) reduction of evaporation from open water surfaces and high 

groundwater; 
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(b) control of phreatophyte s; 

(c) changing the non-beneficial cover vegetation of hilly areas 

in order to increase water harvest; 

(d) artificial rain by cloud seeding; 

(e) increasing the water harvest by treatment of soil in 

uncultivated areas. 

7. Artificial man-made water resources to be introduced by de

salting sea water and brackish water to the extent that the 

inclusion of this expensive water may be justified from the 

point of view of increasing the volume of supply and improving 

its mineral quality. 

Water use 

·1. Water use efficiency to be increased by the following means: 

(a) industrial use - -re -circulation of water used, application 

of drier proce s se s and adoption of air - cooling methods; 

(b) domestic use--employment of water-saving devices in 

plumbing and elimination of leakages; 

(c) agricultural use - -installation of water -conserving ir

rigation systems; economy of water use in crop planning 

and cultivation in accordance with agro-climatic conditions; 

artificial reduction of evaporation and evapotranspiration. 

2. Sub-standard water resources to be put selectively to less salt 

sensitive uses and possible upgrading, after treatment, for 

unrestricted use. 

3. Water use to be reduced by the following means: 

(a) all water supply and consumption to be measured; 

(b) allocation of water to agriculture to be determined in ac

cordance with farm unit size and agro-climatic conditions 

and in accordance with annual water yield forecasts; 

(c) waste to be discouraged by disincentive rate structures. 
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Synthesis. 

After having reviewed planning in genelt'al, planning objectives, and 

planning strategies, the question noVl arises how can all these measures 

be integrated into one ov~X'-a11-po-Hcy. The planning objectives and 

strategies, as expounded in the purple passages of political programmes, 

do not lend themselves easily to such integTation.. They aTe more in the 

nature of Platonic ideas, than of well-thought-out targets; they comprise 

everything that is and sounds good; they have, however, two drawbacks: 
, 

(a) they are not realistic, for they disregard scarcity al'ld the real state 

of the society, often intentionally; (b~ they are not intern.ally compatible 

for, in their obvious desire to kindle hope .among all, they embrace 

incompatible ta:rgets. 

For our policy synthesis, we must compile from objectives and 

strategies, developed on and propounded by the political level, an 

internally compatible set of objectives and strategies that makes due al

lowance for the dimensions' of scarcity of the economy and for the real 

structure and potential of the society. This set, while taking political 

doctrines as points of departure will, ne'vertheless, comprise inventory 

and structural constraints and make allowance for factors of uncertainty; it 

will, in short, embody all'the parameters entering into, the development' 

equation. 

Through the implementa'don of development, . far-reaching changes. 

will be effected in' productive capadty, in structure, and, with time, also 

in the political doctrines of society, and thus the "de-velopment vector, " and 

the policies and strategies expl'e8~~ing it, will char..ge. In other words, 

formulation of objectives, strategies, and policies has also to be conceived 

as a dynamic process; due allowance should be made for 'tL"'lis fact, especially 
.Jb 

in long-term planning • 

. Since planning has s;'gnificance only to the extent that it serves as a 

guideline for action, and since planning is here considered to be a con

tinuous process, requi:dng periodic re-thin.1dng and reviewing, detailed 
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policies, as laid down in a programme, will reme';.n effective only for 

limited periods; major policies, however, much less affected by change. 

will continue to serve as guidelines for long·-term action. The process 

resembles the routing of a mountain climb from the valley: geneJ;"al 

direction, or gener2.1 strategy, is clear and win not change throughout 

the climb; the short first section is the only part of the detailed route 

actually visible and may be predetermined, while the next section of the 

detailed route is determined only when the clirnber reaches some inter,. 

mediate point on the fir st section and is in a position to overlook an ad~ 

ditional stretch of his route--keeping his overall general strategy well 

in view. 

Dynamic development planning thus becomes a curious kind of 

game: it resembles a four-dimensional relativistic chess game with 

visibility so poor that we cannot clearly see beyond a few moves. 

The inventory (material and human) is our chessmen; our status quo, 

the original distribution of the chessmen; our planning strategies, the 

operative rules of the game; our objectives. the winning rules of the 

game. In this elusive, relativistic chess game, everything changes-

chessmen, squares, operative and winning rules--consequently, a 

sequential decision type of methodology, guided by a general overall 

strategy, is the only approach adapted to the problem that will carry 

us forward to our goal. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A TACTICAL APPROACH TO RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 

IN EMERGENT ECONOMIES 

Intrdductory 

The general strategies related to the development of land and water 

resources in emergent economies have been reviewed in Chapter III. These 

strategies were subsumed cnder two headings: 

1. Strategies concerned with optimizing the utilization of investment 

within the planning period, with a view to maximizing immediate 

production. 

2. Strategies connected with the contribution of the programme to 

subsequent development, or long-term development potential. 

The first group of strategies operates within the dimens ions of space 

and time and within the econo!l1.ic parameters. The second group introduces 

a fifth dimension, the human dimension, that of man, his society, and 

institutions ~ 

lmporta:q.ce of Long -Term Strategies 
for Emerging Economies 

In developed economies. only the first group of strategies needs to 

be considered, with the exception of cases where completely new technologies 

are introduced. In such economies, development potential is already vlell

matured, and f~rther expans ion, if des ired in one area or the other, occurs 

spontaneously as a by-product of growth. However, in emerging economies, 

existing structure is not growth-oriented, and development potential, the 

measure of growth orientation, is inadequate; this inadequacy may be con

sidered as the most important single limiting factor ir.. the evolution of self

sustained growth. In such economies the rate of growth related to a certain 

sustai.ned capital input will depend upon the extent to which we can improve 
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the development potential. Singer has coined the term "capacity to 

create wealth;" a term close to, although narrower in scope, than the 

term development potential used here. He refers to the capacity to 

create wealth as a key factor in the development of emerging economies 

and states that "the fundamental pr oblem of development is not to 

create wealth but to create the capacity to create wealth; ••• additions 

to the capacity to produce wealth mutually fructify, support, and 

stimulate each other." Consequently, the basic operational strategies 

for development and growth in emerging economies result from analysis 

of factor s that control development potential and of ways and means to 

increase it. Some relevant comments are made in the following 

paragraphs. 

Proj ect Development and Utilization 

Development of land and water resources, its scope and rate, 

is entrusted to two distinct social groups--the project development 

group--"the builders, " and the project utilization group--"the 

producers." The builders are government officers or officers of 

regional authoritie s re sponsible for drawing up, implementation, 

and supervision of the programme. The producers--the imrne diate 

project beneficiaries--are entrusted with the use of the project 

facility to enable them to achieve greater production; in an irriga

tion project the producer groups are the farmers. 

Development potential depends on the competence and motivation 

of both builders and producers to perform concurrently their respective 

functions, and the competence and motivation of the government 

machine through which they operate. Only the builder and producer 

groups fall within the scope of our analysis. The qualifications 

nece ssary in each group to fulfill the tasks imposed upon it are 

listed below: 

1. Builder Group Qualifications 

-'c 
·'H. W. Singer, Op. cit. 
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(a) Formal technological training in its broadest sense to 

acquire the "latent" stock of knowledge required for 

the job. 

(b) Job-training in the application of technology in order to 

obtain "operative" or "active" knowledge. 

(c) Sustained drive or motivation sufficiently strong to 

carry the group throughout the required time span 

over the difficulties and temporary frustrations usually 

encountered in programme implementation . 

. (d) Ability to organize informally into groups and teams as 

required for carrying out the inter -disciplinary tasks 

of development. Such a group requires a leader, an 

individual endowed with leadership qualities capable 

of making decisions, bearing responsibility, inspiring 

confidence, creating motivation in the co-members of 

the team, and able to bring about the organizational 

differentiation necessary for the execution of a complex 

job. 

(e) Ability of the builder group to motivate and guide the 

producer group to perform its part of the work. 

While the task of the builders is most definitely group

oriented, leaning heavily on team spirit, structure, and 

social stratification, that of the producer group is only 

partially group-oriented and the success of the producers 

will turn more on individual drive, achievement, and qualifica

tions. The principal job qualifications of the producer group are 

listed below: 

2 .. Producer Group Qualifications 

(a) Technological experience: although some technological 

experience exists it is generally of a traditional nature--

and as sociated with inefficient production. New technological 

experience is required. 



(b } Motivation and sustained drive to discard traditional 

technology and adopt newly demonstrated technique s; 

this transition requires readiness to undertake the risk 
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of untried, unfamiliar practice s and should be encouraged 
. . . . 

by incentives and professional support from the builders. 

(c) Motivation to change micro-agro-structure to the extent 

necessary for initial implementation of technological 

change. Existing micro- structure is usually of 

traditional pattern imbued with deeply-rooted emotional 

association, and offering considerable~e sistance to 

change. 

(d) Ability to cooperate with other producers in those phases 

of the task that cannot be successfully accomplished 

individually. 

We do not have to look far to recognize vicious circle s operating 

both in builder and producer groups'. The members of the builder group 

have had little opportunity to acquire practical active knowledge of t1~e 

complex methodology of true development of emerging economies - -for 

the simple reason that in their own country no such development existed 

within their particular sector of activity. Furthermore, any applied 

training which they may have obtained in foreign countrie sis generally 

lacking in many of the elements of paramount importance for develop

ment planning within their own society. Improvised efforts of their 

own to start a development proce s s will have met with the re sistance 

of the rest of the established organization and run aground on the general 

'. structural and institutional inadequacy of the economy; the drive behind 

such efforts gives 'place to frustration and gradually the builders become 

conditioned to inactivity, passiveness, and apathy by the working of a 

vicious circle: . burst of activity, failure,' frustration, conditioning for 

passiveness and inactivity, and finally, ultimate apathy and inaction. 

Similar vicious circles, though on a different plane,' develop 
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amongst the producers .. Here, bas ic condit ioning if:: that of im itation, 

and through imitation, repetition of traditional routines of production, 

marketing, etc. The members are from childh.ood conditioned against 

departure from traditional routinea; attempts may have been made in 

the past by government agencies to change these routines - -attempts 

which for one reason or other were ineffective. Such failures have only 

served to strengthen the conditioning of traditional approaches. In the 

Case of the prodl.lcer group, one additional decisive factor exists - -the 

risk, and the adequacy of the incentive to take risks. Irnprove:t;nents qf 

agricultural techniques are usually connected with initial additional inputs; 

additional inputs involve additional costs, and, since the risks of a bad 

harvest and other fears, apprehens ions, andm isgivings are· ever present 

in the mind of the producers, the feeling is prevalent that an increase in 

stakes--and risks--may not be sufficiently rewarding. Consequently, 

if we wish to break these vicious circles we shall have to bring about a 

change in the mode of thillking and attitl.ldes of both the builder and the 

producer groups in preparation for the development task; we shall have 

to convey to them and have them absorb the job qualifications that we 

have outlined above. 

Development Potential and Learning Theo;:y 

All the listed job-qualifications - -formal, technological, as well as 

emotional and social ones - -must be acquired. All habitual, ob~olescent 

practices must be blotted out and "job-learningll of adequate approaches 

initiated. The process of adding to the development potential is, there

fore, basically a teaching and conditioning process; it consists in acquiring 

the capability to do a task by the very act of carrying it out properly- -first 

under.supervision, and subsequently by strengthening the motivation to 

repeat the performance, through gratification experiences. This problem 

is related to learning psychology. Research and exper imentation with the 

application of learning psychology to our specific problem should be 
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undertaken, and is likely to pro'ire beneficia! to au: .. operational tactics. 

It is strange that the methodology of the psychology of learning has been 

so little applied to the problems of :resource development in emerging 

economies. 

Development Islands 

The translation of this app:roach into wo:rking tactics differs from 

case to case, b'J.t it will often consist in the establishment of successful 

nuclei of development, both among the builders and producers. 

The app:roach of developm,ent nuclei is recommended beca~lse the 

resources available for development (material, human, structural, 

institutional) in emergent economies are usually inadequate for rnassive 

attack along ti"le whole development front; if a fuU- scale frontal attack 

were attempted, reSOUTces would be too thinly sp:read, their effect 

would be subliminal, and the th:reshold of catalization would not be 

reached; development would, the:C'efore, not aHain fruition. Such a 

subliminal spreading of resources would be barely sufficient to support 

a few selected aspects of the development front, and the se salients 

would remain iragrnenta:;:oy due to the poor interlinking prevailing in 

emerging economies, and would fail to d:caw wit~ them the rest of 

the front. Such a subliminal spreading of reSOU.Tces tends only to 

deepen and consolidate already existing vicious circles, and thus retard, 

rather than stimulate, development potential and sustained growth. ':< 

If, instead of the subliminal spreading, we choose to apply avail

aqle resources--from the national invento:ry and from foreign aid--

for a concentrated attack on a nurnbeT of strategic areas 0:;:0 projects, 

* H. Leibenstein in his book "Economic Backwa:rdn'2;ss and Economic 
Growth," John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New YOTl" 1963, p. 16, cans this 
threshold value "c:dtical minimum effo:rt." Acc::o:cding to Leibenstein 
"in order (to reach) the h·ansitil)~'1 f:rom the state of backwardnes s to the 
more developed state where we can expect steady secu.lar growth, it is 
necessary, though not always sufficient, that c:.t some point, ox during 
some period, the economy should reCe?ve a RtirnlJ..lns ta g:~ow~;h that is 
greater than a ceri:ain c:d.tic2.1 m5.nimurn [;;.ze. 1I 
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and if this attack is so planned as to ensure a full coverage of all develop

ment parameters, human and material, for the chosen area or project, 

the chances are that active development nuclei will be successfully created. 

The two main objectives of these nuclei are to serve as training 

projects in the wide st sense of the word for the builder group, as well as 

demonstration projects for the producer group. Through these training 

and demonstration effects, the development potential may be increased 

to such an extent that, within a short time, it could transcend the limits 

of the original development nuclei. If the location (geographic and within 

the economy) of the development nuclei is so chosen as to ensure maximum 

leverage, the national development potential will be considerably invigorated, 

and the catalyzing effect of the development nuclei on the sector as a whole 

will be most significant. 

In the pursuance of such a development task, planning and implementa

tion should cover every detail in all phases of activity so as to ensure that 

the whole programme can be carried to a successful termination without 

the occurrence of any crippling mishaps or bottlenecks. Since it is of 

utmost importance to ensure success, and thus initiate circular causation 

created by success, it will often be desirable to create an artificially con

trolled environment, e specially auspicious for development, and carried 

way beyond what might be considered feasible for later action on a larger 

scale. Once positive circular causation is created in the development 

nuclei, it will spread to neighbouring organizational and geographical 

areas; such spread can be encouraged by planned" seeding" of the new 

doctrines to new areas. 

The creation of the controlled environment to facilitate positive circular 

causation may, in some cases, involve relatively high unit costs in scarce 

material and human resources, costs not justified by an economic analysis 

confined to the immediate production benefits only. However, these develop

ment nuclei are undertaken for their impact on the development potential 

rather than for their immediate production contribution to the economy. 
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Provided the evaluation takes this into consideration, it will be found that 

development nucle i have greater value for the creation of capacity to 

produce wealth (and through this capacity for the sustained creation of 

wealth) than less far -s ighted projects with immed iate production targets. 

It is hoped that a standard approach for a rigorous quantitative evaluation 

of the impact of programmes on the development potential will, in time, 

be elaborated, and that it will then become possible to arrive at a fully 

quantitative comparison of the combined impact of the two main aspects 

of projects: production and development potential. 

The political implications of development potential and its growth 

are also of paramount importance in emerging countries. Frustration 

and despa ir, created in people whose hopes are constantly thwarted by 

the operation of vic ious circles, will not rema in confined to purely 

professional and economic spheres, but will spill over into other areas 

of thought and emotion and infect them with the same blight. People 

thus injured adopt negative political ideologies and social attitudes. 

By the same token, once transformation of vicious into positive circular 

causation is achieved, it will invade other mental spheres, create 

positive attitudes to work and development, and, in time, colour 

political ideology~ The impact of initial success achieved in the 

development nuclei upon the decision-makers at the political level 

constitutes a further important political aspect, likely to lead to far

reaching catalytic effects upon the whole development front: nothing 

succeeds like success. The spreading or generalization effect here 

·described is well known from our knowledge of experimental psychological 

phenomena, and further study of this effect is certain to lead to improve

ment of tactics specifically aimed at such generalization. 

Multiplication of the Development Islands 

Once a positive circular causation is established in the builder 

group of one project, a mechanism comparable to that of cell division may 
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be set up. As the original development cell matures, it may be divided 

into two independent cells; each comprising a part of the original cataly~ing 

agent, and each consisting of staff trained and conditioned in the first cell 

"generation," with the addition of some new local still "unconditioned" 

manpower. One of the two cells, the Iidaughter" cell, may now be en

trusted with the creation of a new add itional development nucleus; the 

daughter cell could for some time be supervised from the parent cell 

until fully independent, when contact would be confined to coordination 

and exchange of experience. After another maturation period of approxi

mately two years, a new cell devision could be organized; new, yet un

conditioned, staff incorporated into the cycle o( sustained growth, and· 

the growth proces s thus seeded into new areas. Growth, according to 

this. cell divis ion model, would develop according to a geometric series: 

if, for example, initially four development nuclei were established, eight 

would be in existence by the third year, sixteen by the fifth year, etc. 

This growth rate would, in addition to material inputs, necessitate, of 

course, the provision of basically trained professional and sub-profession.,. 

al personnel at the same rate, and should this prove impossible the 

maturation period should be extended. 

Training Tactics for Programme Development Groups 

We may now attempt to translate the strategies of development 

nuclei into operational tactics applicable both to the programme develop

ment group, the builders, and to the programme utilization group, the 

producers. The slow rate of progress that prevails in both these groups 

is proof of the existence of deadlocks and vicious circles, and some out

side element must be added before they can be catalyzed into growth. 

The groups by themselves cannot pull themselves up by their own boot

straps; these missing elements are not the same from country to country 

and from organization to organization in the same country, and differ for 

the builder and producer groups. 



The missing elements in the builder group usually comprise the 

following: 

1. Capacity to analyze situations, take decisions based on such 

analyses, and act upon these decisions. 

2. Conditions auspicious to blot out malconditioning and pre

vailing vicious circles - -correlating action with failure and 

frustration- -as well as the lack of opportunity to create new 

positive correlations between planning, implementation, 

and successful fruition; in short, adequate sustained 

moti vation. 

3. A micro-structure, conducive to the creation of a develop

ment oriented esprit de corps, and a formal organization as 

required by the project. 

6L 

4. Liaison with, and support and encouragement by, government 

level. 

If time were of no essence, spontaneous growth nuclei and re

conditioning of the group might in time develop, leading to further growth 

both within and without the sector and, ultimately, to self-sustained 

development processes. However, since time is of the utmost importance, 

the slow natural process must be speeded. up by adding to the existing 

set-up those deficient elements, i. e., by adding a catalyst in the form 

of a nucleus of trained, motivated, and structured manpower to initiate 

a process of positive circular causation. This catalyzing agent may 

be made up of expatriate or of local manpower; under conditions of 

underdevelopment the inclusion of some expatriate manpower will be 

the general rule. The basic task of the catalyst consists in setting up 

within the builder group a well-organized process of project planning 

and implementation. This process, if successful, will contribute 

towards the reconditioning of prevailing vicious circles and the establish

ment of new positive conditioning. The time period necessary for such 

reconditioning need not necessarily be protracted, and a two-year 
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pe riod will often prove adequate for mas s ive outs ide intervention, as

sumi.ng that some of the catalyzing leadership elements will continue to 

operate within the group until adequate indigenous leadership elements 

emerge and take over. Ii, on the other hand, the development thrust is 

for some reason discontinued, extinction of the new posi.tive conditioning 

is most likely to occur, leading again to the strengthening of negative 

attitudes and vicious circles. 

Tra ining Tactics for Program Utilization Groups 

The tactics to be adopted for proper motivation of the programme 

utilization or producer group will differ from builder group tactics. The 

reason for this difference lies in the relative lack of social organization 

involved in the work of the producer group; though, of course, influenced 

by his social environment, the producer usually makes his own analys is of 

the situation, arrives at his own decision, and implements this decision 

individually. His work behaviour is conditioned by traditional village work 

patterns, and is largely conformative and ancestral. He responds as 

farmer and villager to social and occupational situations in a preordained 

manner, and he is generally content to follow pre -established pat4s of 

minimum resistance. If the farmer is to adopt new responses, new 

paths of minimum resistance must be established, and adequate motivation 

created to take the new paths. Without these two pre -cond itions for change 

in the attitude of the producer group, the farmer remains confined to his 

limited repertoire of responses, even when faced with the entirely new 

cond itions created by new development projects. Trapped by trad ition 

he will not be able to utilize new opportunities, and the project will fail 

in its last and most important phase, that of the actual exploitation of the 

resource for full production fruition. Under these conditions, up-to-date 

proje ct technology will be thwarted by infer ior exploitation and production 

approach. 
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In order to achieve the two basic pre-conditions for development, 

i. e., the creation of new paths of response and of adequate motivation 

to take these new paths, the tactics to be adopted should again be based 

on the psychology of learning processes. The de~rnonstration 01' 

development nuclei approach should again be :::hosen in the initial phase. 

Detailed planning and organization for all pl}ases of the opeTation, 

coupled with adequate incentives, should, as recommended for the 

builder group, again be used in order to create the controlled condi

tions necessary for successful implementation of new production 

methods for areas where traditional agriculture had previously pre

vailed. The proper application of new methods should be taught by 

motivating the learning person to apply correctly- -at first under 

control- -the very methods to be taught. The artificiality of controlled 

conditions and induced motivation serves as a driving force, moving 

the producer out of the rut of the traditional into new desired paths; 

the continuation of the indu.ced motivation will ensure that the new 

paths become sufficiently well established so as to be retained, even 

when the artificiality of the production conditions will be gradually re

placed by normal levels of support and supervision. 

To anyone working under conditions of ~merging economies it 

is, of course, obvious that a knowledge of the correct production 

approach will not by itself lead to improvement at the level of the 

producer group. The discrepancy of what can be achieved within the 

fence of an agricultural research station and what is actually achieved 

on the othe:c side of the fence is a forceful indication of this. In order 

to achieve the desired reconditioning, demonstration and inventives 

will be necessary. The demons"i:ratlon effect will he achieved within 

the framework of the development nuclei. This effect will have to be 

supplemented by a system of effective incentives and continuous 

support in the organization of the micro- structure of agricclture. 

In order to avoid a relapse into inefficient traditional production 
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methods and to sustain th"" process of gro'w-th started on the development 

nuclei, local structure a.nd organization must gradually be established 

and induced to take over [:com the project group one area of intervention 

after the other. Cooper;-;.tive orgatiizations~t local Gl' regional level 

seem best suited for this pu.rpose; they should supply a number of services, 

such as credit, proc~Hement. marketing, rnechani,,_;ation, etc. The take-

over from the original organization established by the builder group 

should be gradual and the degree of ir..depe,~dence achieved provides a 

valuable yardstick of the ex1:ent of maturatiorc of the project at the level 

of the producer group. 

The catalyst initia';:ir..g change at the level of the development nuclei 

of the producer group will, h the first phase, be the extension branch of 

the builder group; witr, the spreading of the development process, the 

producer group that will n2.ve become retrained and reoriented will both 

directly and ind irectly t2cke Gver more and more of the proselyting effort. 

A sprinkling of expatriate specialists may be required for the start. 

The number of expatriate personnel may gx'adually be reduced, but 

care should be taken not to do so prematurely in order to avoid a 

dangerous relapse into tradi.tional practices. 

Summary and Eyaluation of Programme Contr ibution 
to the Development Potential 

Summarizing our comments on the tactics to be a.dopted for the 

promotion of the development potential, we should like to set forth a set 

of criteria for evaluating th,; contI'ibdion d alternative project mixes 

to the growth of development potential. 

1. What extent of p2.rtic ipation and ir!'lolvement of local builder and 

producer groups does the progrz.mme entail? The higher the 

partic ipa.tiorL, th,,-" greater the contr ibution to development 

potential. 

2. What extent of spreading of such particip2ction does the programme 



comprise? The wider the spreading, the more significant 

the demonstration and spreading effect. 

3. How gradual is the rise in the requirement of professional 

men to be employed in extremely complex operations? The 

more gradual the rise, the better the chances for success. 

4. Does the project mix go the whole way from plan to pro

duction and marketing to ensure successful fruition and the 

important psychological effects of such succes s? Is the 

programme sufficiently comprehensive? 
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Once a programme is adopted, we should ask ourselves a number 

of additional questions connected with the tactical approach to be chosen 

in order to promote the growth of the development potential. Some of 

the more important criteria are listed below: 

1. What important aspects of the programme need demonstration 

and conditioning measures? 

2. What organization will best ensure the success of such 

measures? 

3. What inputs of capital and human resources (local and 

foreign) will be required for such measure s? 

4. To what extent are these resources ava ilable and to what 

extent must they be created during the planning period? 

5. What additional measures for the formal and informal 

development of human resources should be taken during the 

planning period in order to ensure smooth continuation of 

development in the next period? 
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CHAPTER V 

ELEMENTS OF A WATER RESOURCES PROGRAMME 

Progralnlne COlnponents 

Bas ic COlnponents 

The land and water resource s progr2lnlne seeks to optiln ize the 

use of allocated resources with the object of satisfying short-term 

demand and increasing development potential. The planner lnust base his 

programlne on the following factors la id down in the overall developlnent 

plan. 

1. Specified delnand function- -requireluents of the econolnY in 

goods and services, as defined for the scheduled plan period. 

2. Allocated capital and hUlnan resources - -capital resources are 

generally well-defined, whereas human resources are taken 

for granted on the assumption that the supply of trained lnan

power in government service will meet demand. 

3. Defined planning horizon- -the scheduled planning period is 

generally defined in the overall plan. 

4. General objectives - -often the planner will find that general 

objectives have not been fully defined in the overall economic 

plan and that alternative distribution patterns for investment, 

each with a resultant benefit of its own, may exist. The usual 

dichotolnies encountered rela.te to contesting areas or sectors 

of benefit--presel1.t or future generation? rich or poor regions? 

imlnediate production or sustained growth? equal investlnent 

spread or lnaximuln return per unit investment? production 

volume, ilnprovelnent in balance of payments or the increase 

in emploYlnent opportunity? 

Strategies and Tactics 

The components taken over froln the genercd economic plan on the 

one hand, the general development stra.tegies and dimensions 

of scarcity applying to the econOlnY on the other hand, may 
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now be welded into a set of compatible operational strategie s and criteria 

to guide actual investment choices. These operational strategies vary from 

one economy to another; change with time even within the same economy, 

and hence must be reconsidered with every plan revision. Strategie s of 

water and land development must also be consistent with overall economic 

plan strategies, as outlined in Chapter III . 

. The Demand Function 

The demand function of water resource development is based upon 

agricultural production targets and domestic water supply needs of urban 

and rural areas. The general aspects of inter~ependence between demand 

function and other parameters will be referred to elsewhere in this chapter. 

Inventorie s 

It will be necessary to process inventories--Iand, water, capital, 

human, and institutional resources. These resources are all inter

dependent, but, for the sake of simplicity, they will be first analysed 

individually, and their interconnection considered later. 

Resources inventories are not constant stock lists. They are, 

rather, dynamic processes, changing with time along a number of dimensions, 

such as scope and depth of exploration; extent of exploitation and its pattern 

in time and space; technological progress; development of the economy; 

training and structure of the profe s sional inventorying group; institutional 

framework; or any combination of these. 

The se aspects of inventorying, with specific application to the field 

of water resources, will be dealt with elsewhere in this chapter. 

Alternative Plans and Their Evaluation 

Alternative plans may now be drawn up for the use of resources, ac

cording to strategies adopted, with a,view to achieving the objectives of the 

overall plan. . For the purpose of evaluation and pos sible recombination of 

parts of alternative plans, projects may be subdivided into self-sustained, 

benefit-yielding sub-units and phases. These sub-units and phases may 

be re-combined into various project mixes; disposing the sub-units 

along the time axis gives a further dimension of variation. Evaluation 
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of the alternative project mixes may now be undertaken, by using criteria 

evolved from the adopted set cf strategies; part cf this evaluation may be 

in quantitative terms, part must often rernain in semi-quantitative 

or in purely qualitative terms. Hence, ultimate ranking will seldom 

be the straightforward outcome of calculations but will depend to a consider

able degree on weighing semi-quantitative and qualitative factors. Project 

mixes and their evaluation will be dealt with elsewhere in this chapter. 

Programme hnplementation and Continuity 

A programme will comprise planning of high priority projects, as 

well as investigation, data collection, and planning for long-term develop

ment. It should include all provis ions necessary for the continuation of 

planning beyond the planning horizon. The planning of water and land 

resources development is often a long-term process and it is not generally 

feasible to adopt the shorter planning horizons of general economic plans. 

Furthermore, our plan must provide all th~ data required for action to be 

taken during the scheduled planning period, as well as to outline all 

operations connected with data collection, survey, planning, and design, 

to be conducted during the planning period under consideration, in order to 

ensure continuity of implementation in subsequent planning periods. Thus, 

our programme must case often detailed projections beyond the planning 

horizon of the overall plan. and, in order to be able to do so, must make 

general long-term assumptions for the entire economy, even before the 

general economic planners are prepared to make such predictions. Further 

reference will be made to thi.s subject later in this chapter. 

The Demand Function 

Water fulfills four distinct functions in human society: 

1. biological - consumption of water is necessary for human survival 

2. hygenic - use of water is necessary for preservation of personal 

hygiene and sanitation 

, 



3. industrial - water is necessary for individual industrial 

processes, although generally in only minor 

quantities 

4. agricultural - precipitation or irrigation is necessa'ry for 

plant g1' owth 

The demand function of water resources must, therefore, be 

considered in accordance with its particular function. 

Domestic Water (biological and hygenic demand) 
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The demand for domestic water cannot be readily expressed in 

economic terms for market forces are generally not operative in this 

context. Decision as to scope and timing of provision of domestic water 

supplies usually depend upon general social and health considerations, 

on the one hand, and the availability of funds, on the other hand .. This 

does not make the demand fo~ potable water any less real than the 

demands resulting from the operation of market forces, whether internal 

or international. Water is a basic commodity and should be made 

available in the earliest stages of development for t~"o reasons: 

1. It takes precedence over any other commodity in sustaining 

life and health; 

2. By con<,iitioning health standards, it improves man's pro-

ductive capacity, both physical and·mental. 

The planner should appreciate the urgency' of demand for domestic water 

and should take full cognizance of the time value dimens ion in planning 

domestic water supply. The inability to express the benefits of water 

supply projects in monetary terms does not diminish the reality of 

these benefits. 

Industrial Water 

Water in industry may be considered as an infra-structural service, 

rather than a significant input. There are very few industries in which the 

cost of water constitutes a significant part of overall production costs. 

Industrial demand will, therefore, t!sually be controlled by the type and 

scope of industrial development included in the overall economic plan; in 

other words, water cost elasticity of this demand will be very low. 
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The exceptions to th:~ :ruJe are b.rge Wa:te!" co:c,3nmm_g industries in 

arid a:reas or exceptio~:-~2.P_y "',;Jet" indu.strbs, HIe8 puJT' and pw.per. In such 

conctitiol!s, methods Gf n:::du<c"i11.g water requii:-e:rnen"i:s shc"luld be considered, 

such as recycling, air t,':ooliTig, and drier or o2he:c processes. 

Under conditions of sca::.'city, inclu.striel uses may compete with 

agricultural uses. In rnocierr.!. economies a clea:ccut preference is indi

cated for industrial use, due to the fact that the return per unit of water 

is 25 to 50 times greater in industry than in agrkulture. Industry also 

provides - -generally- -greater employment opportunity and the efficiency 

of industrial production is cons iderably higher th2.r.'. in traditional agriculture. 

Agricultural Water 

The nature of agricultural d.emand for water differs basically from 

that of domestic and industria). demands. In agriculture, water is one 

of the most important inputs o£ production, and its cost will often have a 

decisive influence on the ty:pe of crops grown and the volume of production 

marketed. Prelim.inary pJ.anning should be carried Llllt, based on as

sumptions of demand, in c:i:derto evaluate the infh:ence of water costs on 

the location, type, and volume of agricultur.al production. These water 

costs should be entered in tr:_e input column ('If the eco:-lomic evaluation of 

agricultural development. Tr.1S evaluation will yield Eew demand figures 

for water, . and hence a re-ilised plan must be prepared; if the water cost 

figures of the- :revised plan di~£~~(' cons iderably hom those originally entered 

into the economic evaluadorJ, the process will requh,~ repetition. 

The volume of water ,~cquired for irrigated agriculture is generally 

large and the development of the water resource requires heavy capital 

investments; these investments tend to be lumpy, with the bulk of funds 

required in the initial phase. Due to budgetary limitations, this results in 

protracted construction periods and late maturation of the project; 

often ten, twenty, or more ye::'.Ts may pass between initial investment 
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and fruition, and the early phases of fruition will often be disappointing, 

since the farmer reacts to the new means of production put at his dis

posal by the project by taking paths of least resistance in continuing 

traditional agricultural practices. 

A number of other factors should be taken into account and added 

to the original calculated capital cost. Such factors include interest 

during construction, loss of considerable parts of the fixed charges 

during the maturation period, loss in benefits due to delayed use of 

water, and the time -lag in adopting more efficient faTITling methods. 

This additional cost may constitute a very heavy burden and in extreme 

cases, considering the high opportunity cost of capital in emergent 

economies, may as much as double the original cost; the planner should 

make full allowances for these factors. This may have an important 

bearing on the extent of spreading of investment and the degree of 

phasing to adopt in the programme, and it may lead him to attempt 

management and manipulation of the demand parameter. 

Manipulation of the Demand Parameter 

The objective of demand manipulation v,lill be to create, foster, 

and develop the demand function for water (m8.inly, but not necessarily, 

in agricultural use), and to promote efficiency in the use of water, ahead 

of the major and usu2.11y lumpy project investments in order to ensure 

full and efficient utilization of the project as soon as it is feasible. 

This probably sounds like putting the cart before the horse, but some 

action in this direction is almost always possible, and there are numerous 

cases where pre -investment demand manipulation can be carried out on 

a large scale. The pre -investment development of volume and effic iency 

of demand may, depending on local conditions, take many forms; some of 

the more obvious approaches are given in the following: 

1. Initial partial manipulation of the micro-agro-structure, e. g., 

improvement of land tenure, including reduction of fragmenta

tion; creation of cooperative organizations for marketing, 

procuremeD.t, credit, etc. 
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2. Improvement of C.:lti,v2ti,on by pilot projects within the area 

and encouraging t::-le spreading effect of such demonstrations. 

3. Development of demand for water, initially through the develop

ment of local re sources up to sustained yield levels, and, 

consequently, by reLying on "overdrafts, " i. e., by taking 

local water on a credit ba.sis with a veiw to discontinuing 

this credit with the implementation of the project or even, 

in extreme cases, to "pay back" later with imported project 

water some' of the ~c>cal water withdrawn in the pre -inve stment 

phase. 

The implementation of pioneering projects of such or similar nature, 

ahead of the main bulk of inve stment, has numerous dL-ect and indirect 

advantage s: 

1. It creates full, or at least partial, demand befo,-e the completion 

of the project and thus shortens the period required for the 

absorption of project water. 

2. It inc:reases efficiency in the use of water even before project 

water becomes available. 

3. It creates new paths of minimum resis'~ance in the farmer and 

generally makes him development-conscious. 

4. It creates added annual income. Through this income, financial 

resources for participation will be creel.ted both in financing 

the project (taxes) and its corollar!.es ({arm investment from 

savings). 

5. As already pointed out, it considerably :ceduces the development 

and maturation costs of ~he main project, i. e., the inteX'est 

during construction, los s of fixed charges, and los s of 

benefit through low initial efficiency. 

6. In certain cases, it makes it possible to delay the main invest

ment over a consideT8.ble pe:riod. 
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The Inventory Proce s s 

The inventory parameters, directly related to the development of 

land and water re source s, are numerous and their evaluation is difficult 

due to their interlinking in space and/or time. These direct parameters 

are, in addition, linked to and dependent on other parameters of the 

economy that have only an indirect bearing upon land and water re

sources. All these direct and indirect parameters change and interact 

along the time axis; in. order to describe adequately this constant change 

and interconnection we must abandon the static listing of resources, to 

which we are accustomed, and adopt instead a dynamic model in which we 

can predict only short-term trends. The study of the inventory process 

will, therefore, be in the nature of gradual approximation rather than 

of simultaneous solution of an extremely complex matrix. The first 

predictions will serve as a basis for a first generation of project 

solutions, fortunately relatively insensitive to the wide scatter of data 

predictions which, at this stage, is unavoidable. This first generation 

of projects will feed back new data to the inventorying process, making 

it possible to construct and evaluate less simplified resources models and 

reduce the possible scatter of predictions due to uncertainty. A third 

project generation will follow and contribute, as a by-product. its 

share in the gradual elaboration of the resources model. 

The principal external factor s that have a bearing upon the 

inventory process are listed in brief in the following; they will be 

treated later in greater detail. 

1. Extent 6f exploration; 

2. Extent of exploitation of resources; 

3. Technological progress; 

4. Scope and trends of the economy; 

5. Training and structure of human resources; 

6. Institutional and legal framework; 

7. Any combination of the above factor s. 
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All these factors are, to a certain extent, interconnected, but for 

the sake of s implic ity, we shall treat them separately. 

The resources relating to land and water developmep..t which enter 

into our inventory are as follows: 

1. Natural res ources, primarily land and water; 

2. Capital resources, internal an~ foreign; 

3. Human resources, including the builder group (to construct and 

implement projects) and the producer group; 

4. Structural resour ce s, includ ing informal organ ization, motiva-

tion, cooperation; 

5. Institutional resources, includ ing formal organization, legal, 

political, and social institutions. 

Inventory procedure for these five elements will be discussed later 

m this chapter. 

Parameters Affecting the Inventory Process 

Extent of exploration. The scope, depth, and reliability of explora

tion of the resource is an extremely important factor in the inventory 

process. In emergent economies, exploration will rarely be very 

elaborate due to scanty data and some aspects will be dependent on 

feed-back data from exploitation. 

Initial development phases can be based on rough data, as they are 

not oversensitive to the unavoidable scatter of early data projections. 

Extent of exploitation. Any form of resource exploitation involves 

a disturbance of previously established and generally natural equilibria; 

this unbalancing may have far -reaching effects upon the sustained yield 

of the resource, upon its quality, its quantitative and qualitative 

variability, and sometimes even upon its location. Since, in the utiliza

tion of water and land resources we deal with rather sluggish equilibria, 

changes are usually gradual, and transients develop which are oft~n of the 

highest significance in the effective planning of resources management and 



utilization. Since this subject will be covered in some detail in a 

separate chapter, we need not enter here into 2.ny more detail. 

Technological progress. Technological progress will have a de-
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cisive influence on the inventory process, and may affect items, such as 

1. data accumulation and evaluation; 

2. development, e. g., water drilling; 

3. extraction, e. g., pumping; 

4. manipulation of resource parameters, e. g., storage for 

flow regulation; 

5. reducing resource losses, e. g., reduction of evaporation. 

A new technology may even create serviceable resources where 

none previously existed, e. g., desalting of sea or brackish water, or 

directly influence the hydrological cycle by cloud seeding and other 

attempts at manipulation of climate. Such basic changes of technology 

may have a revolutionary impact upon a whole civilization and 

countries doomed to aridity may become fertile and productive. 

Scope and trends of the economy. Within certain limits the 

economically-utilizable part of the inventory depends on the price 

the economy is ready to pay for this resource; thus, the size of an 

inventory will very much depend on the market prices of the products 

for which water is a. significant input, i. e., mainly agricultural 

products. In addition to its dependence on the market price, the 

payment ability of a certain agricultural product for water depends on 

the yield per unit of water, on the cost of other inputs, and on the 

efficiency of use of the product and its by-products, if any. The 

volume of water which the agricultural economy may be ready to 

ab sorb at a specified water unit cost also depends on the composition 

of the crop mix and the inclusion of high value crops. With the 

general development of the economy. c:::op mix may improve, leading 

to an increased ability of the agricultural sector to purchase water. 

Similar but Ie s s explicit relations will apply to municipal and industrial 
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water supplie s. 

The above COTI1TI1ents show clearly the dependence of the econoTI1ically 

utilizable inventory of a resource upon the status and growth of the econoTI1Y 

which it is intended to serve. 

Training and structure of hUTI1an resources. Exploration, inventory

ing, conservation, and developTI1ent of resources is a cOTI1plex process 

requiring highly trained TI1anpower, sustained TI1otivation, adequate in

forTI1al and forTI1al organizations, and last but not least, considerable 

expenditure. All these resources are extreTI1ely scarce in eTI1ergent 

econoTI1ie sand nUTI1erous prograTI1TI1e s will cOTI1p~te for the use of the se 

scarce resources. The scarcity will, in one way or another, affect 

the inventory at least in its initial phases, and developTI1ent of hUTI1an 

resources will, by the saTI1e token, also expand inventory potentials. 

Institutional and legal fraTI1ework. Land and water were aTI10ng the 

first resources for which laws and institutions were established in ancient 

tiTI1es; these laws and institutions are today aTI10ng the TI10st resistant to 

change. Every prograTI1TI1e for the developTI1ent of natural resources 

requires a specific legal and institutional fraTI1ework for its iTI1pleTI1enta

tion. In the ideal case, the planner will optiTI1ize his quantified solution 

and then define the institutional fraTI1ework needed for· its iTI1pleTI1entation; 

in reality, such an ideal fraTI1ework will be wishful thinking; there is no 

frictionless society, operating according to optiTI1al rules, since society 

doe s not operate in an institutional vaCUUTI1. On the other end of \he scale 

of institutional flexibility and TI1utability, stands the traditional society with 

an ab solutely iTI1TI1utable institutional fraTI1ework. Extent of flexibility of 

the legal and institutional fraTI1ework will certainly affect the extent of 

utilization: the TI10re iTI1TI1ovable institutional constraints the lower the 

extent of utilization and the further we shall be froTI1 our ideal optiTI1ized 

operational rule s, the lower the efficiency of the systeTI1, the greater los s 

.. 



and waste. Institutional factors are aITlong the ITlost serious and re

calcitrant factors contributing to waste and abuse of resources, even 

under conditions of scarcity. 

Due allowance for the institutional constrain:U; and a realistic 

appraisal of the feasibility of their gradual relaxation will therefore 

be aITlong the ITlost iITlportant considerations in the deterITlination of 

a serviceable inventory for a developITlent prograITlITle. 

COITlbination of factors. The above analysis of the influence of 

the individual isolated factors on the prograITlITle inventory is, of 

course, a purely theoretical abstraction; in real life, all the above 

factor s are inter -dependent and all concurrently affect the inventory 

and the inventorying proces s. 

Inventorying of Resources 
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We have seen that the inventory of a prograITlITle depends on a 

nUITlber of interconnected factor s, all constantly changing their own 

strength and direction and that of their interconnections; these factors 

are either connected with the inventoried re source itself and the ex

tent of its utilization; with the interrelationship between a nUITlber of 

inventoried resources, or with external factors of the econoITlY and the 

society. Since all these factors and their changes are predictable only 

for a short range, it will usually be iITlpoS sible to solve siITlultaneously 

the whole cOITlplex inventory ITlatrix and its interlinking with the rest 

of the econoITly. SiITlultaneous solutions will certainly be iITlpossible 

in eITlergent econoITlies, where data are often scarce and unreliable. 

A serviceable approach would consist in a step-by- step 

iterative procedure. In the first round, environITlent and technology 

are considered constant, and every resource evaluated separately, 

with links cut to other resources and to the rest of the econoITlY; the 

individual resource is considered as an independent process along 

the trITle axis; the influence and constraints of the links are then 

considered and superiITlposed on the original evaluation, and 
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anticipated short-term developments of environment and technology may 

then be added. In the second round, values obtained in the first round 

may be entered into an identical analysis, yielding better figures. 

With time, addition ... ) data and additional insights become 

available, and additional charlges occur in environment, technology, 

etc. ; this makes it necessary to repeat the inventory process. Some 

inventorying process will <:ontinue throughout the project, and com

prehensive re-thinking of the inventory will be required at least once 

for every planning period. 

Resources inventories (especially those prepared in the early 

phases of development) should not be confined to most probable average 

figures, but should include estimates as to the range of possible de

viations of future, more exact, estimates from the present average 

figures. Such deviations rray be cavsed by the unpredictability of 

natural conditions (e. g., climate) during the planning period, by the 

. limitaHons in our understanding of the natural processes and equilibria, 

and by the inadequacy of OUi" statistical data .. 

An estimate of the range of these deviations will, in the early 

phases of planning, be SOlnetimes almost as important as estimates of 

average figures. Various project mixes will have different sensitivities 

to variations in resources data. By analysing alternative programme 

mixes as to their sensitivity to deviation within the estimated range, 

we shall be able to choose a mix not oversensitive, involving less risk 

of misinvestment. Where, fOT one reason or the other, a sensitive project 

must be included, we should, at least, estimate the cost involved, if 

resources vary within the limits of the range of deviation, and appriase 

this risk against the inherent advantages of the project. 

Water resources. The basic objective of the inventory process of water 

resources is to estimate maximum yields that can be achieved in dimensions of 

space and time without running the risk- -at any point of space and time- -of 

• 
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quantitative of qualitative deterioration beyond what may be considered as 

acceptable in the programme. To achieve this airn, the inventory process 

cannot be confined to a static listing of sustained yields of resources, 

based on the anticipated final steady state that will ultimately develop 

with a certain pattern of utilization; it must adopt dynamic appraisal 

procedures that make it possible to analyse and predict all transient 

stages that will develop in the extended period between the first stages 

of interception and use of water and the convergence upon the ultimate 

steady state. Rivers and flowing water are often used as symbols 

of change. Herakleitos, the first propounder of a philosophy of the 

dynamic, uses the river metaphor in .one of his most striking frag-

ments: "you cannot step twice into the same river; for fresh waters 

are ever flowing in upon you. " 

Objections may be raised that this kind of analysis is not feasible 

in emergent countries, since these countries do not generally possess 

the comprehensive body of data that a dynamic analysis requires. How

ever, rough and ready models can usually be compiled even with limited 

data, and the results obtained from such an extremely simplified model 

accompanied by an estimate of the range of possible deviations may, 

nevertheless, be sufficient for the initial steps of development. 

As development proceeds, and the utilization percentage of the 

resource increases, a more elaborate model and a closer range of 

deviation may be required; this will become possible with the accumula

tion of additional data from the implementation and exploitation of the 

initial phases of development. Generally, it may be said that with the 

adoption of proper planning procedures, an inherent adjustment 

mechanism will be created between extent of utilization and degree of 

sophistication of evaluation. 

We should also bear in mind the inver se relation existing between 

the reliability of inventory evaluation and the flexibility of a project. 

In the initial phases of development, inventory reliability (as expressed 
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by the range of deviation) is low, but, on the other hand, project flexi

bility within the framework of a comprehensive and dynamic programme 

of sufficient range along the time axis is still relatively inexpensive; 

gradually, inventory evaluations be'come more reliable while the cost 

of flexibility increases. In the final phases of development, flexibility 

becomes negligible, but reliability has, in the meantime, increased 

to such a level that flexibility should no longer be required. 

Land resources. For reasons connected with my professional 

limitations, I shall confine my treatment of the inventorying process 

of land resources to some general comments. 

Land resources seem much less of a "flowing" and changing re

source than water. To the unarmed eye, land would not appear to be 

in a state of flux or have the flowing characteristics of water, but a 

closer analysis shows that land resources nevertheles s are changing; 

that their potential depends upon an interplay of all the factor s already 

enumerated. Even the time scale of change is not, in reality, slower 

than some groundwater resources. The potential of land resources may 

change basically by the application of irrigation water, of fertilizers, 

and soil conditioners, and other aspects of cultivation. It may also 

change under the influence of natural phenomena of wind and water 

erosion. 

With land, as with water resources, the eternal battle of 

conservation versus destruction or over-exploitation continues, and all 

efforts should be directed toward development with full regard for con

servation and amelioration practices. 

The influence of the human, structural, and institutional elements 

on land resources will probably be even more decisive than we have 

found in the case of water resources; hereditary techniques and the 

responses of farmers are decisive factors in the productive potential of land 

resources. and vicious circles and deadlock, related to land use practices are 

almost universal in underdeveloped countries. Improvement of these techniques 

.' 



and practice s will probably be one of the most essential points in the 

improvement of the development potential at the level of the producer 

group, i. e., the farmer. 
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Inventorying of land resource s is thus part of a proces s rather than 

a static listing. The quantity and quality of the land inventory will, to 

a considerable extent, depend on a number of changing parameters. 

Improvement of the development potential by the development process 

will have a decisive influence on the land inventory. 

Capital resources. We have assumed that the overall volume of 

capital investment for the development of land and water resources 

during the planning period has been determined within the framework 

of the overall economic plan, and the same applies to the general 

objectives of the programme. It thus depends on the programme planner 

to determine how best to achieve these objectives with the capital re

source at his disposal. 

Unfortunately, prevailing procedures differ widely from this 

idealized outline. The planners of the Qational capital budget pro

grammes generally receive from the ministries responsible for the 

development of resources politically ranked lists of installations and 

facilities accompanied by cost tags; somewhere the list must be cut, 

somewhat arbitrarily, in accordance with budget allocations. The 

sectorial programme planner has then only to detail the engineering 

of the hardware aspects of the programme, and it is no wonder if he 

secures only a small part of the potential productivity from the 

inve stment. 

A recommended procedure would be the inclusion in the general 

plan of general sectorial objectives, and to earmark capital resources 

of sufficient volume to reach these objectives. The sectorial planning 

team could then draw up a detailed development programme by optimizing 

the use of the capital resources at the planner's disposal, ensuring a 

uniform development front, with the occurrence of a bulge only where 

lumpiness of investment makes it unavoidable. 
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A complication often arises from the fact that major sectors of' 

development programmes often fall within the jurisdiction of more than 

one ministry. Furthermore, supporting features of the development 

programme overlap different spheres of government activity. In order 

to achieve an unbroken development front that would seem to be a pre

condition for growth in emergent economies, and in order to ensure a 

consistent programme, allocations must be coordinated both by the 

general economic policy group, and later by the planning groups of the 

various ministries. Full coordination is seldom achieved, since the 

ideologies and capabilities of various ministries ,differ and are subject 

to the short-term vagaries of politics. 

Most financing institutions are fully aware of the paramount im

portance of a unified organization for effective allocation and use of 

capital investment. They often require proof of the adequacy of organiza

tional aspects of the programme before granting loans for a programme, 

which, from the economic point of view, may appear attractive. 

Frequently, the apportioning of capital investment does not maintain 

a correct balance between basic programme inve stment and the incidental 

but essential investments of a programme. Investments in human, structur

al. and material infrastructure are either completely ignored or inadequately 

endowed; working capital and funds to sub sidize initial operating costs in 

the development and maturation period are generally deficient. 

Human resources. Of all development resources, the human 

resources are the most elusive and least amenable to planning. A care

fully thought-out program,me, giving proper weight to increasing develop

ment potential, can revolutionize the capacity of a human resource. This 

resource, therefore, more than any other, requires a dynamic, process

inventorying approach. 

Inventorying should commence 'by drawing up a Ii st of profe s sional 

and sub-professional personnel available, the extent of their structure 

and organization, and the vicious circles and deadlocks that maim its 
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effectiveness and efficiency; it should, furthermore, try to estimate 

the anticipated increments to professional and su~-professional man

p·ower during the planning period. 
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The inventory should then turn to the requirement of the pro

grammer in human Tesources, its structure and organization. Available 

resources, if inadequate, will have to be supplClnented by recruiting 

national or expatriate Inanpower. The structural, organizational, and 

motivational aspects of manpower are almost always deficient, and 

the minimum requirements to make the se aspects adequate for a 

"take-off" must be estilnated. The programme planner should 

evaluate alteTnative project mixes for their contribution to the 

structure of the builder and producer groups. 

Manpower for the development programme must be allocated 

for the following functions: 

1. data collection and evaluation, 

2. overall resources planning, 

3. planning and design of short-term projects, 

4. construction and/ or supervision of contract management 

for short-term projects, 

5. agricultural extension, 

6. legal, institutional, and administrative problems. 

All these functions should be developed concurrently in order to 

ensure a continuous development front, although, with regard to pre

investment infrastructure, isolated thrusts at selected aspects may be 

of value, scarcity can be alleviated for a time and to limited extent 

by bringing in foreign manpower and by hiring consulting services for 

some aspects of the programme. Basically, however, the problem of 

scarcity of human resources will force us to concentrate our resources 

for full deployment of all the development aspects of limited pilot areas, 

the development islands; it is better to penetl-ate on a small front than 

to fail on a long one! 
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Already at the stage of allocation of manpower, we come up against 

the problem of overall scarcity of resources on one hand, and against 

that of the relative pull of the various functions on the other hand. Some 

service aspects of development, such as data coJ.lection, are not parti

cularly attrac"tive. These functions usually are removed from the main 

stream of development and their work progra.mme is seldom coordinated 

with the main programme group; there is also poor contact and feed-back 

between the main developr.aent group and the service groups. The service 

group usually feels left out and frustrated. In order to create motivation 

and enlist participation, the work programme o~ the service groups should 

be correlated with that of the main development group, and current contact 

maintained. They should be encouraged to feel that their work is es sential 

and that they are directly connected with immediate issues, not just the 

dead end of the programme, involved in collecting and filing data for som·e 

possible future reference. 

I have commented on internal allocation of manpower at some 

length, since the fate of a programme is often decided at this phase of 

the effort. Planning, beyond the scope of local and foreign human resources, 

lack of balance in the distribution of the force, neglect of some less 

glamorous aspects of development planning; all these. can lead to 

awkward bottlenecks and spell ruin to programlne inplementation. 

Institutional resource s. Institutions are formalized consolidations 

of repetitive human contacts within a framework of society. Some institu';' 

tions have developed spontaneously over the years out of living contacts, 

while others have been created by ~dministrative decision. The social 

and legal institutions of the first group, with their venerable history and 

deep-rooted traditions, often represent a petrifaction of ancient human 

relations; a carryover to an age for which these relations have become 

meaningless, preventing, by their very survival, the evolution of new 

institutions adapted to the problems of the day. The second group, 

enc1uding mainly governmental and semi-governmental organization, is 

.1 
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generally, in emerging economies of more recent origin, often a foreign 

graft and more amenable to change. Even so, such existing institutional 

and organizational patterns are intertwined with political, tribal, class, 

and vested interest patterns, and form a complex and tangled web. 

The inventorying process of institutional reSO'.Hces should begin 

with a thorough stocktaking of the status quo; of discernable tendencies 

of society to change institutional pa.tterns; of motivating political 

doctrines and forces; of the determination, as well as the ability of these 

forces to bring about change. These change tendencies, slight as they 

may be, are often proper points of attack for those initial institutional 

changes which are mandatory for development. They may be the only 

point at which proper leverage can be developed for the initial bl'each 

of a deadlocked society on the way to creation of positive circular 

causation. 

The next phase of the inventorying process will consist in formula

ting those changes in the existing institutional framework which are 

mandatory for the programme. A step-by-step approach, which may 

hopefully lead to a chain reaction, will often be chosen, A study of 

institutional requirements in the subsequent planning period and an 

outline of the necessary measures will follow. 

The determination of a realistic programme fOT adaptation of the 

socio-legal institutional framework of spontaneous origin to the re

quir'ements of a developlnent programme is not an easy task. Tradition, 

political doctrines, and vested interest loom so large that the planner 

may see no way to climb this unsurmountable barrier; in most contexts 

his success depends on his ability to induce the political level to sup

port his measures and to rally additional allies to his aid. 

The job of planning the adaptation of the formal organizations 

of our second group to programme requirements is less formidable, 

though, nevertheless, considerable. The ideal solution will usually 

be an authority established by the government with full powers to 
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implement the programme. It is not always pos sible to o-,:,tain approval 

for such an approach and compromise solutions are often unavoidable. 

The moot question that generally crops up in this connection is the 

measure of authority and responsibility to be invested with the pro

gramme organization and the scope and depth of control to be exercised 

by the ministries. Compromise is acceptable, provided it does not 

cripple freedom of action of the programme authority as related to 

strategic aspects. Authorities and their programmes are often doomed 

to failure, due to interministerial frictions and all that remains of them 

IS a fine sounding name plate! 

Solutions pertaining to institutional development should not be 

transferred from one society or context to another. Rather, such 

development should be indigenous, based on local socio -psychological, 

and political custom. Institutions are, in reality, only the skeleton of 

living relations within the social organism, at all its levels of activity, 

and the change of the skeleton, without prior or concurrent change of 

the living tissue, will not give birth to a viable organism. It is often 

attractive - -both uncontroversial and painles s - -to adopt the organizational 

trappings of an entirely different socio-economic context without con

cerning ourselves with the inner matter, its micro-structure, but this 

can be no substitute for natural institutional growth. Fifth Avenue can

not be created in the desert by putting up a signboard. The danger of 

substituting signboards for real development is acute in political regimes 

which advocate change for the sake of change. Under the conditions of 

such a regime, the planner should exploit tendencie s and plan his 

institutional and organizational reconstruction in a more comprehensive 

way than the planner operating in a more conservative regime; he should, 

however, avoid recommending external changes beyond what he feels can 

be concurrently accomplished at the micro - structural level. He should 

bear in mind that abortive reorganization is worse than no reorganization, 

and that existing institutional patterns will, as a result, become more 
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deeply entrenched. Any atteITlpts to re shape or recast these institutions 

will raise an outcry; accusations of iconoclastic taITlpering with institu

tions, hallowed by tiITle and custOITl, will only succeed in aiding their 

perpetuation. 

Evaluation of Alternative PrograITlITles 

Alternative project ITlixe s should be evaluated for the optiITlal 

benefits, both tangible and intangible, that will accrue froITl the 

developITlent of the available resources during the period of prograITlITle 

ITlaterialization. The synthesis of benefits and the respective weight 

attached to each, are dependent on prograITlITle objectives, conditioned 

in turn by the socio-political values of society. PrograITlITle objectives 

ITlust theITlselves be forITlulated into operational strategies and 

criteria in order that they ITlay serve as the yardstick of evaluation 

procedures. 

We have stated that developITlent strategie s fall into two ITlain 

groups: 

1. 

2. 

MaxiITlization of short-terITl production benefits and benefit 

distribution. 

MaxiITlization of developITlent potential and 10ng-terITl 

production benefits. 

The fir st group- -the short terITl policie s - -concerns itself with 

ITlaxiITlizing benefit streaITls, while ITlanipulating deITland for best 

ab sorption and utilization; adopting flexible projects to ITliniITlize 

risks and optiITlizing utilization of capital investITlent by phasing. 

In the final analysis, the decision will be taken on the basis of the 

discounted value of the surplus of benefit streaITlS over cost streaITls, 

after due allowance has been ITlade for possible handicaps and bottle

necks and to the pos sibility of deviation of actual data froITl original 

data in the preparation of the plan. 

The second group of strategie s - - strategie s of developITlent 
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potential- -are concerned with the les s tangible benefits that will not 

materialize within the immediate planning period under consideration. 

Quantitative analysis of these benefits will, at this stage, often be im

possible or at best the analysis can be only approximate. The strategies 

included in this group relate to the human and institutional structure, to 

the catalyzing effects of development, to the conservation of scarce re

sources and to the data yield of programmes. 

The difficulty of quantitative evaluation of this group of strategies 

is probably one of the main reasons for the almost complete neglect of 

development potential strategies in programme ,evaluation, for it requires 

the summation of unlike factors - -the quantitative re sults of short-term 

policies and the semi-quantitative and qualitative results of long-term 

policie s. 

Our scientific technological training has conditioned us, in the face 

of such dilemmas, to concentrate on the quantified criteria and to con

sider semi or unquantified criteria as pure speculation to which we, the 

representative of exact sciences, may allow ourselves to pay no more 

than lip service. However, the fact that a parameter is difficult to quantify 

doe s not in itself belittle its importance and actual project hi storie s give 

ample proof that programmes which neglect the second group of criteria 

will not succeed in bringing a developing economy nearer to "take off. " 

Development programmes must therefore satisfy both sets of 

criteria in order to become effective instruments of growth; the relative 

emphasis will depend on where the economy or economic sector lies on 

the scale of underdevelopment maturity and on the length of time span 

for programme realization that may be acceptable both to the political 

level and to the public. 

A programme that meets only the first set of criteria would bring 

about a measurable but not really decisive increase of production without 

significantly catalyzing any self- sustained growth proce s ses. A programme 

based entirely on the second set of criteria would be politically unacceptable 
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and, if adopted, it is most likely to be abandoned prior to fulfilment be

cause of its few tangible benefits. Thus, a combination of both sets of 

criteria with sufficient stre s s on both long- and short-term benefits, 

and making full allowance for the degree of maturity and time span of 

society, will provide the correct overall yardstick for evaluation of 

resources development programmes. 

Every situation then calls for its own evaluation procedure 

though certain similaritie s between programme s of countrie s on com

parable points of the scale of development will, neverthele s s, emerge; 

details and tactical approach will usually differ; outline and strategy 

will remain similar. In the following, we shall try to delineate the 

typical phase s for a development programme of land and water re

sources for a country at subsistence level. 

Typical Development Phase s 

A development programme in emerging economie s, to boost 

production and potential, may be achieved in three phase s: 

Phase one. Better use of existing means of production by 

the addition of intangible inputs - -human, structural, and 

institutional- -as well as material inputs. 

Phase two.· Improvement in the existing means of production. 

Phase three. Creation of new means of production. 

From the point of view of marginal analysis, these three phases 

should be implemented chronologically. However, without departing 

from basic acceptance of this chronological order of phasing, it will 

be found that there will be much overlapping or intermingling of 

phases. Phase one will generally contain some elements of phase 

two or even first steps of Phase three. This dilution of a programme 

based on a purely economic analysis by elements not warranted accord-

. ing to such analysis, nevertheless, becomes justified if we allow for 

the neces sity to lay the structural and institutional foundation in each 

phase for the corning phase, and if we keep in mind political and 

phychological de siderata. 
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Phase one. This phase i.s concerned with the better use of existi:Clg 

means of production. Generally, utilization of the means of production in 

emergent economies is inefiicient and a relaUvely small capital invest

ment is sufficient to bring about a significant increase in efficiency-

hence, this aspect of growth will be the obvious initial choice from the 

point of view of marginal ana.lysis. It will remain the preferential approach 

for a considerable time, since diminishing return tendencie s and the 

bottlenecks of later phase s will be encountered only afteT a certain time. 

The difficultie s that crop up in the fil" st phase lie mainly in the 

fields of human and institutiona.l resources. Sorn,e of these difficulties 

arise from the fact that the measure s which we take are in the nature of 

an initial attack upon a firmly .entrenched but stagnant ~ubsistence economy. 

The extent of the front requires both powerful zones and dauntless per

severence if a successful attack is to be launched and a breach made in the 

front. As a re sult, many planner s de spair and choose the easy way out by 

concocting a glamorous "hardware pack2.ge." However, without at least 

a partial breakthrough on this front, sustained gTowth cannot be achieved 

in any later phase and the production effect of such a break-through will by 

far exceed that of the much more expensive third "hardware phase." Over

enthusiastic, large - scale adoption of first phase measure s that are not 

based on a realistic appraisaJ of our Iorces of development may be no less 

dangerous than the hardware escapism: our force s would be spread so 

thinly along the vast front of resistance that thei:..- impact would remain 

subliminal, and resistance would only be strengthened. 

The implementation of growth nuclei seems to offer a possible way 

out of this impasse. Sub-nuclei will, if properly planned and successfully 

implemented, be a tremendous morale builder f01' the development group 

and at the same time they will help to prize open the most recalcitrant 

vicious circles in the producer group; they will create foci of positive 

circular causation and will, by their very existence, tend to catalyze, 

radiate, and spread growth tendencies to adjoining areas. The importance 
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of the se breache s in the front of stagnation doe s not constitute the only 

effect of the pl"oposed procedure; fhe gradual cnange brought about both 

in the devel0ptnent and producer groups, and indirectly also at the 

political and goverD.tnent levels, wEI c:reate the necessary p:te-investtnent 

social and insHtutional structure fOT phase s two and three, both of which 

involve large - scale inve sttneni:: s thai: wOl.~ld retna.i.n only partially utilized 

or wholly idle witholl.t prep2_?atory structural tra.r..sfoTtnation. 

We have aLready stressed tno:re than once that to choose the 

alternative way and start vAt:1- the hardware is like cotntnencing the 

construction of a building frotn the roof. We know that an emerging 

econotny cannot be classified as that type of organistn that spontaneously 

grows foundations to an extraneous roof. The very existence of such 

structural and institutional foundations will give the developtnent group 

the necessary self-confidence to plan further tna.ssive growth and will 

engender trust in the financial institutions and encourage thetn in their 

support of the progratntne. The successful launching of growth nuclei 

further leads to partial transformation frotn subsistence agricultural 

patterns to ruditnentc.ry tnonetary econotnie s, with creation of new 

supply and detnand functions. 

The fi!'st-phase attack is the tnost itnpo:c"t2.nt pa.rt of our develop

tnent catnpaign; tl~e success OT failu1'e of the whole catnpaign depends 

to a considerable extent on the OV.tcOtne of the st:ruggle. It '1/ill there

fore require our utmost e££o,:1:s jn pl2.nning and tna? sh~llirig of force s in 

all its logistic aspects. The hutn3.n reSOllTCeS, both locc.l and foreign, 

required for success, as well as the strength of the forces of resistance 

should not be unde:.estitnated. EEgibJ.e first p!lase progl"atnmeS generally 

include itnprovetnent of culthration and irrigation tn'ethods; c:cop and 

seed selection; pe st control ::..n:l fertilizer 3.?plic:::.tion; live stock 

itnprovetnent; pro·,-ision or hOtne SCtni-industda.l supporting facilities; 

itnprovetnent of the agrico-·tnicro- st:i."uc:ure in relation to tenure, and 

fragtnentation; irnprovetnent of oper<.l_tj.cnal and s.::>.nitaTY starldal"ds of 
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potable water supplies. hnplementation of su.ch measu::-es, simple as it 

looks on paper, nevertheless involves the c:.'ea:ion of Inaja:;.- new structural 

and institutional capabilihes, and jt is this aspect which will constitute 

the "piece de resistance" of the first phase p:{'og:i~amm.e. The necessary 

dilution with second and third phase aspects already mentioned will be an 

intrusion into the progT.a:nmes described i.n nlOre detail in the following. 

Phase two. Means of p:;.-oduction in emergent economies are rarely 

fUll.y developed. Tactic s far the second phase wiH the~('efore be baDed 

mainly on completing the development of resources to their full capacity. 

The structural and institutional involvement, thO\..lgh J.e s s all-pervading 

than in the first phase, -will shU be commanding. 

Stepping-up and. imp:tovement of the conservation and utilization 

of water resources in pcu.-ti2.l use will often be among the more important 

programme features of this phase, including full development of water 

resources in partial use and making available additional water by conserva

tion measures at intake, by conveyance structures and by improvement 

of existing irrigation methods and introduction of new methods; improve

ment of seasonal and overall availability by storage and other manipulative 

measure s; adding new fadlitie s to increase the withdrawal a.nd conveyance 

capacity of the water re source s in use to their sustained yield. Ranking 

of measures will be governed by economic, institu.tional, and technological 

considerations. 

In the field of agriculture, this phase might include agricultural 

and institu.tional development, among others: crop planning; rnore basic 

methods for the improvement of cuJ.tivation; iw::reasing the cropping area; 

introduction of new crops; more rational use of fertilizers and irrigation 

water; seed improvement and seed propagation for local soil and climatic 

conditions; establishment of production incentives; coope:cative organiza

tion for storage, transport, marketing of produce, and for credit pro

curement; provi sion of supporting industrial facilitie s utilizing agricultural 

products. 

• 

.' 
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Some of the aspects of phase two will have already been initiated 

in phase one and an initial impetus obtained which can be utilized in 

the much larger application of phase two; most aspects of phase one will 

be carried over to phase two, and those of phase two to phase three. 

Phase three. The third phase is the actual project phase, and is 

usually the exclusive concern of planners. It is the capital-intensive; 

less sub-divisible and therefore the more lumpy, lower in marginal 

benefit, and more dependent for the se benefits on a developed micro

agro-structure than the two phases discussed so far. It will be effective 

only if the proper structural and institutional conditions have fir st been 

created by prior implementation of phases one and two, and to the 

extent that marginal benefits per unit of investment of these earlier 

phases fall below those of the project phase. 

The third or proj ect phase will need no defender s: for the 

technocrat, it is the planning phase for which he has been trained; for 

the politician, the programme that both looks and sounds fine in election 

manife sto s. 

Choosing a programme mix. Programmes should from the be

ginning be made up of elements of all three phases. Development should 

be initiated with a programme embodying mainly constituents of phase 

one, followed by elements of phase two and including aspects of phase 

three only to the extent that they are necessary to create structure, 

potential, and the development group for the later phases of the pro

gramme. Sub sequent programme s should be based mainly on phase 

two feature s but should also include, in addition to some carryover and 

continuation of phase one features, a much larger proportion of phase 

three features. The later stages will be composed mainly of con

stituents of phase three. 

Application of a progression of programme mixes ensures max

imum growth in every stage of development by exercising development 

leverage at points most strategical for growth; further, these mixes 
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can be iITlproved upon at a ITliniITluITl of cost, and, at the saITle tiITle, the 

ground prepared and sub sequent growth phase s pioneered. In real life, 

the optiITlizing of such ITlixes will not be easy; techniques of evaluation 

are partly controver sial, partly in status nascendi; we shall therefore 

confine ourselves to a general description of evaluation approaches. 

PrograITlITle Evaluation and Ranking 

Evaluation and ranking procedure s will usually take the following 

cour se: 

1. COITlpilation of alternative prograITlITles consisting of project 

ITlixes; 

2. Evaluation of cost and benefit streaITls,' in ITlonetary and other 

terITls, seITli-quantitative or qualitative terITls; 

3. COITlparing the quanti tati ve and qualitative evaluations and 

ranking of alternative prograITlITles. 

The existence of capital rationing for the whole sector is assuITled, 

as well as the definition, within the general econoITlic plan, of objectives 

and the deITland function. 

We have already cOITlITlented on the cOITlpilation aspect and can 

therefore turn directly to evaluation. A vast literature exists on this 

subj ect; the ITlajor developITlent and financing agencie s have in addition 

their own rules on evaluation and ranking. 

It would be far beyond the scope of this pre sentation to undertake 

a detailed discussion of the approaches at present in use, and I shall, 

therefore, confine ITlysel£ to a review of the basic differences between the 

existing and the ideal evaluation procedure s as applied to developing 

econoITlie s. 

The present procedu:res, which have evolved froITl legislative 

procedure s of ITlature econoITlie s, generally take single projects as units 

of evaluation. SOITle theoretical work has been done on the evaluation of 

cOITlprehensive prograITlITles by McKean and others':', but practical 

':'R. N. McKean, "Efficiency in GovernITlent. II John Wiley and Sons, 
New York, 1958. 

-. 
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application of the programme evaluation approach has been initiated only 

quite recently. In emerging economies, under conditions of capital 

scarcity and capital rationing, the programme evaluation procedure would 

certainly be of greater significance than the eOJaluation of single projects. 

The present p:!!."ocedures confine themselves to the evaluation of 

the production function. In older work, analyses totally lacking in time 

dimension were adopted; more recently, benefit and cost streams along 

the time axis have been used. Four strategies may be mentioned: 

1. the spreading strategy- -to keep means of production within 

the ab sorptive capacity of the producer s and thus minimize 

idle sunk capital; 

2. flexibility strategy--to minimize risks of misinvestment; 

3. phasing strategy- -to minimize idle capital and increase 

flexibility; 

4. demand manipulation- -to minimize cost of maturation of a 

programme. 

All these strategies are very rarely considered and almost never 

quantitatively evaluated, although all lend themselves to quantitative 

evaluation. The more long-term strategies connected with the growth 

of the development potential, including also data yield, spreading, and 

general scarcity strategies, are almost weolly neglected. 

It appears to us that under conditions prevailing in emerging 

economie s decisive weight in programme e-.raluation should be attached 

to neglected production and the development potential strategies. Such 

an evaluation approach would, it is true, involve a truly multi-discipline 

dynamic process analysis of alternative pToject mixes. In the initial 

phases of development, such an analysis would only partly be fully 

quantified; partly, it would be semi-quantitative analysis incorporating, 

faute de mieux, some rough and ready assumption; partly, it would be 

purely qualitative. With the accumulation of better data the evaluation 

would gradually become more quantified. With all its Hmitations under 
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conditions of elTlerging econolTlie s, proce s s analysis is still the evaluation 

approach best fitted to deterlTline the optilTlulTl lTlixture to be adopted fo:..' 

setting a country on the way of self- sustained growth. 

The ranking procedure of a progralTllTle, as here recolTllTlended for 

elTlerging econolTlie s, will probably never be fully quantified, though 

quantitative approaches will in tilTle be elaborated for lTlany aspects that 

at present can be evaluated only qualitatively. To the extent that quanti

tative lTlethods are applicable, tilTle strealTlS rather than static value s 

should be used. McKean>:c states "one of the lTlost significant partial tests-

presented here as the 'right' criterion for deterlTl,ination of the econolTlically 

efficient set of investlTlents--is the lTlaxilTlization of present worth for a 

given investlTlent budget, where the strealTlS are discounted at the 

lTlarginal internal rate of return. The basic idea is to keep high-valued 

capital frolTl being put to low-valued uses. Under the conditions of capital 

rationing that confront governlTlent agencies the use of the above test can 

help to accolTlplish this objective." McKean then considers the possibility 

of using other discount rates with special tilTle preferences and re

cOlTllTIends a "practicable procedure, " to prepare "a schedule of the 

best proposals at various discount rates and then to select the set that 

exhausts the budget." He recolTllTlends to choose 'Iat least two rates, 

separated by a fairly wide interval. " 

This or silTlilar procedure s could be elTlployed for the quantitative 

and selTli-quantitative part of the ranking. A set of qualitative evaluation 

re suIts for each lTlix would have to be considered in conjunction with the 

quantitative one s. SOlTle rough quantifying of the qualitative re suIts lTlight 

be an aid in attributing weights. Nevertheless, a great deal depends on 

subj e cti ve judgelTlent. 

R. N. McKean, IIEfficiency in GovernlTlent. II John Wiley and Sons, 
New York, 1958. 

.. 
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Programme Implementation and Continuity 

The drawing up of a programme doe s not end with the determina

tion of an optimum project mix, and the optimum project mix is in 

reality only the starting point of programming including the following: 

1. A plan of operation for the planning period relating to the 

detailed planning, design, construction work to be accomplished, 

including inventorying activities, organization, manpower re

requirements, etc. 

2. A plan of operation on how to link up with the past, i. e. , 

how to initiate positive circular causation on the difficult 

institutional front. 

3. A plan of operation linking the present programme to subsequent 

programmes by conducting, during the programme period, 

such inventory activities, investigations, planning and design 

activitie s as may be required before the start of the next 

planning period, in order to ensure a smooth continuity of 

development. 

All phases of the plan should from time to time be reviewed and 

reconsidered and part of the plan recast if necessary. 

A programme, as here advocated, a "proce s s approach" type of 

programme, would be based on a planned manipulation of the natural 

resources and their transients, demand and demand transients, quality 

and quality transients, institutions and institutional transients, human 

re source s and their structural transients. It would be integrated to 

a considerable extent in the space and time dimensions. It would be 

planned to such an extent that public intervention could be implemented 

to a degree sufficient to make up for the gaps re suIting from weak 

interlinking of the sectors of the economy. 

The programme would be based on the concept of successive 

project generations, where each project generation, in addition to 

meeting adequately the requirements of the present, p:repares the 
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ground (in every sense of the word) through catalizatory and manipulative 

processes for subsequent project generations, while continuing to operate 

at the later phase s of development in a context that will change through 

integration of old with new project generations. 

This type of integration, commencing growth at the "grass roots, " 

does not require construction at the outset of very expensive integrating 

features; it will be based on growth where growth is required for today's 

production and tomorrow's catalization, but it will, neverthele ss, as a 

consequence of the built-in integrating features, become in time more 

integrated physically to the extent that such an integration constitutes 

an economic as set. 



CHAPTER VI 

WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT -

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND CASE HISTORIES 

General- -ParaIneter s of Water Re source s ManageInent 

ManageInent of water resources is a planned intervention into 

natural equilibria or equilibria established by prior developInent with 
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a view to intercepting water for hUInan uses while causing a new equi

libriuIn to be forIned in the resource. This new equilibriuIn will not 

necessarily be stable, and in extreIne cases water resources Inanage

Inent leads to conditions of "no equilibriuIn. II Utilization of a resource 

by necessity involves intervention through interception of natural flows 

or stocks, with resultant disturbance of the original balance. 

A water resources basin is an extreInely cOInplex and only partly 

predictable dynaInic systeIn. The natural processes underlying the 

hydrological cycle are extreInely involved, variable, and (at least at 

pre sent) unpredictable. The Inedia through which water flows are 

extreInely unhoInogeneous, usually as se s sable only by statistical 

analysis, and often only partly investigated. The interconnection between 

various types of resources is known only in principle and will therefore 

not be aInenable to full quantitative analysis; the quantitative paraIneters 

of water resources, their distribution in space, and their changes along 

the tiIne axis cannot usually be fully assessed, and, consequently, pre

diction of trends is generally unreliable. 

A dynaInic process approach will, therefore, have to be adopted 

for the study of InanageInent Ineasure s and their iInpact on re source s 

equilibria and utilization capacities. A prograInIne for InanageInent 

of water resources Inust analyse alternative InanageInent Ineasures by 

considering the following principal paraIneter s. 

Scope of ManageInent Planning 

The planner will first have to decide upon the scope of his 
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Inanagement planning; the choices will be national planning, as against 

the planning of selected regions; the dichotomy facing the planner in 

relation to these choices will be to plan on a national scale and wait with 

implementation until results are available, or to choose areas of urgency 

and draw up regional plans for immediate implementation. 

Boundaries of Individual M2.nagement Basins 

The choice of the boundaries of a management basin will often be 

a decisive factor in moulding water resources development policy and 

determining efficiency in the exploitation of the resource. Management 

boundarie s need no longer be considered as static constraints; they are 

changeable, and their position in space and time will depend on manage

ment decisions. 

The Time Horizon 

Every analysis is limited by some time horizon; beyond this horizon 

there is no purpose in planning due to the uncertainty and the widening 

scatter of predictions. The planning ofmanagernent of water resources 

require s relatively long planning periods, since many hydrological 

processes are both slow and sluggish. A combination of a somewhat 

narrower time horizon for action and a wider one for guiding policy 

might here be the preferable approach. 

The Choice of the Parameter to be Maximized 

Parameters to be maximized will vary depending on the extent 

of quantitative, qualitative, or combined scarcity of resources. Such 

eligible parameters may be: 

1. Minimizing cost to conserve and convey a given quantity of water; 

2. Maximizing yield for exploitation--with conservation. constraints 

and/ or cost ceilings on marginal ~.uantitie s conserved; 

3. Minimizing water losses--with cost ceilings to marginal 

quantitie s saved; 

4. Optimizing quality aspects--with cost ceilings; 



5. Optimizing a combined parameter--expressing quantitative 

and qualitative aspects with cost ceilings. 

Dependability of Data and Hypotheses 
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The quantity and reliability of data, the depth of our understanding 

of the flow mechanisms of the resource, the extent of simplification 

that we have to introduce because of lack of better data- -all the se will 

be decisive factors in water resources management. The extent of 

uncertainty controls the extent of flexibility required to minimize risks, 

and the limitations imposed on the scope of decisions. 

Management Constraints 

Constraints will be mostly related to the human element of the 

development equation: they may be connected with the professional, 

motivational, and organizational limitations of the project development 

groups, with institutional and legal problems, and, last but not least, 

with limitations of funds. 

In the following sections, the above parameters and their influence 

on management planning of water resources will be described in more 

detail. 

?cope of Management Planning 

There exists no generally valid answer to the question whether to 

plan on a national scale before initiating development of a resource or 

to start the management planning at the regional level by sub -optimizing 

management conditions on such a level, and by giving priority to those 

regions which urgently require development. If the responses of 

nature and society to management intervention were instantaneous, 

we would endeavour to have the largest possible management unit; 

the nearer the unit would be to the total area, the closer would our 

sub-optimization be to the national optimum. Choosing smaller units 

for sub -optimization would involve the acceptance of partial autarky 

and the waste involved in it. Conditions prevailing in the natural, social 
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environment do not allow us to ignore the time dimension. We must 

therefore look for inteTmedj.2.te solutions which azoe closer to the optimum 

under actual conditions, although somewhat removed from the theoretical 

optimum. There are a number of factor s that would tend to orient us to 

words "thinking big, II and others, and would suggest an opposite approach. 

The main factors for management thinking on a national level are: 

1. scarcity of water- -national and regional; 

2. high present utilization as expressed as a percentage of 

utilization potential, national and regional, and the small 

percentage of water still remaining for development; 

3. great disparity of resources availability and dependability 

between regions; 

4. special topographical configurations; 

5. small overall area of country; 

6. rapid demand development; 

7. uniform distribution of demand growth; 

8. considerations of financing image; 

9. political and psychological attraction of national plans; 

10. alibis for postponement of development; 

11. availability of trained manpower. 

The main factor s that would tend to influence us to start manage-

ment planning on a basin (or similar) level are: 

1. ab sence of scarcity; 

2. uniformity in the distribution of resources and demand; 

3. small percentage of actual utilization; 

4. lack of data; 

5. large area; 

6. slow rate of demand development, as compared with overall 

potential; 

7. inadequate professional human resources; 

8. last but not least, the necessity for immediate action. 
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Conditions of eITlerging countries usualJ.y fall into the second grot":p 

of factors, except for these countries that labour under conditions of 

scarcity on a regional OT national level. An attractive pragITlatic 

strategy will consist in starting ITlanageITlent planning on a regional 

basis, giving priority to regions requiring early developITlent and aITlong 

theITl to regions with scarce, undependable or otherwise probleITlatic 

resources. Concurrently with the regional planning, over-all national 

thinking could be st2.rted and generc.l developITlent concepts developed. 

With tiITle, two adjoining ITlanageITlent regions could, if required, be 

integrated and thus gradually regional planning wou.ld ITle:-ge into larger 

interregional units. Hand in hand with this planning "froITl the grass 

roots, " nationaHzing planning concepts could be deepened and broadened 

and in due tiITle the planning i:rOITl the top and that from. the bottoITl would 

ITleet and coalesce into one national plan. 

The proposed solution has the advantage of providing sufficient 

basis for early urgent ITlanageITlent decisions without prejudicing the 

larger decisions that can be ITlade only on the basis of an interregional 

or national plan. In eITlergent econoITlies, the percentage of utilization 

of the potential is usually SITl all , even if it can be predicted that the 

resource will be scarce in the future; therefore, ITlanageITlent decisions 

ITlade at an early phase and on a regional basis are not liable perITlanently 

to jeopardize ITlajor overall ITlanageITlent policie s, because of the 

flexibility inherent in the still undecided ITlanageITlent decisions of the 

undeveloped part of the resource. As the country develops, and scarcity 

becoITle s ITlore pronounced, ITlanageITlent will, in any case, becoITle ITlore 

and ITlore integrated until it take s in the entire country. 

PostponeITlent of developITlent decisions, due to lack of data, 

cannot, under any circuITlstances, be justified; for it causes loss of 

production ITlany tiITles larger than the gain one could hope for potentially 

froITl additional planning data, and it fu:-therITlore diITlinishes the catalyzing 

effect of developITlent on society. 
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The approach proposed has an additional justification: it serves 

to develop the profe s si_onal and structural potential of the developtnent 

group on stnaller scale tasks, and thus prepare s thetn for the larger 

and tnore cotnplex tasks of national planning. 

There are tnany case s where the satne country has regions of 

water surplus as well as regions of relative or extretne scarcity. In 

such case s an "expanding" interregional plan tnay be adopted for the 

scarce region, with interconnection to adjoining surplus areas, while 

the areas of atnple supply are left for later tnanagetnent planning. 

Managetnent planning tnust be given priority in all case s where 

the water re source constitute s part of an international hydrological 

systetn, in order to ensure full preparation for any negotiations to be 

carried out on an international level. The provi sions of any bipartite 

or international agreetnents serve as constraints in the tnanagetnent 

equation of the re source. 

Boundarie s of Individual Managetnent Basins 

The detertnination of the optitnal boundarie s of an individual 

tnanagetnent unit (which we shall tertn a tnanagetnent basin) is an 

extretnely difficult task, especially if we bear in tnind that we are not 

here referring to static boundarie s but to boundarie s changing, and 

generally expanding, with titne. No wonder therefore that planners have 

often preferred to circutnvent this difficult task by adopting what I would 

call "arbitrary tnanagetnent units, " without even feeling the nece s sity to 

justify their choice. The choice usually falls on units detertnined in 

cotnpletely unrelated contexts, such as adtninistrative units and water 

user's cooperative organizations, etc. Natural, geographical, or hydro

logical regions are sotnetitne s given preference, and though the se "natural" 

units have greater justification than political units, they are, nevertheless, 

based on the cotnpletely unfounded assutnption that nature is a good planner 

of water re source s tnanagetnent. How then should the boundarie s of a 

tnanagetnent unit be chosen? 

, , 
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There is no hard and fast rule for such a choice, and, furthermore, 

the choice will not be permanent, requiring revision from time to time. 

A trial and error app:::-oach will usually prove a useful procedure. 

A hydrological basin may be selected for the fir st trial step: the 

demand projected re source s management rule s chosen, their application 

simulated, and the optimum management regime established; pro

jections would have to extend over considerable periods; as we progress 

on the time axis, uncertainties will increase, and alternative assumptions 

will have to be made on the scatter between minimum and maximum pro

jections. Should the resources of the assumed management basin prove 

insufficient to meet the demands of the basin, a wider boundary would 

have to be chosen from some point on the time axis, and the optimization 

procedure repeated. If the resources prove to be more plentiful than 

r~quired within the planning horizon, the management basin could 

possibly be divided into smaller units. 

Once such optimum boundaries have been established, the marginal 

benefits and costs of further manipulative measures may be calculated: 

if, for instance, the analysis has proven that at some point of time the 

supply of a hydrological basin must be supplemented by relatively 

expensive import from an adjoining or more distant basin, we should 

investigate whether it would not pay to make one of a number of 

measures or any combination of these measures. 

1. To mine underground water formations until 

(a) the quality of the mined supply is endangered, 

(b) the marginal costs be greater than those of imported 

water, 

(c) the supply exhausted. 

The shortest of these periods will, of course, be decisive. 

2. To increase storage by artificial recharge of the storage 

basin from surplus surface water, if present, during the 

build-up period of demand. 
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3. To build up demand and payInent capacity for Inore expensive 

water through (1) and (2), and by trying to pilot high-valued 

uses into the area. 

Analogue considerations would also apply to the relative tiIning of 

the developInent of the resources within a single basin. An optiInized 

basin policy could, for exaInple, provide initial developInent of ground

water and local surface water near the points of deInand, provide SOIne 

recharge froIn unregulated winter surpluses when groundwater levels 

start dropping, continue the utilization of the reinforced local resources, 

including SOIne Inining, until it becoInes neces~ary and justifiable to 

iInport water froIn a distance, first without, and later with storage. 

Such four diInensional optiInization (including tiIne in addition to 

the three space axe s) will re sult in optiInuIn use of the re source over 

the whole planning period. Although it will necessitate a certain dupli

cation of supply capacity, first in relatively low-cost local installations, 

then in higher -cost installations for water iInports, yet, if properly 

planned, the overcapacity created will not, at any tiIne, be a wasted 

investInent; the local facilities will work throughout the year according 

to the requireInents of the load curve, provided iInports are not yet 

available; this capacity will, of course, be considerably above the 

perennial yield. When iInports becoIne available, the utilization of the 

local resource will have to be pared down to perennial yield levels land 

thi s will be effected by Inoving the entire local production capacity to peak 

operation, letting the iInported re source take the base of the load curve. 

This would enable us to reduce the capacity of the conveyance and distribu

tion facilities for the iInported water to a IniniInuIn, IniniInizing overall 

costs. 

The above description is, of course, highly scheInatic and actual 

operation rules will deviate froIn this outline. The rules, nevertheless, 

indicate SOIne of the basic policy approache s that can be taken in the 

selection of boundarie s, in the e stabli shInent of expanding InanageInent 
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units, and the benefits accruing frorrl such procedures. 

The Tirrle Horizon 

The factors entering upon the equilibria equations of water resources 

are nUrrlerous and their interlinking rrlost cOrrlplex; therefore, dependability 

of projections beyond a certain tirrle horizon will rapidly decrease, and 

predictions based on such projections becorrle rrleaningless. This will 

certainly be the case where data and hypotheses c.re inadequate. If, 

on the other hand, the tirrle horizon we choose is too short, we shall, 

owing to the sluggishness of hydrological processes, not be able to fore

see the ultirrlate results of the proposed rrlanagerrlent rrleasures. 

In order to extract ourselves frorrl this dilerrlrrla, we rrlay choose 

a relatively short tirrle span of perhaps 5 to 10 years for detailed analysis 

and planning of irrlrrlediate rrleasures, and retain a longer span of SOrrle 

10 to 20 years for analysis of the boundary conditions of our problerrl, 

including the extent of possible divergence due to variations in input 

data. Since evaluation processes of rrlanagerrlent rrleasures, and their 

irrlpact on the resource, rrlust be continuous, tirrle horizons also rrlove 

continuously, gradually increasing the tirrle spans as data and hypotheses 

becorrle rrlore established. 

The Choice of the Pararrleter to be Maxirrlized 

The choice of the pararrleter to be rrlaxirrlized is one of the rrlost 

irrlportant, and at the sarrle tirrle one of the rrlost crucial, decisions in 

water resources rrlanagerrlent. In rrlaking this decision, we rrlust con

sider not only the relative scarcity of the principal pararrleters entering 

the rrlanagerrlent equation of the present, but, also, the anticipated 

shift in relative scarcities that can be predicted as a consequence of a 

certain rrlanagerrlent policy, and of the general econorrlic developrrlent 

of the nation. If such shifts are not correctly predicted and allowed 

for in rrlanagerrlent planning, our policy rrlay lead to the creation of 
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irrever sible m.anagem.ent facts, which, though justifiable by the relative 

scarcities prevailing at the tim.e of decision, m.ay preclude the establish

m.ent of a reasonable m.anagem.ent policy based on tom.orrow's scarcity 

relationships. Under conditions of changing relative levels of scarcity-

and these will be the rule wherever resources can be expected to becom.e 

scarce on a regional or national level--m.anagem.ent m.easures adopted in 

the early stages m.ust have sufficient built-in flexibility to m.ake a later 

shift feasible. 

The principal param.eter s entering the m.anagem.ent equation are 

resources conservation, cost, quantity, and quality. Let us analyse the role 

of each param.eter in the m.anagem.ent equation. 

Re source s Conservation 

Most social and political ideologies are very insistent on the 

nece s sity of pas sing on to future generations an undim.inished and un

deteriorated stock of water resources. Though such an attitude m.ight, 

within certain lim.its, be justified for the overall national m.anagem.ent 

policy, no case, m.oral or econom.ic, can be constructed for this form. of 

m.anagem.ent of a regional re source: the next generation will be m.ore 

developed, richer, and have at its disposal a m.ore advanced technology; 

it should therefore be in better position to solve its problem.s with the sam.e 

relative effort. 

The conservation policy chosen for a certain resource will depend 

on the extent that the re source is considered as renewable. Renewable 

resources will usually (we are here neglecting transients, and these will 

be treated in a separate chapter) be utilized at a rate that, while ensuring 

m.axim.um. yields now will, nevertheless, allow m.aintenance of such, or 

similar rates on a sustained basis. Non-renewable resources, on the 

other hand, will often be utilized on a m.ining basis, leaving their future 

substitution to the better technology and investm.ent capacity of future 

generations. Occasionally interm.ediate policies m.ight be indicated. 
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Cost Parameter 

The cost parameter may appear in two roles in the development 

equation: as a parameter to be minimized as long as capital re source s 

are the parameter of greatest scarcity, or as a constraint of other 

parameter s, such as quantity and/ or quality, in the form of a cost 

ceiling. In the initial development phases of emerging economies, cost 

will usually make its first appearance as a parameter to be minimized, 

except under conditions of acute water shortage; under humid climatic 

conditions, as well as conditions of limited demand, this first role may 

be permanent; where resources will, with time, become scarce, the cost 

parameter will become sub sidiary to quantitative or qualitative para

meters, assuming for itself the secondary role of a cost constraint on 

the latter parameter s. 

Such cost constraints or cost ceilings will, in turn, depend on 

the costs of alternative water management measures and on the payment 

ability of the prospective user s {as viewed from the point of view of the 

national economy and not from that of the user himself}. Both these 

functions will change with time: management alternatives will change 

mainly with improvement of technology; payment ability with changes 

in production efficiency, shifts in water application from low-valued to 

high-valued uses, etc. No difficulty will, as a rule, be experienced in 

allowing for the improvement of technology; however, predicting shifts 

in the application of water will be difficult due to the unpredictability 

of re sistance to change. 

Quanti tati ve Par amete r s 

These parameters will be chosen for optimization where the 

scarcity factor is the controlling one. The quantitative parameters for 

optimization will usually be expre ssed in seasonal or annual quantitie s; 

where it is essential to express time preference of earlier supplies; 

this can be done by applying a discounting procedure. The cost ceiling, 

applied as a constraint, will change as a function of time. This 
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optimization is not necessarily identical with minimizing losses; however, 

it would lead us too far to enter into details here. 

The optimization of quantitative parameter s will be closely related to 

that of regulation by storage, whether surface or underground. Extent, 

distribution, and type of storage facilitie s, and their interconnection, are 

among the independent variable s. 

Qualitative Parameters 

Qualitative parameter s will be related to the sanitary and/ or the 

mineral quality of water. Whereas sanitary quality can be improved by 

direct treatment or incidental improvement throl.lgh management measures, 

mineral quality is much less amenable to change. The total quantitative 

balance of the most important mineral components will remain practically 

unchanged by any internal management measures. Management can 

influence only their distribution in place and time, and through mixing 

of waters of various mineral contents, achieve a redistribution of minerals 

in the formation water. External measures that change the mineral balance 

include selective discharge out of the basin of bighly mineralized wate-r~, and 

reduction of salinity by desalting processes, with subsequent discharge of 

the concentrated brine. 

Mineralization will enter the management equation either as a 

constraint in the form of a salinity ceiling, or as a function relating salinity 

to productivity of water. In urban and industrial uses, the ceiling approach 

usually applie s, although the functional relation may be more appropriate 

in certain industries; in agricultural uses, the functional relationship 

is the more logical, since the reduction in production with increase in 

mineral content will be gradual, but, due to the lack of data, a flat ceiling 

is generally adopted, at least until the functional relationship has been 

sati sfactorily quantified. 

Water may be used within one distribution system for both agricultural 

as well as non-agricultural purposes. In such cases, the more salt sensitive 

maj or - -usually the agricultural- -uses will be decisive in establishing quality 

constraints. 

. } 
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Combined Parameter for Optimization. 

An ideal procedure would be to establish a single parameter for 

optimization, expressing in a single function both the quantitative and 

qualitative aspects of a management unit. As long as data and hypotheses 

will not be sufficiently complete for such a combination, the quantitative 

parameter can be optimized for a number of quality constraints and the 

most attractive pair chosen for implementation. 

Dependability of Data and Hypothesis 

The dependability of resources management predictions will 

depend on the extent and dependability of the data collected about past 

performance of the resource and on the correctness of the hypotheses 

constructed (on the basis of such data) for relating to hydrological 

functions and their interrelationship. 

Management planning is warranted for any amount of data. Even 

where no dependable observational data exist, one can always fall back upon 

some unquantified indication or construct synthetic data based on ob serva

tions from similar watersheds. Hypotheses based upon such rudimentary 

data and management planning using such hypotheses will give at least 

some rough range for our predictions, and such predictions may be 

sufficient for the first development phases. 

Management measure s implemented in the initial development 

phases do not restrict our freedom as to the future continuation of ex

ploitation of the resource to any major extent. The scatter of possible 

predictions stemming from the low dependability of input data and 

hypotheses need not, therefore, concern us too much. As utilization 

increases, flexibility as to future action diminishes; our predictions 

must become more dependable if we wish to avoid wTong decisions, and 

our data and hypotheses must improve. The very process of resource 

development, fortunately, offers us a means of impToving data and 

hypotheses: initial implementation, and observation of the response 

of hydrological parameters to such an implementation, can be viewed as 
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a large - scale experiInent for the verification of the adequacy of the 

originally assum.ed hypotheses; the feed-back from. this experim.ent will 

enable us to im.prove gradually our original assum.ption. 

Data collection require s the use of scarce hum.an and capital re

source s that have valuable alternative use s. Dependability of predictions 

is of econom.ic value, since flexibility of solutions, beyond certain levels 

of utilization, involves additional investm.ents. The value of data will increase 

with the extent of the utilization of the resource. Consequently, for every 

phase of developm.ent there exists an optim.um. proportion of allocation of 

hum.an and capital resources between developm.en~ and data aspects. 

Managem.ent Constraints 

Managem.ent m.easure s m.ust be im.plem.ented in the four dim.ensions of 

space and tim.e, as well as in the fifth dim.ension of society. Managem.ent 

is planned by m.an for m.en, in an institutional and m.an-created legal environ

m.ent. 

A planner, too m.uch im.m.er sed in the elaboration of optim.ization 

m.athem.atics, m.ay com.pletely neglect this fifth dim.ension; when faced 

ultim.ately with actual reality he realize s that his perfect theoretical solution 

has only one m.inor disadvantage: it just does not fit into the fifth dim.ension. 

The m.ost im.portant constraints related to water re source s m.anagem.ent 

can be subsum.ed under three headings: 

1. Constraints due to lim.itations in planning capacity; 

2. Constraints due to lack of legislation and/ or power to im.plem.ent 

nece s sary m.anagem.ent m.easure s; 

3. Constraints due to .lack of legislation and/ or power to prevent 

unplanned, inefficient, or in extrem.e case s detrim.ental exploita

tion of resources. 

The fir st constraint can be m.itigated and ultim.ately rem.oved by the 

catalyzing effect of the developm.ent and planning process itself; in order to 

achieve the nece s sary starting m.om.entum., foreign per sonnel or trained 
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local personnel from other sectors can be obtained. An early start of 

management pJ.anning, even if data are extremely scarce, will tend to 

make the development group management conscious and impart to it the 

training required for lateT, more complex, ope,C'a.tions. 

The second constraint. Solution of a management equation com

prising only physical inputs will indicate how to couvert the natural 

system, having a certain dis'CTibution of quantitative and qualitative flows 

in space and time, into a new system with a distribution prescribed by 

demand. When we try to impos e this solution upon society, we come 

up against numerous legislative and institutional im.pediments: the se 

impediments will usually be so serious that the solution will have to 

be reworked, with the legal-institutionc.l facto:;." entered as constraint 

into the original equation. Legislation and institutions, however, lag 

far behind the times, and are extremely resistcmt to change. It will 

therefore be realistic to propose changes in the first phases of manage

ment only to the extent that they are absolutely mandatory for the 

implementation of even a modest management policy. Spreading effects 

upon the political level from initial succe s sful implementation of 

management measu~C'es will pave the way fo:;.- the fu.:rther gradual im

provements. Fortunately, we can, as a rule, start management with 

a minimum of institutional changes, and delay majo:r changes until the 

spreading effects of implernentation will make the introduction of 

innovations easie:r. 

The third cOi1.straint will often require a more active policy from 

the beginning, especially where,:iue to Ioea.l or overc.ll wat.er scarcity, 

unplanned development might re sult in the deterioration of the re source, 

or would seriously interfere with its efficient utiliL~ation. Ad-hoc 

legislation to protect wat er re source s will, in many cases, be more 

acceptable than comprehensive national water legisJ.ation; further, it 

will constitute a pioneering operation for later all··embracing national 

legislation. The extent of effort that management authorities will invest 
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in legi slation for the protection of re source s win depend on the gravity 

of the situation. 

Case HistOJ~ie s 

The importance of tb_e co:crect choice of the si~e and the boundaries 

of the management unit wEI be demonstrated in three synthetic case 

histories. These case histories, while not representing any specific 

set of conditions and solutions give, neverthele s s, a composite image of 

a number of real case histories. The first case history will juxtapose 

political-administrative ma.nagement units to hyd,rologicc.l ones; the second, 

hydrological basins to wider lnanagement_ basins; the third will outline the 

most comprehensive scope of planning, the national management unit. 

The Hydrological vs. the Administrative 
Management Unit 

Description of prevaili:llg conditions. A .number of major, medium, 

and minor towns, as well as numerous villa.ges, are distributed over a 

relatively narrow river basin. Geologically the basin consists of basement 

formations and groundwater is not availa.ble on a significant scale. The 

annual yield of the riveT is ample but in the season of demand the flow is 

insufficient or the river runs dTY. The climate is eitl).e:c- tropical or semi-arid. 

Few of the major town.s and none of the medium size or smalle:r towns or 

villages have any water supply systems, and the few systems that exist are 

completely inadequate. Our problem consists in how to provide adequate 

water supply to the communities of the basin with minimum cost and delay. 

Existing management 2.pp!'oach. As t!'le wate~{' supply situation becomes 

more acute, internal pressures build up; requests for water supply projects 

are forwarded to the government, each reque st hacked up by political 

pressure. The responsible ministry has a certain ca?ital budget at its 

disposal for water supply developITlent, and will prepare a politically ranked 

list of projects for the whole country, cut off at the budget limit. 

Among the communities selected for water supply development during 
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the budgetary period, one or two m.ight be located within the basin of 

our case history. A consultant will be asked to design the project, and 

subsequently, im.plem.entation will start. In the following budgetary 

planning period another com.m.unity in the basin m.ight be selected for 

water supply developm.ent, engineering com.m.issioned, and a separate 

schem.e constructed. Over the years a considerable num.ber of individual 

schem.es will be constructed, each with separate dry season storage 

structures, treatm.ent works, pum.ping station, conveyance system., 

storage tanks, etc. Som.etim.es a few m.inor com.m.unities m.ay decide 

to pool together and construct a regional system.. 

Planning data are com.pletely inadequate: flow data are non

existent or short-term. and unreliable; consequently, practically nothing 

definite is known of m.inim.um. flow, length of the dry season, m.axim.um. 

flood, long-term. average flow; further, the dem.and forecast cannot 

be firm., since the extent of urbanization, industrialization, and m.odern

type housing is not predictable. 

Econom.ic analysis of approach. The m.ain storage structures, such 

as dam.s, spillways, etc., are the m.ost expensive single cost item., ac

counting for 30 to 50 percent of the total cost; treatm.ent plant and 

pum.ping station account for 15 to 20 percent of the total cost; the 

rem.ainder is divided between conveyance and distribution pipe, tanks, 

etc. 

A closer analysis of the cost of storage facilities shows that 

increasing storage capacity results in only a slight rise in total cost: 

cut-off costs do not depend on dam. height, and foundation costs only 

increase slowly with the height of a dam.; the increase of the cost of 

the body of the dam. is, likewise, not proportional to the respective 

increase in storage volum.e. The cost of the spillway, possibly 25 to 

35 percent of the total cost of the dam. or m.ore, will hardly change with 

the size of the reservoir. We see, therefore, that, as the size of the 

reservoir increases the parallel increase of cost will be very slight. 
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The cost of treatment and pumping facilities depends to a greater degree 

on the increase in capacity, but. here too, there will be a considerable 

economy of scale. Similar consideTations win apply to conveyance 

facilitie s. 

Separate water works for individu.al communities, each based on an 

individual storage stTucture must, under the condHions described, allow 

for considerable safety margins in their planning and design in order to 

compensate for possible erroneous assumptions in hydrological data, demand 

forecast, etc. Since there is a wide l"ange of uncertainty, the safety margin 

will be considerable. Furthermore, each project must provide stand-by 

units to ensure supply in case of failure of an operating unit. Each plant 

and station will require a separate connection to the available power system 

or separate prime movers. An the systems will compete for 3carce, 

trained and skilled manpower to de sign and later to operate and maintain 

the works, and due to the scarcity of skilled manpower the standard of 

operation and maintenance will often not be satisfactory. 

Proposed change of man.agement boundary. We have concluded that 

the prevailing approach has a number of economic and engineering dis

advantages, the principal being the high initial cost and the lumpiness of 

inve stment of storage facilities. The expa.nsion of the size of the manage

ment unit will therefore be an obvious way to avoid the repeti.tion of this 

high and lumpy investment for every major community dr group of smaller 

communitie s. The recommended management basin vrill here be identical 

with the hydrological basin. One darn and spillway will be built on the up

stream reach of the river of sufficient size to regulate the flow of the river 

to an extent that will satisfy all pos sible demand during the dry weather 

season along the whole course of' the river for a perioo bf, say, 10 to 15 

years. The water stored behind the darn in the wet season will be released 

in the dry season in order to sustain th:roughout the year a flow that is suf

ficient for water supply needs; thus, none ai the municipal or regional 

projects would need any additional storage faciJ.ities. Regarding the other 

• 
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facilitie s, i. e., pUITlping sj;ations, treatITlent plants, pipe s, separate 

systeITls could be constructed fOT eve .. 'y town OT 2. nU.ITl"ber of cOITlITlunities 

could preferably cOITlbine into one regional s,:heITle. The extent to which 

it would be econoITlical to pool a. nUITlbe:;.' of cOITlITlunitie s 'J.nder such a 

regional scheITle would depend on the compa:r~.tive cost of fewer and 

larger pUITlping and trea-CITlent iaciHtie s as against that of longer con-

vevance pipes. When ITl2.king such cOITlparative st'_lc1ies, the lack of 

trained ITlanpower and the unavoidable lowe:dng of operation and ITlain-

tenance standards, tl:.at wilJ. re suIt froITl ITlultiplication of plants should 

be allowed fa: .... 

The proposed solution has the following ITlajor advantage s: 

1. The cost (per capita) of the ITlost expens:j:i1e single cost iteITl-

that of stoT2.ge facilities-··will be considerc.bJy lower. 

2. Safety ITlc.rgins related to storc.ge f1:.nctions ITlu.st be allowed 

for thus reducing overall costs. 

3. Once the river fl0W is regulated, the cost of individual water 

works based on this regulated flow wiU not only be significantly 

lower, but it will be less lUITlpy, more phaseable, and, there

fore, ITlo:ce flexible, and will involve less risk of ITlisinvestITlent. 

4. To the ex~;ent that cOITlITlunitie s agree to cOITlbine their efforts 

into a regional scheITle. fed iTOITl tbe regulated river, the 

cost of the saiety ITlargin and stand .. by se:rvices, the quality 

of ope:ration and ITlaintenance, the quc:.lity of service, and, 

therefore, the Hfe of the project,will iITlp:rove. 

Institutional aspects. The proposed ITlanagernent solution need not 

involve any ITlajor organizational 0:::' institu·~ion2.1 dlfficu].tie s or friction: 

the task of regu12ting the ri-ver flow couJ.d be pa;~t of the duties of a 

central or region2.1 governITlent, while the individual water projects that 

obtain their water froITl the rhrer ITlay, afte3~ construction, be handed 

over to the ITlunicipality or group of cOITlITlunide s. No new institutional 

set-up would be required,for ITlajo~ cities and srnc.Uer cOITlITlunities would 

have had to pool their :resou:;:'ces in G~ny case. 
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Management Basin vs. Hyd:':'ological Basin 

Description of pTev2_Hing conditions. Case his-~OTy II conce:rns a 

densely populated and cultivated coastal region comp:-ising a lal"ge number 

of communities of aU si7.es. A number of :r'ivers dl"air; the area to the 

coast; the major rivers ttave adequate dry weather flow, whereas most 

of the other river s do not How a:~ aU. during the d:~y season. Water 

supply systems exist only in the :major communities but have become 

inadequate due to the rapid p,",ocess of urbanization and industrialization. 

An optimum way is sought to provide the maxirllum number of people 

with an adequate wat.e!' supply seTvice as soon q.s pas sible within the 

limits of a predetermined budget. No groundwate:r is availa:')le. Data 

are as inadequate as in case history I and for the same reasons. 

The conventional 50h:tions. Each municipality aT group of com-

munities will stake out its claims to a specified, though usually exaggerated, 

quantity of water from the ntCl.rest rive:c, as well as their claims for the 

largest possible chunk of the budget. Each project will start with costly 

and lumpy investments in sto:rage structures. Each project will in-

corporate safety margins and provide faciEties capable of generating an 

adequate supply for the next 15 to 25 years. Each project will have to 

provide for power connection or p:.dme mover, for stand-by capacity of 

treatment and pumping facUities. Since each project will be able to grab 

only part of the required money, cO~1.struction will be p!'otracted. This 

approach wUl result in high per capita capital investment, very long 

maturation period with a large percentage of sunk capital remaining idle, 

or expressed different~_y: Jess people wilJ. be s€Tved for the available budget 

and those served will have to pay mOTe for the service. 

Economic analysis~ We have already pointed out the main economic 

disadvantages of the conventional solution as foHows: large per capita 

investment, idle capital; repetitionaf investment in safety factors, and 

stand-by capacity; relatively low quality of operation and maintenance, 

and therefore, shorter li:feo .. 
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The criterion for an improved solution would be the maximization 

of the number of service units (water supply service per man and year 

without differentiating the per capita demand) for a given budget; the time 

preference being expressed by a discounting procedure of the service 

units; concurrently, due allowance has to be made for the potential con

tribution of the proposed facilities to future service. 

The proposed solution. An overall general plan is drawn up for 

the whole region which should provide for all the needs of the region for 

a period of, say, 15 to 20 years. This overall plan will be based on a 

number of river intakes; some with, some without, storage structures. 

A conduit system will connect the intakes to the communities. This 

plan is subdivided into phase s, each sufficient to provide service for 

a five-year period. In consecutive phases, the source for a town might 

change; the flow in the conduits might change in direction and quantity. 

Intakes, storage structures, treatment and pumping plants, conduits, 

distribution facilities are provided only to the extent necessary for the 

immediate phase; capacities are increased as new resources are 

developed and fed into intermediate points of the conveyance system. 

In such a system every dollar outlay is spent for immediate 

service; there is practically no idle capital, the number of people 

served will be at a maximum without, however, resorting to temporary 

investment; investment in safety margins of every description is 

minimized; data are accumulated for the later phases; the whole region 

is opened up from the point of view of water supply for industrialization. 

The facilities requiring the big lumpy investment, e. g., dams and other 

headworks, are constructed full scale, but only those included in every 

phase are required to supply the area they are planned to serve during 

the forthcoming phase. In such a regional approach it will matter 

little if we have mis-estimated demand, since correction, one way or the 

other, can be made in the next phase. This approach also has considerable 

advantages from the funding point of view: firstly, because the regional 
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, solution has a much higher economic justification than a limited number 

of local ones, with a necessarily much more limited benefit range, and 

secondly, because there will be more communitie.s, industrie s. and 

individuals to participate in repayment of the loan. 

Institutional aspects. The approach advocated here will require, 

in addition to the adoption of a regional plan, also the establishment of 

a regional authority, or at least of a limited number of cooperating 

authoritie s. Concerted and well-planned action is a nece s sity. The 

que stion of participation in inve stment and operating costs will not be an 

easy one, since it will, at least theoretically, change with time. A 

simplified approach, based on a per capita or quantitative basis, might 

be a good short-cut to avoid protracted squabble s. 

Regional vs. National Management Basin 

Basic problem. New dimensions of scarcity, e. g., water scarcity, 

if added to those of the first two case histories (capital. human, data 

scarcitie s), compel us to reconsider our approach. Under such conditions 

the use of the scarce resource, i. e., water, can be optimized only if we 

continue to expand the boundaries of our management unit beyond the region 

until it comprises either the whole country or considerable portions of it, 

or, in extreme cases, a number of countries. 

Sub-optimization of regional autarkic units will lead to inefficient 

use of the scarce resource. Detailed planning on a national scale and, 

still more, implementation on such a scale will, on the other hand, not be 

feasible for lack of time, human resources, data, and capital. A realistic 

approach under such conditions will. therefore, be to plan the optimization 

of the main features of the plan on a national scale (where the scarcity is 

national), and use the results obtained from such natural analysis as 

inputs and constraints in more detailed regional analysis. By taking 

this approach, we will avoid delay and be able to embark on intensive 

development from the outset without, however, creating any irreversible 

facts that would be contrary to the overall plan and jeopardize its future 

realization. 
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Generatton of p:rojects foHows genera:i::ioc;: -::he e3.l"lie Sl: generation 

at a local level; sl~.b seql1e:nt ge·ne:rz.t1ons on reg:i.Ol1.2J. o.Tid i:ntel"Tegional 

levels; the final, on a nc.tional leveL 1~hey would, however, all be 

planned in such a way that they win f:i.1: ultimately into on~ overall 

national pattern, like piece s in a jig sa\v puz,zJe. The integra:i::ing feature s 

that will, to a lowe:, or higher extent, be bu.:iJ.t into all pl"ojed genera

tions will be p2.:-r'tly physical and partIy of a ma.l1.agemen~ natu~'e; they 

will refer to integration in space as well 2.S in time, in qu.emtity as 

well a s in quality. 

The plannel' will use a dyna.mic process ??pro2:.c::" in inventorying 

and scheduling, and wHl utilize transients of the system to the bllest 

pos sible extent; he will ope2'atewith direct 3.nd indirect, positive as well 

~as with negative storage. He will endeavo'<ll' to propose the legislative 

and institutional framework that is mand;:~to:ry for the implementation of 

the programme. This programme will extend not only to the develop

ment phase but will also include the exploitation. This also will be 

. planned on a national scale and be based on optimize.tion procedures . 

.... AU this seems a pretty tall orde:;.' especial1y in the framework of 

a developing economy; we should be aware of being ove:rambitio'_ls; on 

the other hand, we cannot affox"d in developing economie s to deviz.te too 

far from the optimum ".lse of the scarcest reSOU2"ces withou.t endangering 

growth. No effort is l"equ.ired by tb.e poor to rema:i.n poor or fo:?' the rich 

to get richer. Poor people, poor nations are cd.Bed upon then to use 

their brains even more so them rich, in order to bring e.bout a.. change in 

their condition. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE APPLICATION OF WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

Natural Equilibria and Human Intervention 

Water, a renewable resource subjected to the influences of a 

climatic cycle, is in its undisturbed state at natura.l quantitative and 

qualitative equilibria. These equilibria oscillate in response to climatic 

functions between long-term average values; the quantitative equilibria 

with slight variation; and qualitative with an even narrower range. 

Man's entry into new areas is almost always accompanied by im

mediate exploitation of existing resources, through interception of natural 

resource 'flow, and leading to a disturbance of these natural equilibria. 

Though such disturbance is an unavoidable corollary of exploitation, care 

should be taken to avoid embarking on a programme of exploitation with-

out first evaluating the short and long term implications of such disturbance. 

States of equilibria react to disturbance through processes of self

adjustment, leading through various transition stages into new, lower 

level equilibria; the resource thus arrives at transients, which 

represent gradual stages of flux from the ol'iginal to the new equilibria. 

Changes in equilibria of g:roundwater xesources are extremely sluggish, 

as a consequence of the slow rates of flow of wa-;;er in porous media, 

and transients are therefo1"e long lived. This longevity of transients 

increases their importance, especially in the initial development 

phase s, for it will be the transients, rather than the ultimate steady 

state conditions, with which we shaH have to deal ave:;.- a period of 

many years. In a dynamically managed basin, in which rates of 

utilization wax and wane as the bou,ndaries of the ma.nagement basin 

expand, the prediction of transients becomes even more important. 

In fact, the analysis along the time axis of qu.antitative and qualitative 

transients, and the prediction of final values as they 2.pproachl.2ltimate 

stability is one of the prerequisites of dynamic reSOl!rces management. 
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The optimization in space and time of the utilization of a ground

water basin is possibly the most important example of such a dynamic 

management procedure. In the original state of equilibrium the forma

tion receives a certain annual recharge, within the range of variation 

from rainfall, and discharge s the same amount to the sea or other base 

levels. Average groundwater levels enabling this flow to be sustained 

are thus created. However, the interception of water and its utiliza

tion at an increasing rate will result in a lowering of groundwater levels, 

even if maximum utilization is less than the annual recharge; this 

lowering of the driving head will reduce the outflow to base levels. The 

fall in groundwater levels will continue until the se levels have settled 

to a steady state when the discharge of groundwater to base levels will 

equal the average annual recharge minus withdrawals. The time period 

required for the establishment of the new equilibrium may be in the 

order of 10 to 30 years. During this protracted period the outflow 

from the formation to base levels will continue at rates well above that 

of the ultimate steady state: in the initial phases the rate of discharge 

will be close to that of the undisturbed outflow; it will diminish only 

gradually until the final steady state rate of discharge is reached with 

the passing of a complete transition period. 

These continuous discharges to base level constitute losses of 

the system and occur in conjunction with withdrawals for utilization. 

The volume of water that will be thus lost by discharge to base levels 

equals the volume stored between the original and ultimate groundwater 

levels or between original and ultimate equilibria. In our simulation 

we have assumed that this volume, available only on a one-time basis 

during the transition period between the commencement of the with

drawal and the ultimate steady state, will not be utilized. We may, 

however, adopt a different policy of increasing withdrawals from the 

formation during this transition period by an additional amount of 

water than, over the entire transition period, will equal the above 
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one-time storage volume without in any way endangering the resource or 

jeopardizing its future u.se. 

This pattern of utilization enables utilization rates to be increased 

substantially for extended time periods beyond sustained yield levels. 

Moreover, due to actual slow maturation of the demand function, with

drawal rates will not reach sustained yields or even the higher levels 

in one single leap but will gradually increase from very low to as sumed 

maximum levels. As a result, maximum withdrawal rates may be in

c:;."eased still further, or, alternatively, the time period of pumping may 

be extended. 

We could possibly continue to overdraw the resource. for some time 

beyond the date when the ultimate equilibrium is reached, provided that 

we can later re store the overdraft either by reducing pumpage by an 

equivalent amount to below sustained yield levels or recharging into the 

undergTound formation that same amount of surface water. 

Such a regime of exploitation can be implemented only after care

ful planning and scheduling of the location of the well fields and the 

individual rates of withdrawal. In order to avoid losses to base levels, 

some of the wells must be located at the downstream end of the formation 

and the schedule of pumpir.g must give priority to the s~ downstream wells. 

Since the withdrawal rates resulting from our wish to rrlinimize loss to 

base levels, and those determined by actual demand will not necessarily 

be identical, some internal transfer of water from the downstream end 

of the formation for temporary upstream storage may be required in the 

early development phases. In reality, recovery of the above one-time 

storage will never be complete, since for one reason or the other real 

implementation can never be in full accordance with theoretical schedules; 

the increasing marginal costs of the last increments of recovery will also 

influ.ence the actual recovery of smaller quantitie s than theoretically 

possible. 

Where the formation is loca.ted along a coast line, the boundary line 
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or interface between the salt and fre sh water must be taken into considera

tion. At the original equilibrium, the toe or the point where the boundary 

line hits the impermeable formation, the aquiclude, will generally be 

situated some distance out into the sea. With increasing interception and 

subsequent lowering of groundwater levels, the interface will be drawn 

inland; its ultimate steady-'state position will be determined by the rate 

of outflow to base levels and the groundwater level controlling this rate 

at the steady state. The higher the percentage of interception, the 

deeper inland will the toe of the interface move before it reaches a 

steady state. This movement of the interface will follow the lowering 

of groundwater levels with considerable sluggishness. This sluggish-

ness is caused by the wedge of fresh water that is stored in the formation 

between the original and the ultimate position of the interface and which 

must be withdrawn by pumping before the interface can progress inland. 

This wedge constitute s another one-time stock of water available for 

utilization, in addition to the above -mentioned regime of withdrawal 

during long transition periods. The existence of this temporary fresh 

water wedge will, of cour se, also influence location of wells and 

pumping schedules. 

As a next step, we must visualize the connection between a 

groundwater formation managed according to the dynamic approach just 

set forth and the remaining water re source s of the management unit. 

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the unit is a hydrologic 

basin draining into the sea, with an upstream surface water source with 

very irregular flow, and a downstream groundwater formation located 

near the principal areas of demand, assumed to extend along the coast. 

Let us further as sume that the structure required for regulating the 

erratic surface flow and conveying this regulated flow to downstream 

areas of demand is costly and investment practically indivisible and, 

hence, lumpy. How then would the above pattern of groundwater 

utilization fit into the over-all management plan of the basin? 
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Utilization of groundwate:r sh::mld certainly be the initial step, since it 

can be effected with least cost, least deiay, and least risk. Groundwater 

withdl'awals wouJ.d gradually grow to sustained yield levels and then con

tinue beyond such levels until one -time stocks Dtored in the formation will 

have been exhausted. While the initial regime s of tuilization might have 

to be based on approximate calculations, with time our knowledge of these 

resources will increase and our flow models will Tesemble actual conditions. 

Further, during this initial period of groundwa.ter development, we have 

time to collect flow data of the surface source, conduct investigations, 

and prepare our designs to ensure adequCl.'ce conservation and regulation. 

Extended use of groundwatel' on a scale significantly greater than sustained 

yield levels enables the loca.l agricultural as well as the non-agricultural 

economy to be strengthened and broadened to a position where they can bear 

the cost of imported water when the local groundwatel' yield will no longer 

suffice. 

With the approach of a state of exhaustion in our one-time stocks, 

unregulated surface water may be used for recharging the formation in 

order to ex~end the period of groundwater use and enable the construction 

of costly storage and conveyance structures to be postponed for a further 

period. When the time arrive s for construction of storage and conveyance 

facilities for expensive imported su:.dace waters, the demand function and 

its capacity for future growth will have developed considerably and the 

period required £01' absorption of the new wate:r will have been cut short, 

thus minimizing the cost of maturation of the import project. Groundwater 

installations may then be shifted from base to peak load use, leaving the 

base load to be supplied from the surface water scheme. Long expensive 

conveyance structul'e s can therefore be de signed for rela.tively low base 

load flows, at costs considerably lower than that of an equivalent structure 

in an independent surface water scheme. A comparison of the present worth 

of such a dynamic development programme with that of a conventional, 

statically oriented programme indicates the very significant advantages of 

such dynamic development programme s. 
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So far we have dealt only with the qU2.ntitative aspects of resources 

management and its transients; however, a full analysis requires also 

the evaluation of the qualitative aspects of transients. Qualitative 

equilibria are usually a concomitant phenomenon of the quantitative. 

Let us consider a simple case of the salinity of coastal groundwater 

formations; in undisturbed natural equilibria, coastal groundwaters 

contain quantities of salts originating from wind-borne coastal salt 

spray, as well as from normal leaching processes during percolation. 

The salt equilibrium in the formation is maintained by a continuous 

discharge of salt to base levels (as a re sult of the outflow of ground

water) which, on the average, equals the average salt input. 

Withdrawal of groundwater for consumptive use reduces the out

flow of water to base levels and with it the discharge of minerals from 

the formation, without, however, reducing the salt input. This disturbs 

the natural mineral equilibrium and causes a gradual build-up of 

minerals in the formation water until a new equilibrium is reached at which, 

again, the average annual discharge of minerals to base level equals 

the average mineral input. Since this discharge of minerals will, as a 

rule, be effected through the residual outflow of formation water, the 

latter must, . at final steady state conditions, reach a salinity at which 

the annual average discharge of .minerals at the highly reduced re sidual 

outflow rates again equals the original mineral input. A simplified 

numerical example will illustrate these qualitative implications of water 

utilization: an 80 percent rate of utilization of the average annual recharge 

to the formation will re sult in a 20 percent re sidual flow to base levels. 

To regain mineral equilibrium, the original salinity of the water would 

have to rise to 500 percent of its original value: only when this salinity 

. level will have been reached will the salt discharge, now diluted with 

only 20 percent of the original undisturbed discharge, equalize the salt 

input. 

Human intervention into nature's hydrological equilibria has, 
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moreover, additional qualitative implica'i:ions. MunicipaJ. and industrial 

wastes seep undergTolJ,nd, o;t, l.:mde:r conditions of scarcity, are induced 

to seep underground, carrying with them consider?ble quantities of salts; 

chemical fextilize:rs, pesticides, and herbicides applied in agriculture are 

ultimately carried down in varying quantities to the formation by rainfall 

or irrigation wateT. 

Finally, the lowering of groundwater levels connected with exploitation 

may cause an influx of substandard water from adjoining brackish formations 

or from the sea. The se secondary salt inputs will also increase with the 

water exploitation, and the ultimate salinity of w~ter at the steady state 

will be considerably higher. 

Fortunately, the qualitative cbanges of water in groundwater forma

tionsare more sluggish than the quantitative ones. Huge volumes of 

water are stored in the formation above and below base level, and the new 

mineral content must spread th:i'oughout the water mass before the change 

can become significant. Apparently, other processes also slow down the 

leaching of agricultural minerals into the formation. Owing to this slow 

re sponse of groundwater formations to qualitative change s, transients of 

qualitative aspects will become even more important than those of quantitative 

aspects. In actual analysis, the two aspects of 'txansients must, of course, 

be considexed together. 

Let us now stop to consider to what extent the simulated management 

pattern has changed the o:riginal basin regime and its natural equilibria: 

by planned manipulation we have succeeded in changing completely the flow 

regimes of groundwater; we ha.ve adjusted the availab:i.lity of rate of flow 

water in space and time to meet our needs; we have changed the relation 

between ground and surface water, and through such changes increased the 

availability of surface water according to the requirements of the demand 

function; as a by-pToduct of the quantitative changes, qualitative changes of 

water were brought about that wiH continue in their. course for many years 

to come. 
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Management Parameters 

The management equation of water resources will generally include 

five basic parameters and some outside constraints. The five basic 

parameters are: 

1. The space-time parameter; the three space coordinate s and the 

time coordinate of the point at which a certain flow will occur 

at a certain time; 

2. The quantitative parameter, expressing the cumulative 

quantity of water over a certain period, usually one year; 

3. The flow rate parameter, expressing the variability of the 

flow within season and, cycles; 

4. The mineral quality parameter, usually expressed as total 

dissolved salts (TDS); 

5. The biological quality parameter. 

All these parameters are, to a certain extent, interrelated; they 

can be influenced by measures within the management basin and by 

including the basin within a wider management context. A certain set 

of values and a set of functional relationships will express the status 

quo, as well as inherent change trends of the resource parameters at 

the outset of development. Usually, a differ~nt set of value sand re

lationships will express the parameters of demand. The constraints 

relate to conservation issues, the capital and human budget, inclusive 

of their· growth potential, available for development. Re sources manage

ment is concerned with establishing the quicke st and least expensive way 

for changing the parameter s of the resource s, as existing at the outset, 

into those prescribed by the demand function, while considering con

servation and budgetary constraints. Dynamic management must not 

confine itself to studying initial and final steady states but must also 

investigate and endeavor to predict all transients between these two 

states. 
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Since the parameter set of the demand function constitutes the series 

of our management objectives, we may consider any process that brings 

the original parameter closer to that desired as an upgrading. Thus 

interpreted, it will depend from our point of view upon which process 

will re suIt in significant upgrading; e. g., improvement of the biological 

quality of water may constitute a more significant upgrading measure 

from the point of view of potable water demand, yet be of no importance 

from the pOint of view of irrigation demand. By using the upgrading 

concept, we arrive at the following definition of water resources management: 

water resources management is a method of optimizing upgrading processes 

of water resources with due consideration to prevailing constraints. 

Resources Conservation 

In earlier chapters we have considered the constraints related to th~ 

budgeting of capital and human resources, and we shall therefore confine 

ourselves here to the analysis of the management constraints related to 

conservation issues. 

In his paper "National Sources of Economic Growth: The Qualitative 
)'-

Problem" ,- Chandler Morse of Cornell University has analysed lucidly the 

main issues involved in the conservation controversy. He has exposed 

the conventional conservationist viewpoint. which is usually implied by 

the engineering approach to re sources conservation as a static simplifica

tion unwarranted in a dynamic society of expanding technology. He has 

shown that a "changing resources spectrum" will change the "resources 

base" of production, and it is therefore not economically, or evey morally 

justified to insist on quantitative conservation of a re source with a view to 

achieving a continuous and constant sustained yield of the re source. He 

doe s not deny the existence of a moral obligation to further generations in 

>:c 
Read at the 1961 meeting of the Western Resources Conference, 

University of Colorado Press, 1962. 
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relation to resources use; rather. he maintains that these "obligations 

must be framed and discharged in the most sensible manner available to 

us." His thesis is that this could be achieved by maintaining what he 

terms Iisocial welfare output"; .•. "social welfare output means the gross 

output of society values in non-economic as well as in economic terms. 

full provision being made for the replacement of wasting assets. for 

research .... Thus we may and should act on the assumption that future 

generations will welcome. or at least will have no legitimate cause to 

complain if they receive an unimpaired per capita stock of social wealth. II 

Owing to the variability of the resources base. the share of different 

resources in the stock transmitted to future generations will also change. 

Morse concludes that "Regardless of what happens along the way. the 

aim must be to avoid a final loss of social welfare •... Policy should be 

framed in the positive terms of optimal resource use. not in negative 

terms of optimal conservation. " 

Decision Patterns for the Management 
of Water Resources 

The doctrine recommended by Morse may be applied both to re

newable and exhaustible' resources; water will usually be placed in the 

category of renewable resources. although the renewal of some water 

resources may be negligible. Basically the same doctrines may be 

applied to both categories of resources. 

Policies related to the conservation of water resources may be 

guided by one of the three alternative ultimate management decision 

patterns. 

1. The stable equilibrium- -to attain. after transient stages. a 

new stable equilibrium. with only minor oscillations 

repre senting short-term fluctuations; 

2. The unstable equilibrium- -to arrive. after transients. at an 

unstable equilibrium. requiring continuous intervention. in 

order to avoid Ilrun-awayll conditions; 
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3. The no-equilibrium--to reach conditions of nO equilibrium, and 

ensuring our ability to deal with such conditions. 

The choice of decision patterns for a specific case will depend on 

our evaluation of specific hydrological and socia-economic conditions 

and their influence on the maintenance of "social wec.lth" (Morse); each 

of the three has a place in the overall spectrum of a national management 

plan. In the following, the three patterns and their combination in space 

and time will be analysed by applying them to typical management situations. 

The Stable Equilibrium 

The stable equilibrium pattern, being the most obvious of the three, 

is implied, at least in its overly simplified static version, in the con

ventional management approach to water resources: static stable equilibrium 

models underlie the concept of sustained safe -yield that is used in conventional 

hydrological analysis. 

Standard evaluations refer usually only to the steady-state quantitative 

aspects and neglect the long-term qualitative implications of the adopted 

hydrological regime. However, where the "stable equilibrium pattern" is 

applied to closed groundwater basins, quality aspects will not converge 

upon an equilibrium, and where it is used for a quasi-closed basin{i. e., a 

basin in which, by hydrological management measures, the discharge to base 

level has been reduced to a small percentage of the original rate), the 

ultimate equilibrium quality will often be unacceptable. Owing to the extreme 

sluggishness of qualitative changes in groundwater formations and the various 

mechanisms that cause delay in the initiation of such changes, such neglect 

will hardly matter in the short run; however, if carried over into long -term 

planning, it would lead to dangerously optimistic qualitative predictions. 

Switching from static to dynamic interpretations of the stable 

equilibrium theory, the quantitative and qualitative transients become 

available for temporary exploitation in addition to sustained yield; the 

quantitative for 1 to 2 decade s, the qualitative for even longer periods. 
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Quantitative changes will not usually be decisive during the period of 

exploitation of quantitative transients, for in such dynamic manag;e

ment thinking the uti1i"ation of the quantitative transients will, in time, 

be discontinued and other water resources substituted for it. When the 

quantitative equilibrium is reached, qualitative changes have not as 

yet become too significant in most cases. In the event that the cumulative 

quality changes ultimately reach objectionable levels, the management 

planner will have two patterns of decisions open to him; he may either 

aim at a stable equilibrium in relation to the qualitative aspects, or 

choose our second basic approach of the unstable equilibrium of quality 

management, requiring continuous intervention into qualitative proce sse s, 

in order to maintain the equilibrium at a certain level. We shall return 

to this question in a separate section. 

In closed or quasi-closed basins, the st.able equilibriun~ doctrine 

would involve the reduction of the rate of utilization that has been 

practised during the stage of transient utilization to a level, usually well 

below even the conventional sustained safe yield; it will therefore be 

chosen only where resources are ample and easy to develop. Where 

water is scarce or expensive, the unstable equilibrium approach will 

be chosen, coupled with the adoption of continuous remedial measures 

to hold the mineral content of the water within acceptable levels. This 

procedure would doubtless result in passing on to future generations a 

water resource of lower quality than that originally existing in nature .. 

However, the cost of future remedial measures will certainly drop 

with technological development, so that the cost of the se measure s to 

future generations will be no higher than the co st of the development of 

alternative resources to our generation. This approach therefore does 

not run counter to the conservation policy proposed by Morse. 

The management of a coastal groundwater basin, including the 

exploitation of the transients connected with its early phases, as 

described in some detail in the first section, is another example of the 
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n~C'.nagement doctrine of stable qu:",.n6tai:ive equilib:L-;.a. In this case, 

man2.gernent planning must also consideT tl:1e me-vement 2.nd ultimate 

posi.tion of the sea water--·fresh watel· interface. The steady state position 

of this interface w:iJ.l depe:tld on steady state groundwate-c elevations near 

the coast, and the se, again, O~ the extent of utilization. The higher the 

utilization, the lowe"l" tl"le gToundwater levels; t:b.e further the inland inter

f2.ce penetration, the more involved the complications in the utilization 

of groundviate:t above the interfa.ce. Optl1nizing tlle :c-elationship between 

the rate of utiliza.tion, the gronndwate:r level, and the interface position 

may be counted among the more difficult management operations often re

qui:ring a step-by- step, and trial and error approach. 

A further impo:rtani: application of the stable equilibrium approach is 

the manipulation of the su:,face -groundwater relationship; we shall here 

elaborate onJ.y upon one rep:resentative example: the manipulation of spring 

flow. Spring discharge is usually controlled by storage levels (or pressures 

in the case of confined fo:("mat:i.ons) of the groundwater formation sustaining 

the spring. These levels {and the spring flow controlled by them} are highest 

in the rainy season or during humid cycles when the demand for water is 

lowest; on the other hand, they are lowest in the late summeT or in dry 

cycle s, when demand is at its peak. Availability of spring water along the 

time axis is therefore at variance with the requirements of. the demand 

curve and dependent on the vagaries of climate; it will be the objective of 

management measures to 1..lpgrade availability by m2.king it fit the demand 

curve. This upgrading of flow availability may he effected by lowering the 

groundwater level, cont:roHing the spl"ing flow to an elevation a'c which the 

flow would be completely under conc:co1. The lowering will be produced by 

interception of all the grou.ndwateT How feeding the spring by pumping from 

wells. 

The drop from original to ultimate levels win extend oveX' a considerable 

period of time and the quantity of wateT stored between these two levels will 

agaj.n become available fOT mj.ning, as a. one-time stock, during the pro

tracted transition peTi.od. 
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The upgrading of the flow parameter of springs can sometimes be 

supplemented by up frading operations of the qualitative parameters: some 

springs pick up minerals as they flow through mineralized formations, 

and the water beco,.-;<o:s brackish. Wells can be sO located as to ensure 

interception of the flow before it comes in contact with the mineralized 

formations. A combined operation of this nature will result in upgrading 

both flow and qualitative parameters. 

The Unstable Equilibrium 

The unstable equilibrium approach is most often encountered in 

the analysis of manipulative measures to control the qualitative para

meter. It is seldom adopted exclusively, but is usually part of a 

diversified approach, with stable equilibrium and no-equilibrium decision 

patterns as component parts. In the following, an attempt will be made to 

analyse the approaches available for the manipulation of the quantitative 

parameter, with special emphasis on the unstable equilibrium approach. 

A purely quantltatively oriented management policy might result in 

acceptable quantitative equilibria, though it may often produce qualitative 

equilibria which will be objectionable for many uses. Lowering of 

qualitative levels can be prevented, and the resource held at a chosen 

higher qualitative level, by one of four methods of intervention, or a 

combination of sud measures. 

1. Artificial aD "traction of minerals and di scharge of con

centrated brine out of the basin; 

2. Recharging groundwater with high-quality imported water, 

in order to reduce the salinity of the formation water by 

dilution; 

3. Dilution of pumped groundwater of high mineral content 

prior to use with imported high quality water; 

4. Selective diver sion out of the basin of highly mineralized 

water. 

These methods will be dealt with in the following paragraphs. 
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Artificial ab straction. In order to :i."each qualitative equilibrium by 

artificial abstraction of t:he rnine1"als and subsequent discharge of the 

concentl'ated brine, it will be necessary to abstract at a rate that, together 

with the continued discha:cge to base level at the specified salinity, would 

equal the average salinity input. Suitable processes for this purpose are 

the electro-dialysis o:r reverse osmosis methods. At present, these processes 

are generally too expensive fo:r large - scale application at the pre sent state 

of technology, but these 0:: simna~(' processes may pro'v'e to be economically 

feasible with future technological development. 

Underground recharge w'ith impo!"ted water. The application of this 

method will not, in effect, Cl'e2.te a real equilibrium condition. The process 

of mineralization of the groundwater is interrupted by recharging the ground

water i"ese:rvoir with,,ilnpo:cted low salinity water. 

This approach assumes that the importation of the water is needed 

for quantitative reasons in addition to the qualitative need, and that the, 

imported water will be assigned to consumptive uses within the basin. As a 

consequence of the inte:rruption of the mineralization process, the salinity 

of the residual dischal'ge to base level will be much lower than at equilibrium 

condition, and the scJt discharge will thel"efore be less than the salt input. 

It is the purpose of the recharge operation to compensate for this salt build

up by providing the proper amount of dilutants corresponding to mineral 

accumulation. It will be necessary to increase the :rate of recharging in 

accordance with increases in mineral accumulation. Further, the require

ments of the dilution operatio::l must be coordinated with those dictated 

by demand growth, and as no final equilibl'ium will be reached, the dilution 

must be a continuous process. 

Dilution of groundwater after p',1mping with j,mported water. This 

method does not attempt to change the normal pl'ocesses of mineralization 

of the formation water, and the mineral content is allowed to increase to a 

selected equilibrium level, at which the avel'age saH discharge to base level 

equals salt input. The dilution to req1.~ired salinity levels will be achieved 
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by mixing the pumped formation water, before use, with imported 10w

salinity water. This method must ensure the supply of the diluting water 

to all areas of groundwater use. 

Diversion of highly mineralized water. This method is more in the 

nature of a palliative measure and by itself will, seldom if ever, bring 

about a solution of the quality problems of a closed or quasi-closed 

basin. It usually consists in collecting and discharging the highly 

mineralized industrial waste s and agricultural drainage water out of 

the basin. If combined with one of the three other approaches, it will 

contribute toward the reduction in their scope or allow delay in their 

timing. 

A combination of two or more of the above approaches will usually 

be adopted in management of the qualitative parameters of a basin, 

implemented simultaneously or consecutively. Owing to the sluggishne s s 

6f the processes involved and the built-in delaying mechanisms, transients, 

and their incorporation into a dynamic management plan, will be even more 

important than in the case of quantitative parameters. 

When the more comprehensive management phase is reached, and 

the narrow hydrological boundarie s are replaced by wider regional or 

national management boundarie s, the salt balance need be no longer 

planned for a hydrological basin as a closed unit, but for the manage

ment basin as a whole; this wider approach will open new avenues for 

the manipulation of quality balances. The combined use of the formation 

with mineralization problems, as an underground. storage re servoir for 

imported low- salinity water and as a mixing basin, can solve its salinity 

problems without causing any serious deterioration of the quality of 

the stored water. The imported water will, while flowing through the 

formation,JTIix with indigenous formation water to an extent that. can 

, be set to a predetermined level by proper planning in space and time, 

rate of recharge, and withdrawal operations. The combined use of the 

mineralized formation as an underground storage reservoir for imported 
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low- salinity water and as a mixing basin can solve the salinity problem of 

a formation without necessarily causing any serious deterioration in the 

re -exported water temporarily stored in the formation. 

Quality management may also set different levels of quality equilibria 

for different sections of the management basin. The higher salinity water 

may be selectively allocated to less salt sensitive uses, such as municipal, 

industrial, or even agricultural uses, or for restoring the unavoidable 

discharge of the formation to base levels. Quality differentiation may 

also be practised in the time dimension: where summer irrigation is the 

most salt sensitive use, the basic salinity of the formation may be kept at 

a level considerably above that permissible for irrigation; at such salinity, 

the water would be used directly or via storage, for municipal and industrial 

uses; the winter flow of the dilutant could be stored, possibly underground, 

and reused together, wi'i:h its summer flow for intensive dilution of the 

formation water during the dry season, predominantly for irrigation; 

dilution could 'again be selectively varied for various parts of the basin 

according to the salt tolerance of the principal crops. 

Numerous alternative approache s or a combination of approache s 

may be worked out in such a comprehensive management plan. Ultimately, 

we would have to broaden our analysis and consider the introduction of 

drainage and special cultivation measure s that would create conditions 

permitting the growth of crops in more saline waters: a comprehensive 

optimization procedure would have to include all these factors. 

As management measures become more comprehensive, we shall 

require more elaborate models for our optimization; these models, in turn, 

will require more data input which should be obtained as a by-product of 

earlier phases of management implementation. 

The No -Equilibrium 

The mose obvious example of the third, the no-equilibrium decision 

pattern, is the mining of a stock of water, i. e., exploitation at a rate that will 

remain permanently above recharge rates. Such mining will be continued until: 
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1. the resource is exhausted, 

2. groundwater levels drop to depths from which pumping becomes 

uneconomic or unfeasible, 

3. the danger arises of substandard water infiltration from 

adjoining basins or from the sea. 

Conventional analysis has an instinctive aversion to the mining 

approach which stems probably from fundamentalist water conservation 

doctrines. 

The traditional conservationist ethic, however, cannot contend 

with an analysis based on the principle of maintenance of the stock of 

social wealth as set forth in the section on conservation. Mining water 

could be the precondition for the development of a region and for the 

creation of production and production capacity that will, in time, warrant 

i.mporting into the region more expensive water from the outside, and, 

in extreme cases, even desalted sea water. A region developed by 

mined water constitutes a more valuable stock of wealth to be trans

mitted to future generations than an untouched resource in an undeveloped 

environment, even if expensive imported water will, ultimately, have to 

be substituted for mining. It Buying time!! by mining postpones the heavy 

investment of importing or even desalting wate,r, and interim technological 

developments may allow cheaper processes and considerable savings in 

setting up the ultimate solution. Mining can also be phased according to 

the growing requirementa of the economy, while impol"ting water is 

much less subdivisible - -a fact that is especially important in the 

early development phases when demand is still low; when inputs will 

have become unavoidable, a demand will have been fully developed by using 

mined water and the maturation period for the expensive and lumpy im

port project will have been cons iderably reduced. 

When mining is carried out within a closed basin, or in a basin 

that by our management patterns will be transformed into a closed basin, 

the slow qualitative deterioration of the water by mineral accumulation 
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or by inflow of substandard water may, in time, constitute a problem. 

Where conditions are unfavourable it may be necessary to control the extent 

of the mining even before qualitative limits are reached. In such cases, 

the mined water may, as an interim measure, be diluted by an initial 

import of low -salinity water. 

Salt accumulation and qualitative dis -equilibria can, of course, 

occur also as an unwelcome by-product of the quantitative stable equilibrium 

approach. The utilization of water at sustained yield rates from a closed 

basin for consumptive use within the basin is a common example. Similar 

utilization in a quasi-closed basin, though theoretically resulting in an 

equilibrium condition will, nevertheless, lead to excessively high levels of 

salinity at qualitative equilibrium. 

Management of Intermittent Runoff and Waste Waters 

Intermittent Runoff 

The parameters of intermittent runoff do not meet with the require

ments of the demand function; the location of runoff is usually unfavourable 

in the relation to areas of demand; its timing, unseasonable; its flow 

fluctuations, extreme; its annual volume, undependable; its physical and 

sanitary quality, unsatisfactory; the water is generally of low mineral 

content, though even this would remain a wasted asset without upgrading of 

other parameters. 

The upgrading of intermittent runoff through underground recharging 

has much to offer. Although some surface storage will be required for 

retention of erratic floods, it will usually be confined to an impoundment of 

one and one-half to twice the flood volume with some reserve for silting-up. 

The real storage I;>asin, i. e., the storage for seasonal and cyclical regula

tion, will be underground. This procedure will result in the following 

upgrading effects: 

1. Space -time parameter s: the water would be stored at locations 

that, as a rule, would be close to areas of demand. By storing 

") 
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2. Quantitative parameter: regulation cannot by itself increase 

the average quantity of water; it can, however, by seasonal 

and cyclic regulation, ensure that this average quantity 

will be available under all predictable climatic cycles. 

3. The flow rate parameter: through underground storage, the 

source becomes available at call and ata rate that can be 

completely adapted to the requirements of the demand 

function. 

4. Biological quality parameter: the process of recharging 

and storage by underground detention constitutes a most effective 

treatment; under most geological conditions this process, 

possibly combined with disinfection, may prove sufficient to 

keep the water potable. 

5. Mineral quality parameter: this, the only pos itive parameter 

of intermittent runoff, can be turned into an effective asset by 

underground storage, since in storage it will mix with the forma .. · 

tion water. The dilution of runoff water with mineralized water 

may constitute a most important sid~-effect of storage. 

Underground recharge with water from intermittent runoff thus will 

effect an upgrading of a "lower rank" resource. The upgrading process 

is usually rather expensive, and it will be resorted to only after more 

advantageous resources have been developed. 

Waste Waters 

Similar considerations will apply to the upgrading of waste water. 

Ranking waste water according to the same scale will show that, where

as space -time, quantitative, and flow parameters are more favourable 

than for intermittent runoff, the qualitative parameters, both mineral 

and biological, are more problematic. Here again upgrading is based 

on recharging and storage underground. Waste water requires considerable 
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biological treatment before recharging; the water ultimately withdrawn 

from underground storage will usually be much more mineralized and may 

occasionally contain objectionable elements. Nevertheless, this form of 

waste water conservation will often be most favourable: it grants seasonal 

storage, bridges over quality fluctuations, furnishes the best available 

qualitative upgrading, and, provided it is integrated into an overall 

management scheme, it will almost always supply satisfactory water. 

Proper siting of recharge and withdrawal areas in space, as well as 

in time, allows for a considerable period of grace until quality problems 

become acute. If and when such quality problems ultimately appear, they 

may be solved within the overall management plan by dilution, selective 

use, intens ification of initial treatment, and after -treatment, etc. 

Qualitative problems can sometimes be considerably reduced by installing 

separate sewer systems to convey the discharge from industrial areas with 

toxic or highly mineralized wastes, or by confining waste reclamation to 

residential areas and light industries, while continuing to discharge ob

jectionable industrial wastes out of the basin. 

The Role of Underground Storage within an 
Integrated Management Plan 

It has been shown that underground storage is one of the most im

portant methods for upgrading low-ranking water resources within the 

framework of an integrated management plan. It improves flow character

istics and availability of spring flow and other perennial surface flow, as 

well as upgrading practically all the parameters of intermittent surface 

runoff and reclaimed waste water. Where alternative surface storage sites 

are available the regulative function will be divided between the most 

attractive surface and underground storage sites. 

Underground storage has a number of inherent advantages: 

1. Available storage space is usually large and its development 

does not involve any major investments. 
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The levels representing full and empty storage are not as 

sharply defined as in surface storage; an empty underground 

storage reservoir can, without any risk, be overdrawn for a 

considerable time, and a full reservoir will not immediately 

overflow; where springs that have ceased flowing due to 

previous management measures begin flowing again as a 

consequence of a high storage level, the flow surplus can be 

re -cycled elsewhere into temporary underground storage. 

3. Investment in underground storage sp~ce can be phased and 

developed as needed; no major lumpy investments are re

quired; therefore maturation cost will be negligible. 

4. In a properly managed system water losses from under

ground storage will generally be much lower than in a 

surface reservoir. 

Difficulties naturally arise in the use of underground storage: 

the recharge operation may prove .tricky, and the long-term behaviour 

of formations, through which the water percolates, is not always fully 

predictable. If wells are used for recharging, the purity of the water 

must be high to avoid clogging of the well. Even in spreading operations 

the quality of water must be carefully watched. 

Fortunately, far reaching regulative effects can be achieved by 

the implementation of indirect storage without having to resort to 

physical recharge operations proper. In indirect storage, the storage 

effect is achieved by proper manipulation of the surface -groundwater 

relationship or the relationship between two or more groundwater 

basins. In such a management plan, the respective share of ground

water and surface water (this latter either from direct flow or from 

surface storage) in the current consumption will vary in response to 

fluctuations of surface flow. 

In wet cycles, when there are ample supplies of surface water, 

a larger share of the consumption may be switched to surface water, 

allowing groundwater to accumulate in the formation, whereas in dry 
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cycles when surface water becomes scarce, a larger portion will be 

drawn from underground formations. Such a management policy, while 

resulting in all the regulative effects of underground storage, will yet 

require only a minimum rate of physical recharge. 

There is one overriding limitation to underground storage: the rate 

of recharge is subject to the percolation capacity of the recharge facilities 

and to the conveyance structures leading to them; consequently, large 

flows cannot be absorbed. A properly designed regulative system will 

therefore combine surface and underground storage sites. Surface 

storage sites serve as a shock absorber between the sometimes highly 

flash-like flow of the resource and the limited absorptive capacity of 

the formation; it will also perform part OT all of the seasonal regulation. 

Underground storage will be recharged, either directly or indirectly, at 

the available capacity; it will serve, in some instances, only as cyclic 

storage, and in others as combined cyclic and seasonal storage, where 

the seasonal regulative function often consists in a de -regulation of the 

relatively regular flow of a major conduit according to the requirements 

of the demand function. 

This division of regulative functions between surface and underground 

storage gives an indication of the desirable relative location of the two 

types of storage. Surface storage will usually be located near the water 

source; underground storage near the area of demand. Where a resource 

has not only to be regulated for its flow but also upgraded in its other para

meters, both surface and underground storage may have to be provided near 

the source. 

The conveyance link between source and demand areas will thus also 

serve as the connection between major surface and underground storage 

facilities. This interconnection will make it possible to operate the storage 

function both as direct and as indirect storage, provided such a management 

pattern has the necessary legal and institutional backing. 

~_ 1 
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This type of an integrated system has a considerable amount of 

built-in flexibility, and it can take a fair share of qualitative and 

quantitative shocks without serious deterioration. As such shocks are 

usually of local or at most regional nature, their effects can through 

integration be spread over a much larger area where th'ey will often 

rema in subliminal over cons iderable per iods of time. Even if major 

unpredictable variations hit the system, the flexibility of underground 

storage will act as a major shock absorber. 

This integration includes the main surface and underground 

storage facilities, as well as the major water resources basins, whether 

ground or surface water. The boundaries between adjoining basins can, 

if necessary, be moved through changing original flow· direction by 

properly planning pumping sched~les along the space and time coordinates, 

and in such and similar cases the formation will serve as a coz{duh. 

Integration will, of course, also extend, over qualitative aspects. Al

though no economically feasible method exists as yet to reduce 
I 

signifi.cantly the overall amount of minerals, partial redistribution 

between resources can be effected, and substandard ·resources ·thus 

diluted to acceptable levels .. Sometimes it will also be possible to 

plan, within certain limits, the storage of objectionable minerals along 

the time axis, 1.. e., postpone its impact until add itional remedial 

measures will have become feasible. 

The dispers ion and the related phenomena of a water of a certain 

quality, flowing through a formation containing water of a different 

quality, have until recently not been properly studied, although these 

phenomena have a decisive importance in management of qualitative 

aspeCts of water resources. Only quite recently have experimental and 

analytical investigations been initiated- -one important pilot project is 

now under 'way in Israel, under the auspices of the U. N. Special Fund-

that will allow us to predict with some confi.dence these mixing 

phenomena and pla'n their manipulation in sp2.ce and time. 
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The losses along the boundary conditions between fresh and salt 

water limit the rate of use of underground storage and a method of9ver

coming this limitation should be mentioned, Equilibrium conditions re

quire, as already mentioned, the maintenance of a continuous fresh water 

flow of considerable volume into the sea. Temporary raising of the 

groundwater levels controlling this outflow, as a consequence of under

ground storage, will increase this outflow beyond the equilibrium 

minimum. In order to study ways and means of minimizing such equili

brium outflow, a pilot project, also under the auspices of the U. N. Special 

Fund, has recently been successfully completed in Israel, for interception 

of the major part of this outflow through pumping from a chain of shallow 

wells constructed near the shore line. This interception, while main

taining groundwater levels near the coast at sufficient elevation to keep 

the salt-fresh water interface at a predeterm ined equilibrium. condition, 

reduces the loss of fresh water to the sea to negligible rates. This is one 

of the few cases where you can eat your cake and have it, i. e., use the 

waters as well as holding the salt water back. PtfTlping from the narrow 

wedge of fresh water that floats on sea water is, of course, an extremely 

sensitive operation that requires great care and constant vigilance. 

We have traveled a long way; traversed from one pole to another; 

from standard, single-discipline, static water management measures to 

the complex interconnected system that can be understood, predicted, and 

controlled only by the application of a multi-discipline dynamic process 

approach. The system is so complex that in order to describe it here 

we have had to break the phenomena down into specific aspects and describe 

each aspect by single-discipline semantics, reconstructing the coordinating 

links by pointing out connections to other aspects and disciplines. 

By carrying our exposition to extreme complexity, we do not, as a 

matter of course, intend to imply that such complexity will be necessary in 

every case. Every development history must start at the lower range of 

" 
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complexity; however, the sooner we succeed in foreseeing the later, the 

more complex stages and make proper provisions for them, the less 

the ultimate loss in resources and production, and the earlier may 

we set our emergent economies on the roads we seek. 
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CHAPTER I 

METHODOLOGY OF ECONOMIC PLANNING OF 

AGRICULTURE AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 

Intr oduc tion 

General economic plans should set forth in comprehensive and 
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deta iled forrn the economic policies of the government, its proposed 

lines of action, and the projected time path of the economic system. 

Agricultural development plans on a national scale should outline general 

policy measures, lay down a framework for detailed plans of operations 

within the agricultural sector, forecast the effect of the policy on 

principal economic variables, and provide basic data and guide lines 

for economic decisions and programmes in overlapping, non-agricultural 

sectors of the economy. As an example of the need for such general 

economic and agricultural economic planning, we may refer to the 

design and construction schedule of a new harbour to meet export and 

import projections, provided by the national agricultural plan. De

tailed regional development programmes will also be based on con

sumption forecasts and capital outlays, provided by the national plan. 

The scope and degree of refinement of the national agricultural 

plan depends on the availability of statistical data, the capaCity of 

the planning team, and the time available for the preparation of the plan. 

Economic plans will tend to develop in scope and refinement as the plan

ning team gains experience and data become more diversified. 

Economic planners - -planning capacity- -are a scarce resource 

and their assignment to planning missions is in itself subject to 

optimization. National development plans should therefore not be 

formulated in great detail, in order to release adequate agricultural 

planni.ng capacity to detailed project planning at the regional level. 

In emerging economies, where subsistence agriculture is pre

dominant and the economic linkages are extremely weak, the price 
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system is ordinarily ineffective as a guiding and h.ducing mechanism. 

In such economies the national plan should be focussed on regional 

development projects with particular emphasis placed on engineering 

and agricultural planning, and on administrative and finance organization. 

In economies more responsive to price incentives, the plan may confine 

itseH to outlining means by which the price mechanism is to be manipu

lated to promove stable growth. The dualistic nature of many developing 

countries, where modern and traditional sectors coexist within the same 

economy, frequently calls for integration of the two approaches. 

The Role of Agriculture in National Economic Growth 

In setting up a national development programme the particular 

position and role of the agricultural sector in the growth of the national 

economy must be considered. The four main contributions of agriculture 

to a developing economy are as follows: 

The Product Contribution 

Any rise in agricultural output contributes directly to the gross 

national product, as well as providing the additional food supply required 

to meet expanding domestic demand. Development strategies, emphasizing 

rapid industrialization to the neglect of food supply problems, are bound 

to encounter severe food scarcities and foreign exchange difficulties that 

may jeopardize the entire development programme. 

The Market Contribution 

In its early stages of development, the manufacturing sector of 

a developing economy caters primarily to the domestic market. Its 

rate of growth depends, therefore, mainly on the rate of expansion of 

local demand. Increased agricultural production leads to a rise in 

farmers' disposable income, which, in turn, encourages domestic demand 

for manufactured goods. In the less developed economies, there is a 

certain asymmetry of beha.viour between the farm and the industrial 

) 
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sectc2:'s which hc,,,,:nl[J"-Htar:.t implicatior:_8 f,_,!" the dev-e;lopment pulicy. 

Whereas agricult1~,re is ,In autonomous sect;-'l whn[,lE: ont;?ut is, by and 

large, less respor:.si~':f; te. 7ari:::.tion i>.'l dem,;_Ld, il,-:-,l~:"t:L")r, '.c-n the other 

capacity are ordirra_:r:i'~:r i~,(bce:d by exp~",ncing rnc,:'k~ts. An increase in 

agricultural ontpL.t wil_:; h,c:ve a mu.ltiplicat;'~l~ ei:(I:;:ct Ol~, industry. As an 

example of this effect, ;t may be shc.wn th::~t i:~ f~;'Tmers di ;:ert 20 

percent of their additicr',al b_come, and ince,me c;,').rl1e:::'s in industry 40 

percent of their adr::t~:);:al income to n'1ar;l1_ia,~hi:'ed products, then in 

a closed economy CilJ. ir.c::'ca_se of one unitir farm":-!'fl I n~t product 

will lead to an in.:rease of .33 units of indLAfitr~a_l LE:;: pTod'~ct. Industrializa-

tion may therefo:cc be c:.'2celerated indirecHy th~c,ugh public investment in 

agriculture, whil,~ in'_ces~mer.t in industry does !;(,t r.ecessarily induce 

growth of agricultural production. 

Factor Contributio"l 

Economic dC_"::~<C)~lInent is ordinarily a::s,:;;iated \-"ith the migration 

of labour irom agrj; ;It:u3.l tD non-agricultu:r-al em}i!J:Iments. The 

development of the n:,E-farrn sectors of the ,"c':,n'JD1Y dr:;;_ws upon the 

"surplus" labour exiztirlg IE agriculture. This uS-G::.~_Ey leads to a 

decline in the share (-f 3.b!"~,:ulture in b)t:::.l em;:.>~, )'msr~t bu.t does not 

necessarily involve <>.r.y reduction in farrn cutput. 

In agrarian cO'-lnt:':'ies, where at least 30 per::er~t of the national 

income is generated in agriculture, the farm sect\)::.:- m:::.y serve as a 

source of savings, providing capital funds required f':-yT investment in 

non-agricultural sectcrs, In countries such as J,'lP:i.L ;),nd the Soviet 

Union, the earlier stages of industrial deve;.c,prnent -';;rere based mainly 

on savings - -largely f'.'rced savings - -gener<::.t:ed iL the;) gricultural 

sector. In Japan, m<:)st of the gains in agricu1.:'l!rc.:.l p~:(>(:uctivities were 

siphoned off through hec:.vy 12~nd taxes, ':' '.~;,hel·e:;;.s in tn,;:; Soviet Union, 

.'. 
'r W.H. Nii::hoHs. liThe Place of Agr-lculL~re i;~l Ec(,nomic Develop-

ment,·1 1960. Reprinted in ilAgriculture ir.'_ E,(;,~'rH.rnk Devel.::<pment, •• 

edited by C. Eicher 2.!d .L. Witt. McGr:?V! H~:'_;·. B_~·Qk r::r'., New Ynrk, 1964. 
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farrners were forced to deliver to the government production quotas at 

low prices. The extent to which agriculture may serve as a source of 

saving will depend on the volume of income genera.ted in agriculture and 

the rural community's propensity to save. 

The Balance of Payment Contribution 

In many developing economies agricultural products constitute 

important export items. As increase in production and export of these 

commodities providesthe country with the foreign exchange needed to 

finance the import of manufactured capital goods, required for the 

development of local industries, it also helps to finance service payments 

on the country's foreign debt. Further, production of certain agricultural 

products makes it unnecessary to import these products and a rise in 

their output will save badly needed foreign exchange. 

Development Strategies 

The objectives of government intervention in developed economies 

are as follows: 

1. To accelerate the rise in productivity through research ,and 

extension; 

2. To stabilize farm income and assist farmers in adjusting to 

changing economic and technological conditions - -through ap

propriate price and credit policies, consistent with the efficient 

allocation of resources; 

3. To adapt the existing legal and instituti.onal structure to the 

new technology and economic relations. 

In emerging economies, the government's major task is to trans-

form the traditional subsistence agriculture into a modern market agri-
" 

culture. This is a fundamental structural change involving great expendi-

tures of material and human resources. In general, these resources are 

scarce, and in particular skilled and educated manpower are lacking and 

polic ies must be devised to make fullest use of these resources. The 
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transformation of traditional agriculture comprises a wide spectrum of 

interdependent changes i.n production techniques, irri.gation methods, 

marketing channels, credit facilities, social organizations, legal 

institutions, etc. Hence, any agricultural development project requires 

a certain minimal size team, responsible for planning and implementation. 

This necessarily limits the number of develcpment projects that can be 

undertaken simultaneously, and calls for a strategy based on "develop

ment foci. II Appropriate steps should therefore be taken to increase 

the availability of technical personnel for development planning and 

implementation. Furthermore, higher priorities should be assigned 

to programmes yielding output increments at a minimal expenditure 

of these scarce resources. 

The projected domestic and export demand for agricultural 

products, and the production possibilities opened by the development 

programmes, determine the product composition of the increased output. 

In considering the marketing possibilities one should always bear in 

mind that increasing agricultural production in itself creates new de

mand for farm products through the associated rise in income in the 

farm and non-farm sectors. Since some additional effective demand 

is always siphoned off in the form of demand for imported goods, the 

added output should include import substituting and/ or export products. 

Phases of National Agricultural Planning 

Economic planning--though a continuous process--falls into a 

number of characteristic phases, as outlined in the following: 

Preliminary Preparations 

Before actual planning can begin, cons iderable information must 

be gathered, analyses carried out, and forecasts developed. This 

applies particularly t~ the first few plans, for with the accumulation 

of information and experience the preliminary phase in subsequent 

plans can be shortened. Data concerning resource availability, production 
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conditions, final demands for farm products, and various institutional 

relations are prerequisites for comprehensive agricultural planning. 

1. Resource availability concerns land and water, labor and 

capital resources. 

(a) Land and water resources. Information on land and water 

resources may be obtained from land surveys and hydro-

logical studies. Land data should be given in terms of 

land use capabilities, and land diversion to urban uses 

should be considered in developing land projections. 

Existing land tenure system and water right relations 

should be studied in detail, and policy measures formulated 

conducive to an improved institutional structure. The 

development of v-ater resources forms an integral part 

of a comprehensive agricultural plan, and will be based, 

wherever possible, on water resources development 

plans. 

(b) Labour resources. The size of labour force in agriculture 

should be forecast before actual planning is undertaken. 

This variable, however, is in itself partly dependent on the 

development plan, since demand for labour within agri

culture may affect the direction and rate of labour migration, 

especially if plan implementation stretches over a long 

period. Preliminary labour force forecasts are derived 

from projected rates of growth, age distributiop.., and 

participation rates of the farm population in the labour 

force. Where inter -sectoral labor migration is an established 

phenomenon, it should be considered in the forecasts. Labour 

migration out of agriculture depends on employment opportunities 

in other sectors; these, in turn, depend on these sectors I 

relative importance in the economy and their rate of growth. ':' 

':< F. Dovering. "The Share of Agriculture in a Growing Population." 
Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Si:atistics, FAG, Rome, Sept. 
1959. 



Information on the quality of the labo1.!r forc<2 is an in

dispensable part of labour force projections. 
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(c) Capital resources. Capital requirements are determined 

as a part of the programme. A general indication as to 

the ava ilability of capital will, however, be required at 

the outset. Generally, part of the cc.pital invested in 

agriculture originates both in the public sector and in 

other sectors of the economy. The agricultural planner 

should be supplied with data on capital investment, and, 

where such data are not available fram external sources, 

it is advisable to forecast capital flows into agriculture 

on the basis of past experience. In addition, attempts 

should be made to estimate the propensities of the agri

cultural sector to save and the proportion of these savings 

that are reinvested in the farm. The institutional structure 

of the capital market and its effects on capital supply to 

agriculture should be examined; in many countries an 

inadequate structure of the capital market has hampered 

the flow of capital into agriculture, thus leading to an 

inefficient resource allocation among the various sectors 

of the economy. Where such circumstances prevail, 

agricultural planners are expected to specify and initiate 

reforms in the capital market. 

(d) Production conditions. For most agricultural plans, 

production conditions are best expressed in the form of 

fixed input-output coefficients. While they may add some 

useful information, elaborate estimates of production 

functions are ordinarily not required, for price ratios 

are relatively stable and fa.ctor substitution somewhat 

limited. Depending on the degree of disaggregation in the 

national agricultural plan, these production coefficients 
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reflect averc.ge conditions. Input-output relations may be 

derived fro:m. statistical data supplemented by information 

obta ined from production experts. For a long-term plan, 

future changes in technology should be taken into account 

in developing pr eduction coefficients. 

(e) The demand function. In general, three classes of demand 

functions are of in.terest, i. e., intermediate demand, final 

'domestic demand, and export demand. The term II inter-

" mediate demand is applied to farm products serving as 

inputs in agricultural productiOl'l, such as feed grains, hay, 

chicks, etc., whereas "fined domestic demand" refers to 

the demand of the non-agricultural sector industries for 

agricultural l"aW materials, e. g., textile industry demand 

for cotton, as well as domestic dema.nd of the population for 

food and fibres. 

Final domestic demand of the population varies with 

the size of the population, per capita disposable income, 

and relative prices. The agricultural planner will rely on 

projections of population growth and anticipated changes in 

the age distribution and demographic composition, as 

developed by the demographer. At the preliminary planning 

stage, disposable income is assumed to be exogenously 

determined and, therefore, treated by agricultural planners 

as data, although disposable income depends substantially 

on inc01ne generated within agriculture. Preliminary 

income projections must, therefore, be based on some general 

assumptior~s concerning the overall rate of growth of the 

economy at large. This first approximation will be developed 

into a fina.l inr:ome projection with th~ completion of all 

sectoral plans. 

Relative prices are more difficult to predict. In many 
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cases the assumption of constant price relations is very 

plausible, since long run supply functions are highly 

elastic, especially if the commodity is traded in the world 

market. In short-term plans, domestic production of 

some farm produ.cts that do not feature on the international 

market may follow an autonomous path; with such products, 

e. g., perishable fruits, domestic consumption will equal 

domestic supply, prices becoming the dependent variables. 

Where relative prices are assumed constant--and this is 

quite cornmon- -income elasticiti.e s of demand are the 

only demand parameters needed, but where relative 

price s cannot be as sumed constant, price elasticitie s 

are required in order to obtain consumption projections. 

Estimate s of income elasticitie s - -though often difficult 

to assess--may be obtained frorn cross-sectional family 

budget studies or from time series analyses, whereas 

price elasticities are ordinarily estimated from the 

latter. 

The main difficulty with estimates based Or. cross

sectional data lies in the difference in consume:rs ' re

sponse to income variation. In fq.mily budget studie s, 

changes in comsumption reflect differences between 

income groups, while under the plan changes in income 

are spread over all grol~ps. Change s in consumption 

generated by the income variation of given income groups 

are not necessarily identical with differences in con

sumption existing among income groups. Another 

univer sal difficulty is encountered when projections 

fall in intervals of the demand functions or Engel curves 

for which no data were actually observed. Naive extra

polation may then be very misleading. 
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Export demand projections and analyse s are often more 

difficult to develop, since world markets are, in general, 

highly complicated and subject to unpredictable fluctuations. 

(Invaluable contributions in the field have been. made by the 

FAO. The various FAO studies and statistic s and especially 

the "Commodity Review" series provide agricultural planners 

in all countrie s with very useful information on anticipated 

developments in the world markets. Commodity projections 

for 1970 have also been published.) Small countrie s may 

regard world price s of many commoditie s as independent 

of their own exports, even though these countrie soften 

export farm products for which foreign demand is not 

perfectly elastic. For the se products, attempts should be 

made to estimate price elasticitie s of demand. The elasticity 

estimates will later be used in determining production 

objectives, where due attention must be paid to the price, 

and pos sible revenue reduction caused by an increased out

put. A study of anticipated economic and political develop

ments and their likely effects on international trade must 

accompany any export demand projections. The recent 

growth of regional economic organizations and trade ar

rangements has had profound effects on international trade, 

and this development is expected to continue. Any sound 

plan should take developments in the political arena into 

account. 

2. Preliminary plans. As soon as adequat e data have been as

sembled, forecasts made, and analyses carried out, preliminary 

. plans can be outlined. At this stage plans are highly aggregative, 

. reflecting various general approaches. Performance criteTia 

related to each plan, such as the value of output, farmer s I in

come, employment, etc., are then derived t.o allow comparison 
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of the diffe~E;nt alternatives. The p:;.oelir.ninary plans se:;..°ve two 

main objectives, They lay g:~ounds for 2. comparative app:raisal 

of the different approaches, as weE as p:L"oviding a framework 

for further detailed progranlming. 

At thi s stage the c_pproval of the political level for the 

chosen alternative shol_~J.d be sought. The policy maker should 

be presented with the recomrrlended p:.i.°ogramme, as well as 

with a nurnber of alternatives, P12.rme:;.°s rnust always bear in 

mind th2.1 plans must be approved by poEU.cians before being 

implemented. The political acceptability of a plan is, therefore, 

a prerequisite of any p:cacti.cal pTog:"°3.rnrne, 

3. Detailed final planning can be initi2.ted aitel" acceptance of pre

lirninaTY pl2.ns. At this stage planning should be carried out 

along several lines simultaneously; regional planners will dis

aggregate the national agricultural plan into regional plans and 

each group will occupy itself with fo::..-rnulating plans for its 

particular field of operation; comrnodity experts with the de

tailed commodity programme; irrigation engineers with water 

supply projects; financial experts with the sources of investment 

funds and improved credit facilities. 

Coordination of the various wOl-king groups at this stage is 

of utmost importance, since the preliminary plan is continuously 

revised as detaEed planning proceeds. Finally; all the separate 

plans are combined into a detailed final pleD. At this stage the 

consistency of the various policy measnres lTIUSt be established, 

and the separate plans compiled into a unified plan of action. 

4. Plan implementation. With the apploova.l of the final draft by 

the policy m.aker s, the plan is di sLoibuted to the variou s de

partments and governrnent agencie s to serve as a basis for 

their respective actions. Planners sho'_11d follow up the 

implementation of the plan from the beginning, strive to 
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avoid misinterpretation of their intentions and ensure intel

ligent revision as rendered necessary by unforeseen develop-

ments or neglected possibilities. Following up the implementa

tion of current plans will have beneficial effects on subsequent 

projects, for the experience gained will guide planners toward 

more effective and practical programmes. 

Planning Technique s 

Economic planning must ma.ke use of a variety of measures In order 

to attain its objective s. The se measure s may be as follows: 

1. Quantitative policy measure s, as signing predetermined value s 

to selected control instruments, e. g., tax rate s and price 

support subsidies. In many instances, values of instrumental 

variables are pre2.ssigned for the first planning year alone. 

In subsequent years these values are determined for the follow-

ing year according to "decision rules" set up in the plan. This 

leads to "policy inclusive economic structures. II':' 

2. Qualitative policy measures involving structural change, e. g. , 

change in farn1 size, marketing channels, and credit facilitie s. 

3. Reforms, e. g., land reform. 

As sociated with the se measure s are forecast value s of the exogenous and 

endogenou s variable s. 

The crux of the planning problem consists of determining the policy 

measures and the resulting values of the endogenous variables, and for 

this purpose several techniques have been developed. The three principal 

techniques are: 

1. Budgeting, 

2. Input-output models, 

3. Linear and non-linear programming. 

'" ", A. G. Papc.ndreo. "Fundamentals of Model Construction in Macro-
Economics, " Training Seminar Series, Centre of Economic ReseaTch, 
Athens, 1962. 
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These techniqnes are in gen.eral most applica.ble to the qua.ntitative 

measures, less suited to qualitative policies, and least ada.ptable to re

form measures. 

Budgeting 

The term budgeting has been adopted from farm management 

norn.enclature and it refers to a broa.d class of informal planning 

techniques. The preceding description of the planning process is, In 

effect, based on budgeting as the predominant technique; the budgeting 

is itself carried out in similar stages. In contrast to the other techniques, 

no attempt is made in budgeting to solve simultaneously for all value s of 

the instrumental and endogenous variables, consistency being achieved 

by successive apprQ)~i:rnations. The developrn.ent of the plan is based 

on some general strategie s formed at the preliminary stage, and the 

plan is worked out with some flexibility, taking into account explicit as well 

as implicit restrictions. The plan is continuously revised and improved 

as long as additional efforts are justified by expected improvements, but 

there can be no certainty that the optimal solution has actually been 

reached. 

To ensure that the plan is itself consistent, resource utilization 

must be balanced against resource availability; disposition of farm 

products against supplie s. In this context, due attention must be paid 

to the timing of re source utilization and production, and appropriate 

measure s should be undertaken to mitigate seasona.l variation in re

source requirements and the flow of output. 

Input-Output Models 

Input-output models consist of inter sectorial flows and stock 

relations describing the movement of goods and services between 

various sectors of the econOlny. The outflow of each sector may be 

used as an intermediate input to other sectors, for satisfying final 

demand which consists of dome stic consurnption, exports, and 
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investll1ent. The intersectorial flow relations are described by flow tables. 

Stocks relations are expressed by tables of capital coefficients expressing 

the capital stocks, by industry of origin, required as productive capacity 

and inventories per unit output of the using industry. Capital coefficients 

are used to estill1ate the investll1ent flows required to sustain certain rates 

of growth. 

There are two ways of applying input-out ll10dels in cOll1prehensive 

agricultural planning. First, they ll1ay be used to forecast other sectors' 

dell1ands for farll1 products, and second, the output of the agricultural sector 

ll1ay be derived froll1 projected final dell1ands. Input-output ll10dels take into 

account the cOll1plex interdependence of the various sectors and this con

stitutes their principal advantage. These ll10dels are, therefore, very 

useful in deterll1ining dell1and for farll1 products .which serve as inputs 

in other sectors. They are less valuable in deterll1ining outputs within the 

agricultural sector, since interdependence within this sector is lill1ited. 

Ell1pirical input-output coefficients are ordinarily expre s sed in 

ll10netary units; under conditions of varying price relations their use ll1ay, 

therefore, pre sent SOll1e difficultie s. To obviate such difficultie s, input

output coefficients used in agricultural planning ll1ust be expressed in 

physical terll1s. 

Application of input-output ll10dels doe s not involve any optill1ization. 

The production plan is in fact deterll1ined by the final dell1and, though the 

input- output ll10dels thell1selve s do not provide any ll1achinery for deter

mining optill1ull1 final dell1ands. To ensure feasible solutions, resource 

use coefficients ll1ust constitute an integral part of the ll1odel, and any 

final dell1and not consistent with resource availability ll1ust be rejected. 

Input-output ll10dels ll1ay be disaggregated for the purpose of agricul tural 

planning into sectors corresponding to individual cOll1ll1odities, or dis

aggregated by regions, thereby allowing inter- and intra-regional planning. 

No optill1ization of inter -regional allocation of production can, however, 

be carried out. 

.' 



By incorporating :£lo.v and stocks tables into a. si1'1g1e rnoclel, in-

ve strnent dem.a:nd bee o::ne s enciogenO'.lE; and j. s dete:rrnined by the tim.e 

path of final demand (consum.ption a.nd expO:i.·t3). Corpp:lred with bud-

geting, input-outP:Jt models represent mOLe rigid planning t,echniques 

and their practical use in agricult1J.:r.e is somewhat l"e$tricted. 
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Mathem.atical prograrnrning m.ethocls a.l'e torrnaJ planning techniques 

involving optimization. Accox'dingly, a crite:riol"J. function or objective is 

defined and the optimization consists of m.axim.izil'l.g or rninim.izing the 

criterion subject ta vario:ls canstraints. In nationr.tl agr,icL].Hural 

planning, various criteria m.ay be chosen. E:x;ampl~s r.)£ such <;:Titeria 

are the incom.e e2T'ned ill agTiculture, or the receip~f, r:..Z fClreign 

exchange. In these cases, it is necessary to set dO!lle':;;i;ic dem.ands 

whose price elasi:icities a}~e Gnite at: given levels an'i !'~ga:rd these as 

constraints, If the export oCi'l'1ands or ir.1J.po: • .'t supply functions are not 

perfectly elastic, the se :functions m.ust be entered into the criterion 

function so that net foreign exchange receipts rnay be m.axim.ized. 

Program.m.er s will then have to re SOTt to non-linear program.m.ing in 

solving the pro):)lem.. Ot;"<2:' criteria are also conceivable. As an 

exam.ple, Chenery and Clark':< cite a linear prog:tam.m.ing m.odel 

for the econon'lic development of a S)ov.th l-::a17 ill which ~apital in-

vestrnent is m.inirnizec1. 

The predom.in;;tnt cia.S3 of const~ .. aintE) on optin1il!:ation consists 

of resource ava.ilabilitieq. Other constraints 611911 a~ c::rop rotation 

requirernents and v2.rious insti'.:ution~J relations a:r.e also often included~ 

Conceptually, linea:r pragra.rnm.ir.g lTIodels cO\lld bl:l ~:)rm.ulated and 

used in any com.p:;:ehensive a~ricu1tqra.l plar'Ding. Nevertheless, the 

size of problem that Ca.ll be s()lved is re st"ticc'8d, even if adva.nced 

:.::' 
H. B. C'lle:1ery and Po G. Cl;n·.~. "Int~TindtH;t1"y E(:orto;rnic s, II 

John Wiley a.nd 50:'>.8, New Y"ork, 1959. 
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high speed computers are available. The model must therefore be 

highly aggregative so that aggregation errors may be substantial; further, 

the lack of data is also prohibitive in many instances. Nevertheless, 

experiments in the application of programming methods to national agri

cultural planning are being carried out and progress in this field may be 

expected in the future. 

• 

, , 
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The Rural Region and its 
Geographical Organization 
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A rural region is a socio-economic geographical entity with income 

mainly derived from agriculture. This definition should not be inter

preted to imply the absence of non-farm sources of income within the 

rural region; rather, a region should be broadly conceived of as an 

interdependent network of various economic activities, among them 

farming, manufacturing, trade, transportation, services, local govern-

ment, and construction. 

The geographical organization of the regional economy is ordinarily 

characterized by certain regular spatial patterns, determined by the 

technologies employed in the various economic activities, the trans

portation network, the topography, and various social and cultural 

factor s. The spatial equilibrium is determined by two groups of 

interacting forces; dispersion and agglomeration. 

Forces of dispersion. Agricultural and mining activities are 

dispersed according to the geographical distribution of the natural 

resources; processing industries, which transform large volumes of 

raw materials into relatively small volumes of final products, tend 

to be located near the source of raw materials and are therefore also 

resource oriented. 

Forces of agglomeration. Economies of large-scale production, 

high costs of di stribution of the final produce, heavy dependence on 

service s, provided mainly in industrialized urban areas, and comple-

mentary relation in production and marketing between different groups 

of industries favour the agglomeration of economic activities and give 
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rise to market oriented industries. In modern economies, market 

oriented industries are prevalent, and as will be explained subsequently, 

this fact bears important implications for regional growth process. 

Patterns of Regional Economic Growth 

The main feature s of the regional economy and the interdependence 

of its various industries may be represented by interindustry region 

flow tables. Detailed explanatIon of the use of input-output tables on 

the regional level are given by Isard. ':< Three tables illustrating the 

income and product flows of a hypothetical region at three phases of 

development will be pre sented in thi s chapter. 

Phase L Emergent economies. 

Table 1. Interindustry flows of a hypothetical rural region 

(All figures are in terms of hypothetical monetary units, MU) 

Outlay of Industry 
Final Demand Outlay 

Output of of Use 
Industry Gross 

Gross 
Industry I Industry II Household I Regional 

of Origin . nvest-
(Farm) (Non-Farm) Export Con surnptlon Output 

ment 

Industry I 
(Farm) - 100 200 190 10 500 

Industry II 
(N on - Farm) 50 50 100 80 20 300 

Import 100 100 - 75 25 300 

Household 
Income 350 50 - - - 400 

Total 
Payments 500 300 300 345 55 

W. Isard. "Methods of Regional Analysis: An Introduction to 
Regional Scienceo" Technology Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and John Wiley, New York, 1960. 
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At the hypothesized stage of development there are only two 

industrie s in the region: agriculture (Industry I) and some manufacturing 

and services (Industry II). Each entry in the table represents the flow 

of product or income from the sector of the regional economy, cor

responding to the particular row, to that sector of the economy 

represented by the respective column. Thus the non-farm sector 

(Industry of Use II) spends 100 MU on agricultural raw materials, 

50 MU on manufactured goods, and 100 MU on import- -goods and 

services imported from other regions or from abroad. Household 

income (salaries, profits, rent, etc.) generated in this sector is 50 

MU. The gross regional output {GRO of Industry of Use II is 300 MU, 

of which 50 MU are purchased by agriculture (Industry I), 50 MU are 

purchased by Industry II, 100 MU are exported, 80 MU are consumed 

by household, and 20 MU used for inve stment. 

It should be noticed that the inter -regional trade of the region 

is balanced and that the total import of 300 MU is fully covered by 

exports. The regional household income amounts to 400 MU, of which 

345 MU are consumed and 55 saved and invested; the average propensity 

to save therefore equals 0.138. ':c The largest share of the invested 

fund will be used to replace worn out capital goods; the rest will 

represent net addition to the regional capital stock. 

Three principal factor s contribute to the growth of household 

income - -the only pertinent variable in measuring growth. The se 

factors are: the increase in labour force, accumulation of capital, and 

technological progress. Per capita income will be on the increase when 

the joint effect of capital accumulation and technological progres s sur

passes population growth. Each factor will be briefly considered. 

:!.c 
Average propensity to save = 

Household Income 
Gross Investment 
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1. Increase of labour force. Changes in the labour force are due 

IYlainly to chal1ge s in birth rate, IYlortali"i:y l°ates of the various 

age groups, and to IYligl.·ation. The direction and rate of 

IYligra.tion depend on differentials in per capita. incoIYle aIYlong 

the va,~ious regions and on social mobility. High education 

levels, developed cOIYlrnurncation channels, a younger age 

distribution. and cultural hOIYlogeneity th:roughout the country 

are all conducive to higher labour mobility. 

Z. AccuIYlulab.on of capital. The rate of capital accumulation is 

a funct].oi1. of household incoIYle, of the propensity to save, of 

existing inve stIYlent opportunitie s, and of the ability of the 

region's entrepl.-eneurs to invest. 

3. Te<?hnological pl'o_gre ss. This is dependent on the educational level 

of the local producers, and on their willingness and ability to 

IYlake adjustIYlents in the entire socio-economic structure in 

accordance with the requireIYlents of IYlodern technologies. 

The adoption of new production and distr.ibution techniques 

ordinarily involve s change s in composition and net additions 

to the existing stock of capital. The speed of technological 

progress is, therefore, closely linked to the rate of new 

inve stIYlent. 

Phase II. Post "take -off." The pattern of the regional economic 

growth IYlay be rep:t:esenteu and analysed by constructing the interindustry 

flow table representing the regional econoIYlY at the post take-off stage-

a IYlore advanced st2.ge of development--as illush'ated in Table 2. 

The basic differences between Phase I and Phase II lie in the 

considerable expansion in the GRO's of the various industries and the 

developIYlent of a new industry, producing goods that were previously 

imported, and hence referred to as an import sub stituting industry 

(Industry III). This expansion has resulted in a substantial increase in 

household incoIYle. The incidence of GRO expansion and the increase in 
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Table 2. Interindustry flows of a hypothetical rural region 

(All figures are in terms of hypothetical monetary units, MU) 

Output of Outlay of Industry of Use Final Demand Outlay Gross 
Industry Industry Industry Industry Export House- Gross Regional 
of Origin I II III hold Con- Invest Out-

sumption ment put 

Industry I - 200 20 175 340 15 750 

Industry II 75 100 90 135 160 40 600 

Industry III 30 50 30 165 60 15 350 

Import 130 150 110 - 65 30 475 

Household 
Income 525 100 100 - - - 725 

Total 
Payments 750 600 350 475 625 100 

Household income is not accidental but is a fundamental trait of growth 

processes. Economic development is a process in which expansion and 

structural changes have mutual accelerating effects. Suppose that in 

our exarrlple all three factors contributing to the growth of household 

incorrle--the increase in labour force, the accurrlulation of capital, and 

technological progre ss - -have first led to a rrlere expansion in the GRO's 

of existing industries. As a result, regional, final, and interrrlediate 

derrland for irrlported goods and services also increased. At a certain 

point, an economic threshold is attained in which the size of the regional 

rrlarket is sufficiently large to support local production of these COrrl

modities at an econorrlically efficient scale and inve strrlent opportunity 

was thus created. Granted the ability of local entrepreneurs to capture 

and exploit such opportunities, the stage is set for structural change. 

The developrrlent of a new industry gives rise to investment rrlultiplier 

effects at the initial building phase and adds new sources of errlploYrrlent 

and incorrle in subsequent phases, thereby providing for a further 
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expansion of output. Furthermore, the resulting diversification of ;th~ 

regional economy tends to deepen the productive structure of the region, 

thus reducing the leakages of future multiplier and accelerator effects. 

As a quantitative measure of the deepening effect, we may use the 

ratios of imports to household income, Whereas in Phase I this ratio 

was !~~ = 0,75, in Phase II it was reduced to ~~~ = 0.65. 

It should be emphasized that the initiation of a new economic 

activity in. consequence of a pure expansionary process, is by no means 

restricted to expansion in local demand, An lncrease ln the local 

supply of raw materials may also lead to the development of new 

industries which use regJ8Inal outpu.lS <ui ~inpul::." It >should be noted 

that at the pure expansiolldry phase, the need for additional markets 

may become acute and the situation will be alleviated only after the new 

industry has been fully established. 

There is an interesting and highly important corollary to this 

conception of the growth process. New industries are often market 

oriented, often because they are induced by the expansion of local demand, 
, 

but mainly, since ex-hypothesis the new industries involve significant 

economies of large-scale production, they tend to be centrally located. 

Urban centres of the rural region are, therefore, the main beneficiaries 

of the growth process. This tendency is further strengthened by techno

logical progress. 

The Role of Government in Regional Development 

The Role of Government in a 
Developed Economy 

In developed economies the growth process is self-sustained; 

social organization, existing capital stocks, regional income, entrepreneur-

ship, know-how, and other factors, have all developed to a degree' that in

herently supports further growth. In this case, the government's role is con

fined to the provision of public services in accordance with overall economic 
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growth and to imre stment in social overhead (roads, schools, drainage 

systems, etc.) in order to prevent infra-structural bottlenecks. 

The Role of Government in Emerging Economies 

In emerging economies the form of government intervention com-

mOn to developed economies is inadequate. Although the development 

of infra-structure is a necessary condition for growth, there is much 

empirical evidence to show that it is seldom sufficient, and it is ap

parent that the growth process does not function in the same manner as 

in a developed economy. The government then must intervene in the 

direct productive a.ctivities. This intervention should aim at inducing 

more investment activity, at providing additional capital funds, at 

accelerating the adoption of new techniques, and at reforming the 

institutional system so as to promote growth. The government should 

always attempt to achieve these aims by activating unemployed and 

undeveloped resources. The effect of government intervention on the 

regional flow of product and income may be observed in an interindustry 

flow table (Table 3) illustrated in terms of our preceding example . 

Table 3. Interindustry flows of a hypothetical rural region government 
intervention in an emerging economy at Phase I 

(All figure s are in terms of hypothetical monetary units, MU) 

Output of Outlay of 
Final Demand Outlay Gross 

Industry Industry of Use Regional 
of Origin Industry Industry E Household Gross Gov. 

xport . Output 
I II Consump- Prlvate Invest-

tion InvestID31f: ment 

Industry I - 120 190 207 12 21 550 

Industry II 55 60 90 93 32 30 360 

Import 110 120 - 82 33 39 384 

Household 
Income 385 60 - - - - 445 

Total 
Payments 550 360 280 382 77 90 
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Comparing Table 3 to Table 1 it is observed that government in

vestment has had several effects. In the first pic_ce, it has raised over

all investment, gross private, and government investment, from 55 MU to 

167 MU. This has been achieved mainly by channeling public funds into 

the region, as well as by inducing bigher private inve stment. The re

sources for the increased private hvestment ha"v-e become available 

through higher regional savings and through inflow of private capital from 

other regions. The import of private capital has been presumably induced 

by new investment opportunities created by the speeding up of the economic 

development. The rise of 8 MU in internal savings deduced, from the 

gross private investment of Phase I and the phase of government inter

vention, was generated by an increase of 45 MU in household income, 

brought about by the activation of unemployed resources through added 

public expenditures. The inflow of capital investment amounted, therefore, 

to 14 MU deduced, from the gross investment of Phase I and the phase of 

government intervention. The increase· in regional demand reduced 

exports to 280 MU and raised imports 1:0 384 MU, re sulting in a deficit 

of 104 MU in the regional trade balance. This deficit is just offset 

by public and private capital inflows. 

The figures presented in Table 3 give evidence of a substantial ac

celeration of the growth process. There are, however, important govern

mental activitie s which do not show up in the table, related to institutional 

and organizational changes, without which investment in social overhead 

and in direct productive activities are likely to be ineffective. Although 

these activities have not been discussed in detail, they invariably con

stitute an indispensable part of any economic development plan. 

The Strategy and Organization of Regional Development 

The Transformation of Traditional Agriculture 

The major task of the government in the development of rural 

regions in emerging economie s is the transformation of a traditional 

• 
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subsistence agriculture into a modern market oriented sector. This 

transformation involves fundamental changes in the socio-economic 

structure of the region. At the production end of the system the trans

forma tion is carried out by the introduction of new crops, as weJJ as the 

development of new varieties of existing traditional crops; utilization 

of fertilizers and pesticides; improvement in local breeds of livestock; 

increased supply of irrigation water; development of drainage and flood 

control systems; p:;:evention of soil erosion, and by rationaEzaEon 

of i?rigation methods and general agricultural practice s. Many of 

these changes requi?e relatively small on-farm capital investment, and 

may be carried out even if farm units are small and land holdings highly 

fragmented. However, certain types of tenant-landlord relationships 

severely impede these changes. 

There are three prerequisites for a successful introduction of 

modern inputs: 

1. Farrner s must be aware of the benefits accruing from the 

adoption of the new techniques, and must be taught how to 

apply them; 

2. The new inputs must be made available and be easily 

accessible, for the new techniques require increased 

use of purchased inputs, e. g., fertHizer, pesticides, 

veterinary services, improved seeds, etc.; 

3. Increased sales--to pay for the increased use of purchased 

inputs. 

A change in the product mix of the farm is, therefore, necessary. 

Marketing channels must be adequately developed and outlets found for 

the additional output. Since this transformation involves an increase 

in farmer s' cash and outlays, farm credit must be extended, even if 

the overall capital investment is relatively smalL 

Small farm units and fragmented land holdings may hinder 

development and modernization. This is particub.rly so when the 
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development strategy is based on increasing water supply for irriga-

tion, on the control of floods and soil erosion, and on the extended use' 

of farm machinery. 

Although agricultural development projects often involve im

pressive investments in hardware (darns, canals, highways, etc.), it 

seems that more emphasis should be placed on developing the "soft-

ware'! by diverting more resources to agricultural research, extension, 

and education. Although modern research organizations may exist in 

nlany developing countries, research projects are not always oriented 

to actual needs. 

In emerging economies, the interlinking between economic 

activities in rural regions is often weak, and hence it is impossible 

to concentrate government intervention in just a few sectors of the 

system, e. g., production, and rely on the spontaneous adjustment 

of other sectors. To avoid frustration of the development effort, 

intervention must take place along a wide socio-economic front-

production, marketing, farm credit, education, health, legal insti

tution, etc. The scarcity of development resources - -particularly 

of trained technicians and other manpower - -may, therefore, limit the 

number of regions where concentrated development effort may be 

undertaken. 

Regional Organization 

What are the requirements then of the spatial pattern of various 

economic activities in a developed region? Existence of indivisibilities 

and economies of scale, as well as certain characteristics of social 

behaviour, dictate a certain hierarchy of the regional organization. A 

schematic illustration of this hierarchy is presented in Figure l. 

Weitz':' has presented the concept of a composite rural community. 

-'--,-
R. Weitz. "Rural Development through Regional Planning in 

Israel," paper shortly to be published in the Journal of Farm Economics. 
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Figure 1. Schematic repre sentation of a rural spatial hierarchy 
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In this concept, the basic units are the family farms. Individual farms 

may be organized in villages where certain services, such as a primary 

school, a retail store selling consumer goods, and certain inputs, etc., 

are available. 

A number of villages, from 5 to la, should be organized around 

a rUTal centre. This centTe will consist of a community, a school, a 

medical centre, a local oifice of the extension service, a tractor 

station, various marketing facilities (sorting and packing sheds, grain 

elevators, etc.). It will also include housing for public serviCe officers, 

such as teachers, doctors, nurses, accountants, and the technical 

staff, responsible for maintaining the agricultural technical services. 

The community served by the center constitute s the composite rural 

community. 

The regional centre is the focus of the region's activities. It 

should comprise a high school, a bank, a research station, offices of 

the regional administration, and various industrial and commerCial 

enterprises. It will ordina.rily coincide with an existing town. 

This spatial organization is not a rigid one, and will vary from 

region to region in accordance with the local conditions. Its develop

ment is closely associated with the general development of the region, 

and conforms well to the envisaged pattern of intervention. In the 

earlier stage of development, leading elements of the regional develop

ment authority should be established in the regional center to prepare 

preliminary plans and the recruiting and training of per sonnel. At 

the second stage, nuclei of rural centre s are initiated and the functions 

of the regional centre aTe extended, e. g., beginning of the construction 

of a process plant. In the following stages, additional rural centres will 

be set up, and the work on existing centres blroadened. The experience 

gained in the earlier stages guide s the revision of the operational plan 

in it s sub sequent stage s. 
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Regional and Sub-Regional Boundaries 

The question of the geographical definition of a region is often raised 

when first plans are prepared. A region should be defined--frolTI the 

purely econolTIic point of view- -according to the interdependence of econolTIic 

activities; all closely linked industries should be contained within the region's 

boundaries. This approach does not lead, of course, to clear cut borders, 

but it lTIay relTIove SOlTIe of the arbitrarines s involved in their delineation. 

As a general rule: the perlTIissible size of a region lTIay be deterlTIined 

by the ratio of ilTIport to household incolTIe; regional area lTIay be in-

creased~ provided this produce s a reduction in this ratio. 

However, the econolTIic approach provides us with only one criterion. 

Other criteria- -perhaps lTIore ilTIportant one s - - should always be considered. 

Thus, in irrigated areas, a river basin lTIay be a lTIore natural unit for 

developlTIent planning. The hi storic, geographical organization of local 

and central governlTIents is also a dOlTIinant factor in the definition of 

regional boundaries. This is not an irrational basis for regional organi

zation, inaslTIuch as the adlTIini stration of the developlTIent progralTIlTIe is 

a key factor in its success. 

A regional plan norlTIally involves disaggregation into sub-regions. 

Contrary to our approach to the regional boundaries, the breakdown into 

sub-regions should ailTI at defining hOlTIogeneous productive units; each 

sub -region should cOlTIprise as slTIall a nUlTIber of interdependent 

industries as possible and should be characterized by uniforlTI production 

conditions. This will help in silTIplifying the planning procedure and 

will lTIinilTIize aggregation errors. It lTIay, in SOlTIe instances, conforlTI 

better to the internal organization of the regional developlTIent authority. 

EconolTIic Planning at the Regional Level 

EconolTIic Planning as an Interdisciplinary Effort 

Having analysed the regional growth process and developlTIent 

strategies, it becolTIes apparent that in any developlTIent plan due at

tention lTIust be paid to all aspects of econolTIic activities. An 
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interdisciplinary approach to planning is, therefore, a prerequisite for 

succe s siul planning. Economists, agronomists, civil engineer s, hydrologists, 

experts in industrial development, architects, public administrators, legal 

advisers, sociologists, and experts from other disciplines should all join 

efforts in laying down the development programme. Some of these experts 

may be full-time members of the planning team, while others should be 

available for consultation as the need arises--in accordance with the 

particular problems of the region. 

Phase s of Regional Agricultural Planning 

As emphasized elsewhere, economic planning is a continuous pro

cess. A number of phases may be distinguished in their preparation as 

development plans are formulated at certain time intervals. These phases 

will nbw be reviewed with special emphasis on the planning activitie s that are 

related to the agricultural sector. 

Planning phase I: preliminary preparations. At this phase basic 

information is gathered and preliminary analyses carried out pertaining 

to the resources of land, water, labour, and capital. Existing data are 

compiled and augmented by surveys and research. The data on available 

land resources should be compiled in maps indicating present land owner

ship and use and land use capabilities. The existing land tenure systems 

should also be studied and analysed. Information on water resources should 

be based on the dynamic inventorying of the various sources and should com

prise pertinent data concerning the existing water supply systems. 

Other important resources are labour and capital. The surveys 

should aim at measuring the size of the labour force on farms, its quality, 

degree of utilization and mobility. Demographic studie s are important 

means in the estimation and evaluation of the required parameters. 

There are three major sources of capital funds for agricultural 

development: 

1. On-farm savings; 

2. Private loans; 

3. Public investment. 

t 
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Attempts should, therefore, be made to estimate farm income and the 

saving habits ·of the farm population to gathe'T information on the credit 

system ,and to project available public funds .. A thorough understanding 

of farm organi~ation is a prerequi site for any plan. ,This is be st achieved 

by identifying the predominant farm. types in each sub-region and by 

analysing the input-output relations,crop rotations, number and types 

of live stock, q.nnualwork and irrigation, schedules, costs and returns, 

financial str,ucture, and other organizatioI).a.i <;:haracteristics oLthe 

typical farm:s. The construction of a synthetic farm model for each 

farm type is a highly useful tool of analysis for this purpose., 

The analy.sis of marketing channels and costs should also precede 

planning. The demand for farm products, both within and without the 

region, should be- studied in an attempt to develop demand 'projections 

and marketing outlets . Projections' provided by the national planning· 

authorities may be very useful in this respect. 

Compilation, analysis, and evaluation of all pertinent data are 

a time consuming undertaking and the first plans will, therefore, be 

based on somewhat scanty information and rather crude analyses. As 

long as the se weakne s se s are recognized, they should not det~r planner s 

from embarking on the second phase of planning. 

Planning phase II: :determination of development strategies and 

preparation of preliminary plans. Having as sembled and evaluated the 

needed information, , the planner s must now det~rmine the development 

strategies and lay down preliminary general pl,ans~ The adopted 

strategies shoul~ a~m ,at cleveloping tho,s~ resource,s which effectively; 

limit growth; at inducing spontaneous ec,?nomic activiti~s, an<;lat 
, " .'; .~ ",. . ' . . (. : . ' '. -- , 

building growth: potential. Prelimi~ary :plans s?ould reflect~asic 

development s~:ategies; they servea~ checks on the cor~sistency of the, 

envis~ed policy measure,s and <,:>bjectives with ~~ailable resources, and, 

of the projected rise in output of the various industries with the ex-
. " . . . l . . ',." . -: ~ - : - - . -.: : .. : . ~ . , j 

pansion in intermediate and final demand. 
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Planning phase Ill: detailed final programming. Prelirpinary plans 

aTe the oasis for detailed programming. In Phase III, balance sheets for 

the availability and utilization of the various resources, and the production, 

and di sappearance of the various goods and service s are prepared on a 

sub -regional and regional basis. Detailed inve stment and current costs 

of inclividual development projects and their financial sources are 

estimated and integrated in the general programme. A detailed pro

gramme of research and extension activities should con~titute an integral 

petrt of the plan, 

The social and economic outcome s of the planned development may 

now be evaluated. To this effect the expected rate of growth of household 

income, outputs of the various industries, levels of education, employment, 

and values of other target variables i1re forecast for the year constituting 

the planring horizon. In the light of the projected performance of the 

economy and the further understanding gained in this planning phase, 

certain revisions of the plans are unavo~clable, and final plans may differ 

from preliminary plans. 

Economic Planning Techniques 

The technique s employed in reg~onal economic planning are similar 

to those used at the national level, discussed in the previous chapter. In 

the author's opinion, budge~ing is still the most useful and practical 

technique, as it avoids the rigiditi~s inherent in input-output and linear 

(or n()n-linear) prograrp.ming methods. Furthermore, it allows planners 

to use their judgement in considering the unquantifiable restrictions and 

imponderable factors that abound in any development programme. The use 

of formal programming techniques requires a~cess to high speed electronic 

computing facilities and highly trained personnel- -conditions which are 

not easily satisfied. Even where the techniciil prerequisites for the ap

plication of mathematical programming methods exist, they may serve 

only as auxiliary planning tools. 

cl 
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CHAPTER III 

SOME REFLECTIONS ON ECONOMIC PLANNING 

AND DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 

Introduction 
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Economic planning has been both expanded and intensified in the 

past twenty years. Doubtless, this sprpad of planning consciousness 

owes much to the dictates of fashion; nevertheless, the necessity for 

planning IS genuine and its importance cannot be denied. This need for 

planning IS a direct result of the increase in governmental intervention 

in the economic process--in itself both estabUshed and necessary. 

Economic planning is today extensively practised despite the 

wide spread feeling that planning has failed to live up to expectations. 

This lack of fulfillment of hopes engendered sterns, in our opinion, 

from a misconceplion--on the part of planners and public alike-- of the 

role of economic planning. Economic planning is generally viewed as a 

discipline related asymmetrically to the day by day process of policy 

forrr1 ation. In accordance with this conception, plans are prepared at 

different time intervals for subsequent periods of time, e. g., a Five 

Year Plan. During the period of plan implementation, all activities, 

it is held, should adhere to the blueprint. 'fhi s appro:=tch to economic 

planning may be likened to the process of aiming and bring a rifle; 

rather should it be viewed and dealt with as the process of guiding a 

missile. The purpose of economic planning, therefore, is to provide 

for rational and f<'lr-sighted control of the socio-economic process. 

The main objective of this paper is to rp.consider the role of 

economic planning within the framework of the political deci sion-

taking process, and as a basic thesis we in<'lintain that economic planning 

should be comprehended as a continuous process of policy formulation. 

This conception of planning involves both organizational and methodological 

implications. Some of the problems and principles rdated to the 
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,kvelopment strategy will now be outlined. 

The Socio-Economic Process and Its Control 

'1'11(' Socia-Economic Process 

The socio-economic process IS governed by a series of functional 

n~lations arising from the behaviour patterns of socio-economic units and 

from the definitional and technical relations of social and ecnnoITlic 

variables. As exaITlples of behavioral relations we ITlay quote consuITlption 

pittterns. investors· response to econoITlic opportunities, and social 

nll)bility, whereas input-output coefficients and production functions are 

examples of definitional or technical relations. Let us designate the set 

of functional relations as the structure. Given the initial state of the 

so,~io-econoITlic system at the beginning of any particular period and given 

a number of endogenous influencing factors, e. g., climatic conditions, war, 

etc., the value s of the social and econoITlic variable s during the period 

under survey, and hence the state of the system at the beginning of the 

next period, will be deterITlined by the structure. States of growth, iITl-

mobility, stagnation, and decline ITlay all occur, depending on the nature 

of the initial conditions, the exogenous factors, anrl. most important of all, 

on the functional relations. Although the structure can, for the sake of 

siITlplicity, be considered ITlore or less stable in the short run, in the 

long run this will not be the case. Structural changes are cuntinuously 

t .• king place - -with the exception of stationary societi es - -generally through 

evolutionary process and occasionally through revolution; every real develop

ITlent will be accoITlpanied by cOITlprehensive structural change. 

The Control and Function of the Planning Process 

The socio-econoITlic process can be controlled to some extent by 

government; government intervention, by manipulating certain control 
." 

instruments--"instrumental variables II (Tinbergen"')--can affect the time 

J, Tinbergen. "Economic Policy: Principles and Design, I. North 
Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1956. 
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path of the systeITl. Tax rates, tad ffs, subsidies, allocation of public 

funds aITlong cOITlpeting developITlent projects; distribution of state 

outlays to education, health, defence, and other public service s- -all 

ITlaybe cited as exaITlples of quantitative control instruITlents. The 

governITlent ITlay also atteITlpt to affect the socio-econoITlic process by 

initiating structural changes through legislation, adITlinistrative arrange

ITlents, education, and other ITleasure s. 

GovernITlent intervention is a continuous process affecting the 

entire tiITle path of the econoITlY, and the effects of iITlrnediate decisions 

carryover well into the future. Any intervention involve s expenditure 

of scarce resources, and the pragITlatic question of econoITlic efficiency, 

ITlay be posed- -whether the benefits accruing froITl the intervention 

exceed its costs, and whether higher benefits ITlight not have been, 

obtained with siITlilar or even lower expenditure, by the adoption of 

alternative intervention ITleasures. It is at this point that econoITlic 

planning enters upon the scene. 

EconoITlic planning is essentially a phase in the political decision 

ITlaking process. Its ITlain functions within the political-adITlinistrative 

ITlachinery thus are: 

1. To provide data required for decision making, 

2. To propose intervention strategie s, ' 

3. To evaluate the outcOITle of alternative econoITlic policies, 

4. To coordinate the activities of various governITlent agencies, 

5. To propagate econoITlic inforITlation and projections so as to 

iITlprove the coordination of decisions in p:dvate and publi}: 

sectors and ITliniITlize the waste of resources due to lack of 

foresight. 

A plan consists, therefore, of a realistic p:rograITln'le of actions toh"e 

carried out by the governITlent together with projections of their likely 

social and econoITlic outcOITles. A plan thus defined has only superficial 

siITlilarity with SOITle econoITlic plans which are litHe ITlore than lists 
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of tccrget values for certain economic. quantities, such as outputs, exports, 

imports, and investments. This is not to say that these figures are ir

relevant to the planning proce s s, but in a real plan the principal emphasis 

should be placed on the scope and timing of government intervention re

quired to reach desired targets. 

All economic planning programmes are based, by necessity, and 

will always be based, on mco'Uplete data. This is parti cularly true of 

developing nations where m -LLY of the country's resource s are still un

explored, demographic <Hld social statistics are inadequate, and detailed 

f'conomic statistics are ?V,~ilable mainly for the public sector and the 

country's foreign trade. Sources 01 cata are primarily studies and specific 

surveys undertaken in previous year s, feed-back material during plan 

implementation, and the flo'·" of inforrr.ation frorr. 3.broad. Data from feed

back and from surveys are t'l far the rtlost important. A s the informational 

position improves, earlier projections are reviewed, and the entire plan 

,'lIst be brought up to date; often, the original plan will be discarded after 

some time, and a new one v'orked out. The guiding principle will be: the 

operational significance of a f,lan is derived from its potential influence on 

action. Under imperfect knoY'ledge, only the immediate actions matter, 

since sub sequent actions may be reconsidered and replanned from an im

proved informational pasitior;. 

Economic planning is thus comprehended as a sequential proce s s with 

'lll ever receding horizon. 

Organizational and Methodological Implications 

This conception of economic planning has important organizational 

and methodological implications; some of these we shall row consider. 

Organizational implications. The administrati'yt structure of planning 

requires, first and foremnst, close commnnication with the executive 

brC\nches of government. Thus, each ministry and regional authority-

where the latter is responsible for development scheme s - - should have its 

own planning unit. To assure overall coordination. ? central planning 

'. 
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authority should be established whose role will be to define overall 

development programmes, through coordination of the plans of the various 

planning units. It is vital that the central planning authority participate 

activ~ly in the formulation of fiscal and monetary policies. This must be 

assured by an appropriate administrative organization. 

According to this approach, any exclusive reliance on outside 

assistance in developing economic plans should be regarded only as a 

transitory phase during which the planning organization is set up. This, 

of course, does not exclude continuous advisory activity in special fields. 

Methodological implications. In view of the importance of data for 

the planning process, planning authorities should initiate research pro

jects, surveys, and studies designed to improve the informational base 

of planning. Some of these studies should be carried out by members 

of planning teams and some contract ed out to universities, research 

institutions, engineering consultants, and other appropriate bodies~ 

The high importance attributed to data collection should also be re

flected in the development strategy by assigning high prioritie s to 

information-yielding projects . 

The last implication concerns the problem of the planning horizoIl~ 

or the duration of plans. In determining the planning horizon, one must 

bear in mind that plans are needed only to the extent that they serve as 

guides to immediate action. It is therefore necessary to plan ahead only 

as far as immediate actions have significant effect. The planner must 

consider the future only to the extent that it has operational implication~ 

with respect to short-term action. Thus, the evaluation of a darn or 

similar irrigation projects should span several decades, while pro:,: 

duction plans for annual crops call for a horizon of only one year, 

A United Nations group of experts on programming techniques 

has distinguished three broad categories of plans:':' 

United Nations Economic Commis sion for Asia and the Far East. 
"Programme Techniques for Economic Development." Report of the 
First Group of Experts on Programming Techniques, Development 
Programming Serie s No.1. Bangkok, 1960. 
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1. Prospective pl~~~ ... -coveJ:'ing a spa.n of two t·') tl11'ee decade s. 

These plans se~~'ve as a r:raITlet.,r/O':'!: fo:~ S}10~:!;E;:t terITl plans, 

and as a guide fo:: deci sians CO!lcp-~cning developITlent projects 

whose gestation period and Hfe expectancy are re1.atively long. 

2. MediuITl-terITl plans--extending over 4 to 6 yea:i"s. These plans 

involve decisions concerning the ITlc,\jOTj';:-Y of developITlent 

prograITlrnes (;.1.g:{':i.cut~uTe, industry, education, etc.), and 

should be ITluch ITlo,~e detailed tha.n the prospective plans. 

3. Short-terITl plans. Of t1!lese, the ITlost detailed and specific 

is the annual pla.n which should be closely associated with the 

governITlent budge~. 

In concluding this sect:i.on, it should be eITlphasized that the duration 

of a plan should noe be in'::e:cp:ceted to ITlean tlla'c new plans should not be 

reviewed during the dUI'aLion period. The underlying concept is that of 

a constantly evolving or roning plan whi.,::h continuously ITlaintains a horizon 

of given duration. 

The Strategy of EconoITlic DevelopITlent Planr.ing 

Planning Objective s and ~be ProbleITl of Rational Choice 

The policy ITlaker is faced with several altezon3J;i ve line s of action and 

he is, therefore, called upon to select planning prog:caITlITles in accordance 

with objectives and other criteria. A rational choice of policy ITleasures 

is defined by the degree of achieveITlent of certain ohjectives. These 

objective s may be expxe s sed i.n terms of 2. fini'ce set of criteria, de scribing 

ql,lantitatively the ITlain fea~u:;:'es of econoITlic pe:rfO!."'ITlance, such as the value 

of the national product and its rate of growth, eITlpl')j"ITlent, p:dce stability, 

income distribution., ;).nd the balance 0: p<:l.fITlents. Dii:icuHies arise, however, 

when the choice is between plans with a set of incoITlpa.tible criteria. As an 

example of such inCOITlp2.ti['Hi~;l, full E:ITlpl')YITleni: ITl3.y give :dse to inflation 

and foreign exchange difficulU.es, and rapid growth ITlay have undesirable 

effects on incoITle dist:eibu~ion. The Hnal po:rLicy decisions aTe, L'l fact, 
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usually arrived 2t by poEtical proce s se s, often reflecting the political 

pull of various sectoria.l groups. In arrivj.ng at these policy decisions, the 

status quo and past pe:dormance ordinarily serve as a point of departure, 

a fact which often bm:dens political decision-making with great inertia 

and sluggishness. 

In the subsequent discussion, it will be ,3,ssumed that the rate of 

growth of the national prod'L~ct will be the most important, though not 

the sole objective; this assumption is particula:rly valid for developing 

economie s. 

The Role of Goverr'.ment in the Station~ry Econo:my 

Emerging economies aTe often charc.cterized by stationc.ry socio

economic processes. Thus, the income gene~{"ated in productive 

a.ctivities may be so low that savings a:i:e just sufficient for the replace

ment of existing but inadequate capital stocks; without an increase in 

capital stocks, income is destined to remain low. Human capital in 

the form of education skills, know-how, and social organization are 

also stagnant. The vicious circle of low capi"Cal-low income-low savings

low capital is characteristic of othe:r numerous similar vicious circles 

in the stationary socio-economic process. Primitive productive pro

ceses represent a low level of division of labour and the prevalence 

of unspecialized technologies, leading to subsistei1.ce agriculture, with 

its singular self-sufficiency and l;::~ck of exch2.nge. There is insufficient 

inducement to develop n1.al"keting channels ana. transportation networks 

without which sel:f- sufficiency remains as the co~,"e of the socio -economic 

pattern. In the ab sence of eco;'1.omic exchange, social and cultural com

munication are hindei·ed, traditional pa,tterns pe:i:petuated, and social 

mobility maintained at a low level. Thus, the primitive system of 

production is pre se:;:ved indefinitely. 

Under such cLccumstances, exogenous intervention is unavoidable, 

due to the lack of any endogenous mechanisms, capable of breaking up 

these ficious circles. The role of transforming socio-economic 
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structures must, therefore, be assumed by gove!:nrnent. Such a change 

is 2.n immense undertaking, extending far beyond the de"H.:l·)prnent of an 

infTastructure and the accumulation of cc.pital. Since the available resources, 

ano. in pal~ticular trained. pe~tsonnel, know-how~ and o:cganizat:i.on are ex

tremely scarce in new economies, the choice of a.pp:copriat3 development 

strategies will be a crucbJ element in economic p~.o.l1l1il1.g. 

Guiding principles with respect to the optional selection of develop

ment strategies are still wanting. These could pro~::,ably be obted.ned by 

detailed analyses of the outcome of actual development schemes. Tracing 

the causes of success or fail'..ue to the relation between certain socio

economic attributes and the development strategies may help in developing 

the desired principles. 

Development through Inducernent 

The principal conclusion of our preceding di scus sian is that social 

and economic development should be brought about by inducing the individual 

units to act in a manner conducive to growth. Both direct and indirect 

indu.cements are generated by' creating certain econOlnic opportunities 

which serve as incentives. The development of a proper infra.structure, 

the provision of improved seeds, fertilizer, and convenient credit ar

rangements, and Inarket faciEties aye good examples. They provide 

peasants with the opportunity to improve their production and income by 

;;:tdopting more modern techniques. These, howevel', are only necessary 

conqitions and, in most cases, are not sufficient in themselves to induce 

spontaneous economic growth. In order to induce people to take advantage 

of opportunities the following circumstances should prevail: 

1. Awareness of existing opportunities to inc:,'ease production; 

2. Acquisition of requisite know-how, skills, and managerial 

abilities to make use of these opportunities; 

3. Urge to assume the risks and uncertainties inherent in any 

attempt to discard traditional social and economic patterns 

of behaviour; 
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4. Conviction that the new proce s se s do not contradict existing 

social nOrITIS; 

5. Absence of any ham.pering by existing institutions. 

These prerequisites for effective inducement mechanisms are not 

easily fulfilled. They imply that efforts must be made to communicate 

to people the existence of opportunities, and teach them the use of such 

opportunitie s through the setting up of demonstration farms or similar 

teaching practices. They also imply the need to educate people in a 

way that will create aspirations toward social and economic improve

ment and encourage faith in their own ability to achieve them by 

exploiting the opportunities opened to them. 

Some good examples may be found in the field cif water resource 

development. Numerous costly irrigation projects h~ve been con

structed, often with chronic and substantial excess capacity. Op

portunity has been created for increasing farm output;yet projects 

are only partially utilized and little advantage taken of afforded op

portunity. This is due, in part, to the failure to satisfy some of the 

five pre-conditions for successful inducement. Farmers may not be 

aware of these opportunities inasmuch as they involve a shift to un

traditional crops and modern irrigation and farmirig methods. Granted 

this awarene s s, they may lack the nece s sary know-how and willingne s s 

to assume the associated risks. Even more often the existing institutions-

the land tenure system, credit institutions, and marketing facilities--are 

completely inadequate, and, in fact, interfere with the full utilization 

of the available supply of water. The diver sion of some re source s 

from the development of the irrigation system to the creation of the 

required change in the socio-economic structure may assure more 

effective inducement. 

This treatment of the inducement princl:ple has b~en rather general 

and even sweeping; in actual analysis, it should be treated in detail 

and social and psychological approache s elaborated. All that can be 
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done in this context is tl..1 emphasize the importance and pre:cequisitcs for 

eHective activation of inducelnent m.echa:nisms, 

Inducements are ge~le~"2.ted by the direct 01' inrI.i.reet creation of 

incentives 10:-- investments, technological progj~es~;> 3,[,,] DUtpl_1~: expansion. 

In SOl':1e seetOrf; of the economy, outpu.t and inveatrnen;. are limited by the 

lack of adequate efJecbve den'land, wh:cle in ot:"e:r- SCC~c)TS, thsy a:'e l'e

st:rictecl by the scareit-y- of 1'9."V rnate:;:"ial£:'., Ir.. th.ese cC'.ses, gyowth m.ay 

be generated in development foci and transmitted, through backw2.1'd and 

forwaJ~d linkages, to the rest of the economy. Multiplier eff'':)cts constitute 

the most important transmission m·echanism. 

The Role of Multiplier Effects 

Muli:ipJ.ier effects are means by whidl j.nC0me cwG. derna.:ncl ch2.nge s 

2. .. "e propagated throug}lOut the econorny. If, for example, in a ce:ct2.in 

region an ii1cre8.se in gove:;:'mnent spending ha" occu::."i'ed, the arlditional 

cxpendil:ul'e will, in part, be spent on goods and services p?:"oduced within 

the particub.r region--an increase in tbe regi'::>n3.l incomE.; the :rest will 

he paid ont for goods and services irnported from other l'egions of the 

country oX' from abroad. The income incre~nent within the regi'.)n will 

be partly saved, but mostly spent. Again, part of the incl'eased spending 

will accrue to othel" regions a.nd foreign countries, and the rest wHl be 

spent locally, thel'eby generating a fm~ther increase in income. The pro

cess described will continue until the effects of the inii:ial change taper 

out. Unle s s the l'egioD2.1 productive capacity is h'.lly employed, the income 

gene:t2..ted in the region wiU, in its turn, gene!,3:~e i\'..creil~-,ed production, 

It is also obvio'.ls th2.t the benefici2.l effects will not ce rest:i:icted to the 

parti.cular regiorJ, but will be transmitted t(") other :;:egions of t~:le cOl'..ntry, 

The m<J.gnitude of the ove:,~aH effe'_~t within the r~gj.oJl, or w.ltl~in the 

country, will depend on the composition of t!Je i.nii::i.al exper.cli.i;ur8G, on the 

marginal propensities to consume of the popal?ti.C'Yl in the p;:u_o1;ic']13~c' region, 

as well as in other regions of the country, and OD t1)e deg(ee o{ di;rersification 

I 
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percentage of added value, the higheT the ~("egional E1Cl.:Lginal properisities 

to consume; the 10"Vv'eT t~J.e: imported cornp0::'1.ents of cons,jmer goods~' arid 

the more dLrer siiied the l'egimc.al and national economy; the greate:c 

will be the rnuHipliel: eHect. It should also be emphasized that 

multiplier effects are imp'Jrtant instl"Umer).ts i.:::1 actLv<lting il19Ucement 

ITlechanisITls and in providing incentives for, spont2_neOus econoITl~c 

activity, They are thus conducive to accelerated growth ?:nd should be 

considered, in choosing developlnent strategies., 

Linkages and the Interdepende::1.c~ of Economic Activities 

The concept of economic linkage is a~dn to the concept of the 

ITlultiplier. Two type s of economic linkage m.ay be distinguished 

according to HirshmCl.n.:':< fo::,.'ward lankage and backwaTdlinkage. 

Forward linkage :refers to dependence and inducem.ent relationship's 

that exist between the supply of certai!l. goods and se:'.'vice s an.d the 

econoITlic activities using then'1 as iriputs; cotton production is,thus, 

forwardly linked to the textile indust:'y. Backward linkage refers 

to the derived demand for goods 01" se~cvices genera.ted by the develop-" 

ITlent of industries using these goods OT services as inputs OT by changes 

in final deITl.and, such as pr5:,'ate consuITlption, expo:rts, etc. Identi-

fication and quantification of the econoITlic linkages of the vadous 

activitie sallow planne:c s to trace out the path of theITlultiplier effects 

and inducement ITlechanisITls. This knowledge aHows the planner to 

choose certain "growth leaders" fOT a co".centrated developITlent 

effort. The growth leaders oecoITle levers fo!" an overall econoITlic 

activity and growth. It should be eITlphasized, however, that in ITlany 

eITlerging econoITlies, and, pa:rticulaTly, in rural areas, these linkages 

.'-.-
A. O. Hi~("shITlan. "The Strategy of Eco71on'1ic Development, " 

Yale Universi-::y Press, New Haven, 1958, 
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Other Considerations 

the foxeigp- cU.X'Y."ency po.sHi.on of the COl1lYtl"i, 2.!"J.r1 rnt:\.ny othe;:' eonsidera-

sine,e oU:.':' rnain objectivE; l:laG be,en to p:'r.eeez.t 'basic cm'HlideTations with 

e ~o!lomie s, 

eeono'(;"lie s. The t1"ea.tmer-:.'l: of the r::nh.ie~:t has, of net~ess5.ty, been. short 

8.n ull"derstand7.ng of. t}:'.e p:"·~2p,a.Bes and the Teq,:dl~em'::H~ts of economic 

planning t so that tJ:.iI.t:l d~Yna.TI.c1s tnadc of the eeoi."llom~.1!.: pla:nner",.·:and the 
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FACTORS CON~. __ TIONING THE APPROACH 

TO WATER MANAGEMENT 

197 

Throughout history there has been a constant search for more 

efficient ways of developing and utilizing water re source s, Some

times the search has led to major shifts in the approach to water 

management. Generally, however, changes have been adopted 

slowly; the process has been evolutionary rather than revolutionary. 

Changes corne only as a result of a strong motivating force .. 

. At any particular time the approach to water management 

in a given place will be conditioned by at least four factors: (1). 

concepts of the purposes of water resource development. (2) 

perception of the problems and possibilities for development, (3) 

the available technology, and (4) social guides:. These factors 

are to a considerable extent interrelated and a change in one effects 

all the others-

Concepts of. the Purpose s of Development 

Concepts of the purposes of water resource development range 

from the view that water should be developed to satisfy certain specific 

human needs, such as the provision of drinking water, irrigation water, 

hydro-electric power, etc, to the view that water resource development 

is a means to achieving "a better .1ife, II measured in economic and social 

terms.. The latter view has been extremely popular in the United States, 

particularly in the WesL It is largely associated with reclamation 

prograhls and with multiple purpose schemes such as those undertaken by 

the Federal GovernmenL Water resource development has been regarded 
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as a rne2.n6 of stimuJ.ating e(:,o:{.omic Jevclo::n;:!ont lD ·,n3.~q of the under

developed CQunt:rie s. A n:.u:,::.i-;'Cl· 0:( the 3ch.e:rne·~ sUFpo:;:-ted by the 'AT orld 

Ba:'lk, fo1' exarnple, have h,eeD. based on tl"iD concept. 

!'e:t'c-eption of Problems ano of PossiojJH:i.CG !.?:t°.?ey~.oprn~~_ 

The way in whicll people perc.eive water P:i.o90ler;ls and th'~ oppor

t~nities fOT water r~SOU1'ce developrnent exe:rt a pi~ofouFd influence on the 

2.ppl'OaCD to water nlanagernent. Perseption is conditioned largely by 

expel-ience, knowledge, technical exper·tise, and certain perso!lality 

traits. Kate s ha6 shov.rp, {or eX2.rnple, th,?:t l8.ck of experience leads to 

imperfect perc~ption of Hood hazard. He has also shown that even though 

a flood plain dweller may be award of the flood b.<l.zard.s, he Inay have a 

ver',' irnperfect pel"ception of possible adjuscn.Jent3 to tha.t ha.za:qi, He 

may be aware of possiDilities lor dealing with the p:roblern, buL rnay he 

unclear as to whether they apply to his situat\orL Tn SOHle case s, programs 

of information disscnlination cO.n ilnprove the perc~ption of posaiblc 

solutions a.'1.dthe adoDtion of solutions. 

Much depends on 'Nho the decision makers aTe. Th!! engin~eT, for 

example, has a different view l:c'OHl the econolilist a.s to what the most 

desirable course of actio!!. mii~ht be. ,Althc-rlg}leCO~l.OlniGtG c.nn engineers 

m,~y not make decisions dLrectly, they neve:i°th.:les3 cxe:tt a pJ:ofounu 

influence on decision-rna~drlg through the 2.::':c-ay of project!> '7i1J.,ich they 

put forward for cOHsirizration.. Kenr ... cth Bould).n:::; ;:-),nd Ray Linsley discuss 

the economist and the ,en,gince:-.:-' s poi:f1ts of view, :re specti-,rely, in their 

contribution to the book. i)"{ Stepll.cn Smith and Erne",'y C2.stk. {See 

Stephen Smith and Emery Castle, Water ReGc'tU'ces DevelopD.l.cnt} pp. 

82-103) 

':\vailable Technology 

The technology which i::; ?.PFJ.icabl~ to a giv"!:n situation d~pends, in 
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however, in technologies Jdopted in similar situations in different parts 

of the world. Sometimes thc. adoption of technology is inhibite'd by 

cultural factors. The role of technokgy in water resources development 

is discussed in detail in the book by Edward Ackerman and George Lof, 

Technology in American Water Development, John Hopkins Press, 1953. 

Social Guide s 

Social guides are those aspects of human behavior, past and present, 

that condition water re source development. In some case s, they are 

given expression in laws, administrative arrangements, and public 

policies. In other instances they exert a less direct influence and Cire 

tacitly accepted in policy formulation. They may encourage or discourage 

development. 

Motivation for Change 

The approach to wat er management is constantly changing. Major 

shifts in the approach, however, usually depend upon the existence of a 

major motivating force. Typically, this motivating force follows from a 

crisis of some sort. For example: (1) period of prolonged aridity, 

(2) a catastrophic flood, (3) intolerable pollution, and (4) severe economic 

depre s sion. 

There are many examples of effects of crises on water management 

policie s in the United States. The soil conservation programs were bo::rn 

following a period of aridity. The flood control acts have followed major 

floods. Pollution control laws have resulted fr~m thec:t:isis in ponuti~n. 

The depression of the 1930's led toa more active federal role in \Nate~ 

resource development in the United States. Henry C. Hart in his a:rtiCJ.e 

on "Crisis, Community, and Consent" in Law and Contemporary Pr6bl~ms, 

Summer 1957, shows how crises have played a major role in water 

resource development in the United States. 
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II 

CHANGES IN THE }\PPROACH TO W.A TER :MANAGEMENT 

IN THE UNI'fED STATES 

Characteristics of Wate-..- Mana.gernent in the Unit~d States 

There is no single app:;."oach to watel' rrlci.I'.a.ger:lent in the United 

States: rather, a vari.ety of approaches, vaqring from region to 

region and fro:al Inanagerco nla:::12.geL H is possible, nevertheless, to 

di scern some broad characterisEc s: 

lo The growing infbence of government at all levels in water 

management. 

2. The heavy emphasis on law and historical precedentl and the 

small emphasi.s on economic considerations In allocations of 

water bet\:veen users and between uses" 

3. The great emphasis 021 physica.l engineering compared with 

human engineering:: This is a reflection of a technologically

oriented society. 

4. Comp:rehensive planning is an ideal which is aspired to rather 

than one which is achieved in p:tactice. Even the TVA scheme 

was not completely cOIT1prehensive. 

5. The growing desh"e fOl" im.Ul"oved water qua.lity. 

Causes of Shifts in the _Approach to Wate-r M3.nagernent 

There have been some importetnt shHts in the approach to water 

management in the United Sta.te s in the past 100 year 3, and especially in 

the past 30 years. Major shifts may be expected in the next 10-20 years. 

Change s in the approa.cb to water luanag:ement have followed principally 

from: 

1. The growing S'~:o:"iOU3n'eS<'l of certaL" water pTQblenlS and the 

emergence of new ones. 

2. Changes iTt possjJ)i1iti~f~ of Cie2.ling with '-vater problems, 
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principally as a :. esult of improved technology. 

3. Change s in political philosophy. 

These factors have found expression i1~ the four elements which condition 

the approach to water management; namely, (l) views of the purposes 

of water development, (2) perception of possibilities for development, 

(3) technology, (4) institutional guides, 

Changing Views of the Purposes of Water Development 

The approach to water management in the United States has been 

conditioned by three concepts relating to the purposes of development. 

1. The Key to Development 

From an early stage in the history of the United States it has been 

assumed that economic development is closely associated with the 

development of water resources. One of the earliest expressions of this 

notion was in the development of waterways. The federal government 

has played an important role in this connection. It has also played an 

important role in policie s relating to the reclamation of arid lands in the 

West of the United States. 

The notion of "the key to development" grew in popularity in the 

1930' s and still has considerable currency. Much of the legislation 

enacted by Congress in the period since the 1930's appears to have been 

based on this notion. 

2. The Yardstick and the Bircnrod 

The nature of water resources IS such that monopoly is possible~ 

Recognition of this possibility led to the view that the government should 

compete or threaten to compete, to keep private enterprise in line. This 

view is most prevalent in policies relating to navigation and hydro-electric 

power development. 

3. The Staff of Life 

The view has long been held that everyone should be provided with 

a certain modicum of water at a nominal charge, regardless of the cost 
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of production.. This view still prevails, especially in certain municipal 

water supply syster:ns. 

_Changing Importance of Concepts of Purposes of Development 

It is probable that the foregoing concepts were valid when they were 

developed. They no longer seem to be as irrlportant, aowever, as they 

once were. Consequently, justification for gove:-nment action must rest 

on other factor s 0 

1 ~ The Key to Development 

\Vater resources are now less importcmt as an element in the cost 

structure of economic enterprise, even in t:1.e arid West. There has 

been considerable diver sification in the economy of <'.rid areas. New 

activities in Inany cases have not had large wateT demands. In addition, 

possibilities of water transfer and iIT}provement in technology of water 

use have rnade it possible to solve w9-ter scarcities in some instances. 

Although water may no longer be regarded as a "key to development, II 

its absence may inhibit certain kinds of developmenL 

An important di scus sion of this que stion may be found in Irving Fox's 

article on IIAttainment of Efficiency in Satisfying Den1.ands for Water 

Resources, II which appears in the American Econorrlic Review, May 1964. 

2. The Birchrod and Yardstick 

One rationale offered for government participation in the develop

ment of navigation was th2.t it was an effective regulatory device in con

nection with railroad rates. It appears, however, that competition from 

truck transpoTt is toda.y much more influential than navigation in this 

regard. 

One recq,on given fo~C' the participation of the federal government 

in hydro -electric power development was that it helped to regulate the 

activities of the p:dvate power utilities. 'foday, however, hydro-electric 

power is declining in irnportance as a form of energy_ Ot~1.er Ineans of 

regulation are now being actively sought. The app:;.'oach of the Nationa.l 

~, 
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Power Survey, faT exam.:i--'.1e, may be even more effective than direct federal 

participation, For a discur 'lon of this point see W. R. D. SeweH,I('I'l-,e 

United States National Power Survey,' Water Power, May 1965. 

3.. The Staff of Liie 

Advances in t.echnology and the growing affluence of American 

Society have tended to make the 'IStaff of Life li concept obsolete. im-

provements in rec'T,Hng techniques and water treatment have red-H.:ed 

requirements for carry-over storageo In addition, pridng below ('GEt 

seems Ie s s nece s sary today as peopie are able to pay what it costs to i 

make water available. An excellent disc\lSS10n of these matters is'fm:r:.d 

in J. W, MiHimar. "Folicy Hori~oi1s for Urban Water Supply, Ii Re sr . Tee s 

for the Future Eeprint No, 40. 

Implications of (~h::Jngf's in Concepts of Purposes of Development 

The main implication of the foregoing cb.anges is that government 

intervention seems less necessary than it O:),CE was. On tIl,e oth~r har..d, 

there are powerf1Jl :;:'easons wny gc)vernment interest in developmeL/ in 

water resources io:; hkely to cOClEnue and pass:'bI'! increase. 

I.. Institutional Rigi.dities 

Once esta!::hshed in a partic-uIa::r rcle, gov€xnrnen't )ntervention ;1 s 

unlikely to be 7~laxed.1 aL l.e,~.st not: in the s'noj,-t :c'un. 

2. New Bases fDr' Intervention 

There is a g:(ov'ing COlv::ern j.n thE; United States over the ~'Q.l2~'~' .. : 

of Environment. Ii In the p2 st, concern has been rna,inly with providing 

increased quantiti,es of water fo:!' va:::'lous pu!"poseso This concer!1 con'.: .. GI.JeE. 

Added to it today, hov"'€ve:>:,,. is :he de SiTE- to J.:mprovlS thequ3.litf of wa.':t' r. 
, . 

It has been recognized that certain Clses, especially waste dilution, are 

likely to lead to se::::':!'l:lS 'iexternal" effects. Problems a::-ise relaJ:ing to 

the tracing of respcc:s~i.hibties and paying of compensation. 

The gTe-wing d,,,. sire to provide for increasing .recrea::ional opport~ni~tie s 

1S also likely to lead to increased gavernmcnt participation i:l water 
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resource management. Inc:reased leisure d:me will probably stimulate 

further demands for waterba.Eled recre::,.tion. In som.e ca,ses, the demands 

for such recreation will conilict with demands for water for other purposes. 

Demands fo1' recreation ana cans £01' arbitration will :'!lultiply in the years 

to corne. It also seems likely that the govexnrncnt will be called upon to 

provide recl.·eational opportunities, especially in ca.ses where water is 

involved. 

It is probable, thex-eiore, that govern:ment influence in water manage-

ment will grow in fhe years, certainly in connection with regulation of 

water use, and, no doubt. in development as well. 

Changes in the Perception of Problems a.nd 
Possibilities lOT Developm~ 

The occurrence of a la:rge nur:nber of ma.jor floods in the United 

States in recent years h8.s, no doubt, r;lade people r.nore aware of flood 

programs. Even so, there appears to be a lag bet'ween the perception 

of the problem and the adoption of an a.djustment. In the case of adjust-

ments to floods, it may be 30 years, or even longer. 

Experience of water pollution has also aroused a call for action. 

However. solutions are often il2.rrowly perceived, and generally confined 

to the treatment of wastes, the provision of increased water flows for 

dilution purposes, and regulation. There has been relatively little 

emphasis on the in'.:idental adoption of wateT quality control measures 

in production proces ses, even though the se measure s :might lead to 

significant eco;:lO:mics. 

Nevertheles 6, advance s in technology h;:l.ve tended to widen the 

horizon of possible solutions to ffic,ny water problelns. 

Advances in Technobgy 

There have been a number of major advances in the t'echnology of 

wate:r :.eSOUTce develop:ment in the past 30 ye2.rs, as well as in water 
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utilization technology. A, ery comprehensive review of this progress 

is to be found in Ackerman and Lof's Technology in A:merican Water 

DevelopITlent. A discus sion also appeC'-s in the Senate Select Committee 

on National Water Resources, Print No. 31. 

Certain advances have tended to lead to better design. Computer

ization of analysis and prognostic hydrology are examples. Other 

technological advances have increased the range of choice of solutions 

to problems. The use of nuclear explosives, the development of water 

pipelines, and increases in transmission line voltages, are examples. 

In addition, technological advances have made it possible to obtain greater 

use from given quantities of water .. Development of recycling technicues, 

advances in water-conserving agronomy, evaporation suppression, and 

waste treatment are examples in this connection, 

Such advances in technology have helped to broaden the range of 

choice. The consequences have been on the one hand t6make possible the 

more efficient use of available resources, but on the other to increase 

pressure on available resources by bringing to light possibilities hitherto 

not perceived. It is difficult to determine whether the advances makiI1:g. 

pos sible more efficient use have counterbalanced the increased pres sure 
4 

brought about by the development of new uses .. 

Social Guides 

The approach to water management is conditioned by numerous 

social guides, such as social mores, religion, 12ws, administrative 

arrangements; and political ideologies. There have been some important 

shifts in certain social guides in the past 100 years, aIld especially in the 

past 30 years. A discussion of these shifts appears in Irving Fox's 

"New Horizons in Water Resources Administration, 11 Resources for the 

Future Reprint No. 51. Fox notes that there has been improvement 

in procedures for evaluating water development projects. At the same 

time, there are some important problems still to be overcome in this 
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connection. These relate principally to the problems of discount rates, 

secondary effects, intangibles, subnational points of view, and redis

tribution of income. There has been some modification of agency pro

cedure s, but the lack of standardization still persists. 

There now exists a vast literature relating to procedures for 

evaluating water resource projects. A useful snmmary of some of the 

important contributions appears in the article by Nobe and Kneese, 

"The Role of Economic Evaluation in Planning for Resource Development, " 

Natural Resources Journal, December 1962, pp. 445-483. Another useful 

article is Hubert Marshall ' s "Rational Choice in Water Resources 

Planning" in Water Resources Development bY'Smith and Castle, pp. 403-

423. 

Fox also notes the establishment of new agencies to deal with 

emerging problems at the federal and state levels. Such agencies include 

the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation; the Office of Saline Water Conversion, 

and the Office of Water Resources Research. 

There have also been some experiments in new forms of admin-

. istrative device to foster coordination of policies and functions. These 

include the TexCl;s and Southeast River Basin Commissions, and the 

Delaware River Basin Commission. 

Despite these advances, however, there remain major weaknesses 

in the administrative framework for water management in the United 

States. Principal weaknesses relate to the lack of leadership from the 

execlltive branch, and the lack of an agency to evaluate in depth proposals 

for q~velopment. Fox suggests that research on the administrative side 

of water management is far behind that on the economic evaluation side, 

and on the technological side. 
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III 

WATER SCARCITY IN THE UNITED STATES: 

MYTH OR REALITY? 

Introduction 

In January 1961 the Senate Committee on National Water Resources 

presented to the President the most extensive study of water resources 

and related problems ever undertaken in the United States. The studies 

were undertaken over a period of more than one and one-half years and 

involved numerous public hearings and detailed studies by various 

government agencie s and private consultants. The Committee's 

reports provide a mine of information for water resources students. 

They are of particular interest, however, for their conclusions 

and recommendations. The Committee identified the principal water 

problems in the United States as: 

(a) rapidly growing demands for water, especially in the more 

arid parts of the country, 

(b) increasing pollution of the nation's streams, 

(c) growing demands for publicly-financed recreation facilities, 

(d) mounting flood losses'. 

It would be impossible to review each of these problems in detail 

in the time available here, and such detail can be found in the Committee's 

reports. This discussion will be focused primarily on the first two 

problems. 

Increasing Demands for Water 

The Committee estimated that the demand for water for various 

purposes in the United States will double by 1980, and will triple by the 

year 2000. This estimate is based on the assumptions that 

••• the nation I s economy will continue to grow at the same 
rate as it has in the past, that adequate water supplies will 
be made available under the present general pricing policies, 
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that there will be relatively little change in presently 
known te.chnical methods of water use, and that, with 
the exception of increased application of techniques fo1' 
improving the efficiency of irrigation, present in
efficient methods of using water will continue. 
(Senate Select COITlmittee Report, p. 4) 

This suggested that overall withdrawals would increase froITl 300 

billion gallons per day in 1954 to nearly 900 billion gallons per day in 

the year 2000. Of the latter aITlount, about 250 billion gallons would be 

for consuITlptive uses and depletions. By the year 2000, about 80 percent 

of the national streamflow will be withdr'awn fOT various purposes. This 

indicates that there will still be a surplus overall. And in any event, 

only a small portion of it i.s permanently removed; most of it is used 

several tinles for different purposes. 

Severe shortages, however, are likely to arise in several regions. 

The ComITlittee estimated that the entire available supplies in several 

regions would be required by 1980. By the year 2000 cOITlplete develop-

ment of water resources in 8 of the nation's ITlajor water regions will be 

called for. These are: (1) South Pacific, (2) Colorado RiveT, (3) 

Great Basin, (4) Upper Rio Grande-Pecos River, (5} Upper Missouri 

River, (6) Upper Arkansas-Red River, (7) Western Great Lakes, and 

(8) Western Gulf. 

Among the various water uses, the most rapid increases in demand 

are expected to corne fron! ITlanufactuTing industry and strean!-electric 

power stations: that is, at rates n!uch greater than popu.lation increase. 

A vast increase in irrigated acreage is forecast, but only a modest 

increase in total requirements is anticipated. 

Growipg Water Pollution ProbleITls 

The COITlITlittee report that the condition of ITlany of the nation's 

streaITls is extreITlely poor, and further deterioration is to be expected 

as population increases and as industry expands - -unle s s a firITl attack 

is mounted iITlITlediately: 

'<, 
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It identifies these r. ain categories of poHutants: 

(a) sewage and other wastes which demand oxygen as they decompose, 

(b) inert materials which contai-., phosphoyus and nitrogen, and 

which serve as plant nutrients, 

(c) chemicals, including radioactive substances. 

It note s that there will be increase s in pollution from each of the se 

sources. Unfortunately only modest advances have been made in 

technologies for dealing with the se waste s. Investment in treatrnent 

facilities has lagged, and reservoir capacity for waste dilution is 

inadequate. 

Implications of these Trends 

The se trends have a number of important implications for water 

management policies: 

(1) Expansion of investment in water facilities 

The projected requirements for re servoir capacity. treatment 

facilities, and distribution systems will result in massive 

investments in the next 40 years. 

- -$18 bihion for re servoir capacity 

- -$82 billion for treatment facLitie s 

- -$29 biHion for municipal water supply systems 

--$60 billion for industrial water supplies 

In view 01 these "~mge expendih.:res it is pel'~lnent to inquire 

whether these water demands can be met more efficiently 

than assumed by the Commhtee. The Committee assumed: 

{a) that water wou::'d be supplied under present water pricing 

policie s (which are known to be inefficient), 

(b} there will be no change in technology {which seems un·

reasonable in the light of the experience of the past 30 

years}, 

(c) that present inefficient methods of lislng water wiH persist. 
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A more objective approach would have been to indicate 

what difference it would make to capital requirements and 

total water supply requirements if other as sumptions were 

made: 

e. g. (i) marginal cost policies, 

(ii) improvements in technology and their adoption 

on a large scale, 

(iii) modifications to existing water laws to en

courage water to move intp its most efficient 

uses. 

(2) Conflicts in water use 

As demands for water for various purposes increase, the 

number and complexities of conflicts among water uses will 

multiply. Especially severe conflicts may be anticipated 

between irrigation and other water useI' in the West, and 

between waste disposal and recreation in most parts of the 

country. The implications of the growing conflicts in water 

uses are: 

(a) a need for more objective means of weighing competing 

alternative uses of water, i. e., take into account rent

earning capability as well as law and historical pre

cedent in making allocations, 

(b) a need for a drastic overhaul of water law in the U. S, 

(c) a need to encourage water rights holders to pay what 

water is worth- -i. e., make water rights marketable to 

highest bidder--but within certain constraints to sq.fe

guard the broad public interest. 

(3) Incentives to reduce water pollution 

The pre sent approach to water pollution 1 s a two fold attack: 

(a) increase water supply for dilution, 

(b) enact regulations. 
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This approach L narrow on many counts. 

(a) Regulations may be circumvented. 

(b) There is a need for an economic rationale--but studies 

are seldom undertaken in this connection. 

(c) There is a need to augment water supply in some cases, 

but not all. 

(d) There is a need to investigate other possibilities--e. g., 

encourage manufacturers to adopt waste treatment as 

incidental to new construction; might provide sub sidie s 

for this. 
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Table 1 

Total Requirements for Withdrawals and Consumptive Uses 

or Depletions from Streamflow 

(Billions of Gallons Daily) 

Purpose 

Diversions 

Irrigation 

Municipal 

Manufacturing 

Mining 

Streampower 
Cooling 

Withdrawals 
and 

Consumptive 
Uses 

On- site 

Watershed 
Improvement 
Programs 

Swamps and 
Wetlands 
for Wildlife 

Total 
Consumptive Uses 
and Depletions 

1954 
Gross Net 

Withdrawals Consump-

176. 1 

16.7 

31. 9 

1.5 

74. 1 

300. 3 

tive uses 
or Deple
tion from 

Streamflow 

103.9 

2. 1 

2. 8 

O. 3 

0.4 

109.5 

2000 
Gross Net 

Withdrawals Consump
tive use s 
0::'- Deple
tion from 

184.5 

42.2 

229.2 

3.4 

429.4 

888.4 

Streamflow 

126.3 

5. 5 

20.8 

0.7 

2.9 

156.3 

7 . 0 

89. 9 

253.2 
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IV 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF WATER RESOURCES PROJECTS 

Introduction 

The Senate Select COInmittee on National Water Resources reached 

some important conclusions on the nature and magnitude of water prob

lems in the United States. Perhaps the most important conclusion, 

however, was that water can no longer be regarded as a free good. 

In his report to the Committee Dr. Nathaniel Wollman states: 

The report indicates the status of water in our economic 
system is rapidly changi:p.g. Once water could be regarded 
as a free good- -only pipes, pumps, and treatment plants 
cost money; water was free' for the taking. This view seems 
destined to disappear from the eastern scene as it did from 
the West some time ago ••• and while the country is in no 
imminent danger of running out of water, no longer is it 
in the enviable position of having enough water at all times 
for all conceivable uses. In other words, water is quickly 
moving into the realm of economic goods. (Nathaniel WoH
man, Water Supply and Demand, Senate Select Committee on 
National Water Resources~ Committee Print. ) 

Water resources projects and allocations of water among competing 

alternative uses, therefore, need to be subjected to economic analysis. 

Such an analysis should be able to reveal which projects would achieve 

given objectives most efficiently, and which water uses make most 

effective use of the available resources. 

1. Classical Economic Theory 

Classical economic theory suggests that the operation of the 

market mechanism wiU lead to the most efficient aUocation of 

resources: 

- -consumers wiU aUocate their income to that combination 'of 

goods and services that gives them the greatest satisfaction. 

--producers will choose that combination of factors of production 

which brings the highest net return. Natural resources are 

one' factor of production which may be sub stituted for other 

factors in the search for an optimum combination. 
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- -re sources will move into their most productive occupations 

through comparison among various alternative opportunities. 

The highest net return from the use of a given resource con

stitute s its "opportunity cost. " 

If the market mechanism is working properly, the whole economic 

system will be brought into equilibrium through consumer s trying to 

maximize satisfactions, producers trying to maximize profits, and 

resources trying to maximize returns. 

This model of the working of the economic system, and the al

location of resources, is based on the assumptions of perfect competi

tion. These include the assumptions that: 

1. Goods and services involved are "packageable, II that is, they 

can be differentiated and sold on the market as such. 

2. Goods and services are "appropriable, " that is, those who 

own them can lay a legal claim to them and can exclude the 

consumption of those who are unwilling to pay for them. 

3. Small adjustments can be made to output. 

4. There are many producers and consumers, so that the actions 

of any individual have no important effect on price. 

5. The production functions of individual producers are independent 

of each other. That is, the costs of production of an individual 

producer aTe not affected by the operations of other producers. 

6. Values can be expressed in terms of market prices. 

2. Relevance to the Evaluation of Water Resource Projects 

In the case of water re source s, there are a number of factors 

which inhibit the working of the market mechani 3m. T~e se relate 

principally to the "common goods ll nature of many water derived services; 

the fact that the use of water by one individual usually affects use by 

other individuals; the fact that it is often very difficult to make small 

adjustments to the output of water derived services; and the fact that 

many water derived services are not offered for sale on the open market. 

• 
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(a) Common Goods. 

There are certain. goods and services which if they are to 

be provided at all must be provided for everyone. An 

example is Hood controL Those who do not wish to pay 

for flood control benefits cannot be excluded from enjoying 

them, as this would mean no one would enjoy them. Since 

such licommon goods 'i are not offered for sale in the open 
Q 

market, surrogate measures of what consumers as a whole 

would be wining to pay must be derived in order to estimate 

their value. 

(b) Indi vi sibilitie s. 

It is often impossible to make small adjustments to 

output because key water management facilities can only be 

undertaken on a large scale. You cannot have half a darn 

or half a navigation system. 

Many water-derived goods and services can be produced 

and/or distributed at minimum cost only through natural 

monopolies because the conditions of production involve 

major economies of scale. The development of a water 

supply system is a case in point. The construction of a new 

water supply reservoir, for instance, may make water avail

able at a much lower cost than an older reservoir. The 

effect may be to depre s s the price of water and to impai.:r the 

repayment capability of the older reservoir. Entrepreneurs 

would be unwilllng to enter such industries unless they were 

able to gain monopoly prlvHedges to ensure their costs 

were covered • 

(c) Externalities. 

Production fu.nctlons of producers who use water resot:.rces 

as an input are seldom independent. Anyone who uses water 

affects someone else's use. Sometimes this win result in 

cost reductions (as in the case of upst:i:'eam regulatiol) and 
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at other times it results in increased costs (as in the case of 

water pollution). The normal operation of the market mechanism 

does not reflect thes~ external gains and losses. 

3. Welfare Economics 

Economists have developep a body of theory to take account of the 

fact that the market mechanism does not reflect all values involved. This 

is welfare economics. Welfare economics forms the basis of the analysis 

used by the federal government agencies in the evaluation of reservoir 

development projects. 

Benefit-Cost J\nalysis 

Benefit-cost analysis has become a conventional tool for the 

economic evaluation of public water resource development projects. 

It has its origins outside the United States, but has received wider use 

in this country than elsewhere. Its most extensive use has been by 

United States federal government agencies. 

1. Basic Principles 

Benefit-cost analysis is based on the following principles: 

(a) The goods and services to be produced by a project have value 

only to the extent that there is, or will be, a mq.rket for them. 

(b) A project or program, to qualify as the best scheme for 

development must be the most economic means of accomplish

ing the stated objective. 

(c) The first-added, or most economic alternative should be the 

project or program with the highest BIC ratio. 

(d) Each alternative should be designed to make optimum use 

of a given development opportunity. That is, its scale 

should be increased to the point wqere incremental benefits 

equal incremental costs. 

2. Steps in the Analysis 

(a) Identification of various technical pos sibilitie s. 
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(b) Estimation of economic benefits. 

(c) Determination of benefits and costs of each project at various 

scales of development. 

(d) Comparison of projects in terms of B/C ratios. 

(e) Selection of the project with the highest B / C ratio. 

(See W. R. D. Sewell, et al., Guide to Benefit-Cost Analysis. ) 

3. Criticisms of Benefit-Cost Analysis 

Benefit-cost analysis has been subjected to several criticisms 

in the academic field and in the political area. Most of the critici sms, 

however, relate more to the manner in which the analysis has been 

used rather than to the underlying concepts. They refer largely to the 

misuse of B/C analysis as a tool for project justification rather than 

as a tool for analysis. 

Nevertheless, there are some important problems to be faced 

in B/C analysis. These include: 

(a) The problem of selecting an appropriate discount rate which 

reflects society's preference for individual investment vs. 

public investment, and which makes allowances for risk 

and uncertainty. 

This remains an area of considerable debate and no 

agreement is yet on the horizon. There is agreement, how

ever, that rates presently used by federal agencies understate 

the opportunity cost of capital. The 2-5/8 percent ratio used 

by the Corps of Engineers, for example, is far below the rate 

at which the government can borrow money. 

A rate which is more reflective of the opportunity cost 

of capital, and the rate at which money can be borrowed, 

should be selected. This is probably aoout 5 percent for 

many projects undertaken by the federal government. Ap

plications of this rate, however, would severely reduce the 

programs of development contemplated by certain federal 
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govermnent agencies, Fox and Hirfindahl show, for exaITlple, 

that raising the discount rate froITl 2-5/8 percent to 6 percent 

would result in 64 percent of the projects proposed by the Corps 

of Engineer s being eliITlinated, 

(b) The probleITl of taking into account sub-national points of view. 

Conventional benefit-cost analysis aSSUITles a national 

point of view. Many projects, however, are conceived with 

local or regional goals in ITlind. Recognition of this fact has 

led to recoITlITlendations in Senate Document 97 for analysis of 

projects to be undertaken froITl several points of view. These 

recoITlITlendations have relevance for the consideration of 

secondary effects, which ITlay be iITlportant. froITl a local or 

regional standpoint, but ITlay be irrelevant froITl a national 

standpoint. 

(c) The probleITl of assigning values to goods and services which 

are not sold in the ITlarket place. 

These include tangible goods and services such as flood 

control and certain types of recreations and various intangible 

iteITls, such as scenic beauty. Much progress has been ITlade 

in recent year s in developing surrogate ITleasure s of people is 

willingness to pay, especially in the field of it"ecreation, 

Further research is necessary, however, to refine the 

rather crude ITlethods developed thus far. 

(d) The probleITl of taking into account objectives other than 

econoITlic efficiency in evaluations of potential projects. 

The objective of ITlany public projects is incoITle redistri

bution (either f:roITl one region or another, as froITl one group 

of individuals to another). Conventional benefit-cost ~nalysis 

is focused on the efficiency iITlplications of potential invest

ITlents, not on their distributional consequences. 
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It may be possLle to take the latter into account, however 

by: 

- -specifying an income redistributional objective and 

then seeking alternative says of achieving it. 

--attempting to find an optimal project, subject to the 

constraint that a given income redistribution is 

obtained. 
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V 

INSTITU'J..~IONAL ASPECTS OF EV Ai.,UA 'nON 

IntYoductiO'1 

The eV2.luation o{ pub!k l"esouYce developrnert projects takes place 

within the fralnewoTk of adrninistTative age:;:1cies which aTe con1.rnitted to 

the achie'.Tenlent of cert::in specific goals of wateT rnanc:.ge:ment; 2. congress 

composed of represerLt?ti-,res cornm-itted to ~he support of local interests; 

and an executive whicb. wields only limited power in connection with the 

selection and approval of 'Na~e~, m.anagement projects. 

InilL',ence of Executive Agencies 

The executjve agencies decide upon which projects to recommend 

for congressional appro'.T2.L Often the list which is submitted is reflective 

of support garnered £x. om. the agency clientele. (::;eneral+y it :..s aimed at 

ensuring thai: the pre stige and power of the agency will be maintained and 

possibly increased as a result of constn1.cting the pi"ojects ~.nvolved. 

Marshall in his article on "Ratio:i1.al Choice in Water Resources Planning" 

suggests that personnel in the agencies involved are moth-ated to advance 

the size of their organization, a.nd may naTrOy:; the peTspective in project 

selection. A consequence of this pTocess is that the range of alternatives 

conl3ideTed hy the decision-makers (Congress) i.s strictly litpited. e. g. : 

1. PTogxams iOT i:c:d.gation in the W € 81: 20 "lOt cornpare co~ts and 

benefits of such schemes witb possibilities of ootainipg increased 

a.gricv.lt.H'aJ. product:;.on ir:.. t:ne East. 

2. Prograrns of hyd:coelec-cric power developrnent seldarn contain 

detailed unbiased co:mpa:r.iscm.s 01 stea.r!l-elect:ric 0:1." nU':lear 

power pxoduction. 

3. Water quality pTogra~ffis lOcus mair,ly ;.lpon 1·eg'.11ation and stream

flow a1.>.gmentacion, and pay little ati:E'tition to possi~ilitieE of 

modifying processes, etc. 
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4. Programs relate', to flood problems have been concentrated 

upon flood control almost to the exclusion of other possibili

ties. The review of projects is an extremely time-consuming 

and costly business, and Congress is not equipped to review 

each project in detail. 

Responsibilities of Congres smen: Local vs, National 

Congressional representatives are members of national parties 

in name, but not in fact- -they are closely tied to local areas. They 

are likely to push for those projects which are likely to provide 

support in the next election. As Hubert Marshall puts it: 

... organized local interests will not ordinarily divide 
on a public works and cancel each others effective power. 
The district will ordinarily be united, and the trustee of the 
statewide orientation will of necessity become a delegate 
on this issue. And, of course, all the delegates are district 
oriented. Only the representative who plays the trustee role 
out of ethical conviction will use his own judgment on a matter 
of this sort; and he, like Burke, may pay for it by retire
ment from office. 

Control by Executive Branch 

The executive branch appear s to have relatively little control 

over water policy formulation and implementation. Congres s has 

frequently overridden Presidential vetoes. The agencies, in turn, 

by-pass the President in requests for funds and program authorization. 

Implications of these Factors 

Marshall suggests that these factors seriously hamper rational 

decision making in water management at the national level. He 

suggests further that little can be accomplished by way of reform 
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through the conscious manipulation of institutions to create counter

vailing pre s sure s or to alter the constituency orientation of Congre s smen. 
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I-Ie proposes two lines of action which would help to improve objectivity 

of decision making in the federal field. 

(a) improving professional identity of government servants, 

(b) strengthening the Executive Office of the Pre sident. 

1. Profe s sionalization of Government Servants 

He argues that if government servants could be encouraged to join 

professional organizations, a counter balance would be provided to 

organizational loyalty. This might lend to the development of standards 

which would be used in evaluations. 

- -insist upon fulle st pos sible data 

- -insist upon review of all relevant alternative s 

- -evaluate projects according to various criteria: economic, 

efficiency, income redi stribution, etc. 

2.. Strengthening the Executive Office of the President 

Marshall notes the need for impartial evaluation of programs of 

water development, which will 

(a) be indepenqent of agency goals 
I 

(b) weigh proposals for water development against proposals for 

other kinds of development. 

The Bureau of the Budget has this nominal responsibility but does 

not, in fact, undertake detailed evaluations of proposed projects. 

- -The agencies do the valuations and present them for review. 

- -Bureau standards are fairly loose. 

- -Projects with negative ratios are never approved, so there is 

a desire to corne up with positive ratios. 

- -The Bureau is not permitted to go into the field to check agency 

estimate s. 

Marshall suggests a gradual strengthening of the Bureau of the 

Budget, the establishment of more rigorous standards of evaluation, the 

institution of field checks on data, and the requirement to consider 

alternatives. 
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VI 

ADJUSTMENT TO FLOODS IN THE UNITED ST ATES 

1. The Flood Plain as a Focus for Human Settlement 

(a) Since earliest timesJ flood plains have provided a major focus 

for human settlement patterns. In some cases floods have been 

used to advantage, as in the case of the River Nile; but for the 

most part, they have been the scourge of mankind. 

--huge losses in India and China, and other countries in the 

Far East each year. 

--massive losses in the United States too; often as much as $1 

bi.illion, and averaging over $800 million per annum. Los ses 

appear to be increasing despite huge expenditures on flood 

protection to reduce them. The accompanying diagram shows 

that more than $300 million per annum is required to keep up 

with the increased losses. 

--losses are increasing especially rapidly in urbanized flood 

plains. White has estimated that losses in such areas are 

increasing at least 2. 7 percent per annum. 

--losses from catastrophic floods are increasing but losses 

from noncatastrophic floods are growing even more rapidly. 

This reflects the fact that occupance is becoming even more 

intensive in the sections of flood plains subject to the most 

frequent floods. 

(See G. F. White, Changes in Urban Occupance of Flood Plains.) 

(b) In view of these mounting losses, it is pertinent to inquire why 

people continue to move into flood plains even though major 

losses have been experienced in the past. At least 6 major 

reasons suggest themselves: (1) economic advantage, (2) 

inertia, (3) ignorance, (4) ability of flood plain dwellers to 

shift the burden of losses onto the public at large, and (5) 

government policies. An understanding of these factors would 

> 
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help in the formulation of policies to reduce flood losses. 

(i) Economic advantage. Flood plain lands are often low, 

flat lands which permit low-cost construction of trans

portation routes and buildings; they provide access to 

water for industrial uses; they often provide rich alluvial 

soils for agriculture. These factors were responsible for 

much of the early settlement in flood plains in the United 

State s and elsewhere. Technical advance s, however, have 

reduced the importance of some of these factors as locative 

forces: e, g., it is just as cheap to construct transportation 

routes outside the flood plain as in ito 

Industry is less demanding on locations: there are now 

many footloose types. In addition" some activities suffer 

smaller los se s per acre - -farming le s s seriously damaged 

than industry or re sidential development. 

(ii) Problem of inertia. Once a flood plain is settled, it tends to 

stay that way. People hesitate to move, and so long as 

they stay there they encourage others to move in. 

(iii) Ignorance. Many of the people who live in flood plains are 

ignorant of the flood hazard: 

- -especially where there has been no flood In living 

memory 

- -even where there has been flooding in living memory, 

many may have moved there recently: Kate s emphasize s 

the need to have experienced a flood recently. 

- -real estate promoters and local governments may know 

of the flood hazard but choose to ignore it. 

(iv) Ability to shift the burden to others. Floods cause large 

direct los se s in the flood plain but may also lead to 

losses outside the flood plain, especially where trans

portation or communications are involved, and where 

'. 
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there are economic tie s between activitie s in the flood plain 

and activitie s elsewhere. 

This has provided a rationale for the general public 

as suming a share of the costs of providing flood protection. 

It is probable, however, that the benefits to the general 

public are less than the costs borne by the general public, 

and the benefits to the flood plain dwellers are far in excess 

of the costs they assume. Flood plain dwellers typically 

receive a subsidy to flood plain dwelling. 

(v) Government policies. In general, government policies have 

encouraged the flood plain dweller to support these lines of 

action which place the major share of the burden of flood 

losses on public at large, and have seldom encouraged him 

to think of ways in which he himself could help to reduce 

flood losses. Policies have been geared merely to keeping 

water off the land rather than encouraging optimum use of 

the flood plain. 

On the whole, government policie s have been fairly nar

rowly focused, and have tended to concentrate on the pro

vision of flood protection works, and funds for relief and 

rehabilitation of flood victims. Provision of protection has 

tended to engender confidence that floods will not occur again. 

At the same time, the flood plain dweller has corne to regard 

relief and rehabilitation payments as a right rather than as 

a charitable gift to alleviate misfortune. The overall 

effect of both adjustments has been to encourage continued 

occupance, and possibly to increase it as well. 

2. The Rang'e of Choice 

Gilbert White has suggested that the concentration on a narrow range 

of adjustments is one of the factors responsible for the mounting toll of 

flood losses in the United States. In reality there are many more possible 

'. 
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courses of action C'lan 'aa:,re been t:cied so fa.:·: 'oy a.geT,cies respons:iJ:,le 

for dealing witn fJood ploo;-·~ems. Pos sr~le adjustme:r::i:s inch.de: (1) 

bearing the loss, (2) ern.e:rgency action" {3~ stl'u:::t'-'.j~al ch,?nge, (4:) 

land use regu1aUon, (5) .ii.oed contro\, and {6} n.ood insurance. 

Which of these 

will be selected wilJ depend ·(:.pan se-.r·e~c'aJ fa.dol"S j'2cluciing: 

(a) The percepEon of the possibiUi:ies and their application to a 

given situatien. Flood rnanag€l's may 'be unCl.ware of the pos-

sibilities, a.n.d eVGll it they aTe 2.wa:ce of tl:-.erD, they may not 

perceive the appEcation to thei:- sitlIation. 

(b) InstitutioYlaJ. cons~i':"Ednts. Laws r.''1Et7 encouT2.ge the adoption of 

some adjustrneni:s rather than others. In tbe UnHed S-cates, the 

federal go'.rer::.1rlent provide s funds Em:, flood. contl'ol but not 

for flood proofing. Tradition rnay e~"1cou:.·agE: the adoption of 

some meCl.S',lres rather than others. The Corps of Engineers 

appears to have a bias toward flood p:eotection '7S. other 

alternatives. Division of jUT:isdiction r.t:lay also act as an in-

hibiting fa.cto:!", e. g., the federal go'.rerm::lent cannot ena.ct land 

use Tegulations. 

Over time, various c07nbinations of adjustments will be tried, e. g. , 

(1) initially bear the loss, th.en (2) emergency acHon, then (3) flood 

protection, (4) flood proofing plus protectio:l, and fin211y (5) land use 

regulation plus p:"otec'!:ion. 

3. Possible Adjustrnents 

Each of the adj'.lshnents :t-:t,?s adva:ltages and dis",.d'::ar...t2.gE.S, depending 

on the flood problefn involved. They Sh0~.lld 1lO'C be conside:t:'ed as discrete 

alternatives, ::'ut :rC'.t~et' a.s pOf.sibilij;iE:s wh].r::::l sl:.o·"i.d be Es-ed it~ va:rious 

cornbinatior.s. {Far a. discus sian of pas sic,Ie adjvs:::mer.ts see G. F. 

White, Human Adjlln~:::{lent to Floods, and I-LJ":;,t ar.d L2.;:-:.gbei.D., Floods.) 

(a) Bearing the los s 

- -most COcnmOD a.djustrD<f:::r:t 



- -arouse s public sy:mpathy on a large scale: leads to flood 

relief ca:mpaigns, etc. 

- -arouse s call for govern:ment as sistance; co:me s to be re

garded as a right rather than a charitable gift to offset 

the :mi sfortune 

--encourages persistent settle:ment and persistent reliance 

on public aid 

(b) E:mergency action 

- -can be effective by :moving people and goods te:mporarily 

out of the path of floods 

- -consists of flood fighting, te:mporary re:moval, and re

scheduling of operations 
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White suggests that in so:me cases as :much as 70 percent of losses 

could be reduced by such action. 

To be effective it requires: 

- -infor:mation regarding flood hazard 

--advance planning for re:moval of persons and goods 

- -efficient flood forecasting and flood warning 

Effectiveness varies: where flood-to-peak interval is greater than 

48 hours, it has great possibilities. 

Public responsiveness is greatest when flood frequency is high. 

(c) Structural change and land elevation 

- -altering buildings to keep out flood waters; e. g., bricking 

up windows; sealing valves, etc. 

- -raising buildings above flood levels 

- -usefulness li:mited by nature of flooding: :most useful where 

flood is short duration and level of flood waters is low. 

- -land fill generally too expensive in old areas, but can be 

adopted in new ones: a useful 'incidental adoption. I 

(d) Flood proofing 

- -co:mbination of structur?J change and e:mergency :measures 
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--raising goods above flood levels, sealing ITlachinery in plas~ic 

bags, etc. 

- -needs effective forecasting service 

- -used effectively in Pittsburgh Golden Triangle 

(e) Land use regulation 

- -accomplished by ol"dinances, building codes, urban rer:.ewal 

and government purchase of lands 

--purpose is to select those uses which have least flood losses 

potential, or those which can afford to pay the "natural tax" 

on flood plain occupance and still earn higher returns than 

they could elsewhere. 

(i) need to determine potential flood losses to each use with 

various magnitude s of floods 

(ii) need to determine pos sible earnings of each use ,in various 

locations within and beyond the flood plain. 

Note: White suggests there may be little difference between 

earnings within and beyond the flood plain, as represented by 

land values. However, no intensive studies of this matter 

appear to have been undertaken thus far. 

- -opposed are those who feel that personal freedom is impaired 

by use of police power. (See Allison Dunham.) 

- -often avoided when the purpose is not well understood and 

where power of enforcement is weak. (See Francis C. 

Murphy, Regulating Flood Plain Development. ) 

--setting of encroachment lines, based on flood probabilities 

would be a useful way to approach flood loss reduction. 

(f) Flood control measures 

Two broad groups: (1) land treatment programs, and (2) 

flood protection. 

(i) Land treatmept. Changing cropping practices, terracing, 

gully control, revegetation, and forest fire control. Not 

effective on its own, despite claims to the cor..trary. 
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(ii) Flood protection. Levee s and flood wans - .-most common 

of an ~et\ods. Inherent risks in this method. A useful 

ad.j"l!Jct to re servoir s. 

and river diver sions. 

reservoirs: 

Channel improvements. Floodways 

Reservoirs. Advantages of 

- -provide protection away from flood plain by evening 

out flow 

- -multi pIe purpo s e po s sibilitie s 

Disadvarltages of reservoirs: 

- -physical separation of costs and benefits: people not 

aware of flood hazard 

--usually require public subsidy 

- -usually encourage further encroachment 

- -need to be accompanied by land use regulation 

(g) Flood insurance has been little used so far; no appropriation 

for federal action. 

4. Guideline s for Action 

Given the present dilemma of mounting flood losses in spite of 

huge expenditure s on flood protection, what line s of action might be taken 

to overcome this problem? 

In his recent monogr'iph on Choice of AdJustrnent to Floods, White 

sugge sts a number of specific cour se s of action that might be pur sued 

in this connection: these courses of ac,:ion would he designed to: 

(a) make flood plain dwelleY's aware of the risks they are running, 

(b) encourage public agencies to consider the full range of ad

justments, and 

(c) encourage flood plain managers to consider courses of action 

that might be taken in the absence of publicly-sponsored 

projects. 

These lines of action would include the following: 

(a) Increasing knowledge about the impacts of floods and possible 

adjustmimts to them. 
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(i) Substitution of synthetic £01" reported losses from floods. 

This would improve the accuracy of estimates of losses 

and would make for better economic ev'atu,ations. 

(li) Estimate the degree to whic:'1 losses are ::educed by var~ous 

lines of action. This requires knowledge of r.uman response 

to various adjustment possibilities. Studies of perception 

of flood hazard and of possible adjustments to that hazard 

would help to increase understanding of the way in which 

flood managers actually make decisions about adjustments, 

and would, therefore, make pas sible the prediction of 

possible responses to given adjustments. (See Kates: 

Variations in Flood Hazard Perception. ) 

(iii) Refinement of relationships between various flood character

istices, e. g., duration, velocity, volume, depth, sediment, 

etc. 

(b) Broadening the range of choice. 

(i) Encourage those responsible for dealing with flood problems 

to consider nonconstruction alternatives as well as con

struction alteTnatives in their decision-making. 

(ii) Provide flood hazard information to those whose policies 

and actions affect the use of flood plains. Studies of ef

fectiveness of various means of communication need to be 

undertaken in order to determine whkh one s are likely to 

lead to the information being translated into policie s. 

(iii) Provide flood manager s with incentive s to take individu.al 

actions to reduce the impact of floods, e. g., through 

adoption of flood proofing measures. 

(iv) l\1ake economic evaluations sensitive to the va:rious factors 

which enter individual decisions: particularly the perception 

of the problem and its pos sible solutions. 
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VII 

ADJUSTMENT TO FLOODS IN THE LOWER FRASER VALLEY 

The Problem in Perspective 

As in many other parts of the world, river valleys have provided a 

major focus for settlement in Canada. In some cases such settlement 

has spilled over into flood plains, and major losses of property, income, 

and life have sometimes resulted. In certain instances the occurrence 

of floods has discouraged further settlement in flood plains. For the 

most part, however, encroachment in these areas has proceeded unabated. 

Until relatively recently there has been little concern expressed over 

flood problems in Canada. A number of major floods in British Columbia, 

Manitoba, and Ontario, however, in the past 20 years have shown, how

ever, that catastrophic losses can be sustained from floods and that the 

national economy can be severely disrupted as a result. No precise 

figures are available, but limited information sugge sts that at least 10 

percent of Canada's population live s in flood plains. Population in certain 

flood plains is increasing even more rapidly than population in surrounding 

areas. 

Today about one-half million people in Ontario and Quebec live in 

flood plains. More than a quarter of Manitoba's population lives in areas 

which could be inundated by a major flood. 

Flood losses in Canada are not very large. They are probably less 

than $25 million a year. They are small in comparison with fire losses in 

Canada, estimated at over $100 million a year, or in comparison with fire 

losse~ in the United States (over $500 million). Losses assume major 

importance in some parts of the country, however, especially in British 

ColUITlbia, Ontario, and Manitoba. 

One of the most serious flood problems is that in the Lower Fraser 

Valley of British Columbia, a wedge-shaped area covering 800 square miles 

in the southwestern part of the province. In this area is concentrated most 
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of British Columbia's population, industry, and productive farmland. 

It is also the major transportation corridor between the Pacific Coast 

and the rest of Canada. Major floods, therefore, could seriously disrupt 

the economy of British Columbia and would have important effects else

where in Canada too. 

The last major flood in the Lower Fraser Valley occurred in 1948, 

and caused more than $20 million of compensated damages: actual 

losses were much higher. Vancouver was cut off from the rest of 

Canada (except by air). There have been a number of other major floods 

in the Valley, but these occurred before the present concentration of 

population and industry took place. Should a major flood occur today, 

it might cause as much as $100 million property damages and income 

losses. 

Various adjustments to the flood problem in the Lower Fraser Valley 

have been tried, but none has been successful thus far in reducing the 

flood loss potential. Flood losses have continued to mount in spite of 

huge expenditures to reduce them. The most recent attempt to deal 

with the flood problem was the establishment of a Fraser River Board, 

following the ~ 948 flood, charged with the responsibility of investigating 

the flood problem, studying the possible alternative solutions. It sub

mitted its final report in December, 1963, recommending the construction 

of a combined hydro -electric power and flood control scheme, which 

would cost over $400 million. Doubts have been voiced, however, as 

to whether this scheme would be an effective long-term solution. In any 

event, the scheme has been opposed by certain recreation and wildlife 

interests. It has fa iled to win support of either the senior governments 

or the local governments. Meanwhile, flood loss potentials continue 

to mount. 

The continual failure to find an acceptable solution to the flood 

problem in the Lower Fraser Valley has several important implications. 

It suggests that there may be some weaknesses in the present approach 
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to such problems. It also implies that the causes of the problem are less 

well understood than its effects. It is conceivable too that the present 

institutional framework may not foster the search for and' implementation 

of the most effective and efficient solutions. 

Adjustments Adopted to Date in the Lower Fraser Valley 

The principal adjustments adopted to date in the Lower Fraser Valley 

are flood relief and rehabilitation, emergency action, and dyke construc

tion. Each of these deals with the effects rather than the causes of the 

problem. Each of them tends to encourage the flood pIa in dweller to 

take risks which he might not do in the absence of their provision. 

The Lower Fraser Valley dykes consist of 233 miles of works 

constructed between Hope and the mouth of the river. They are operated 

and maintained by dyking districts which charge dyking taxes to cover costs 

of operation and repair. These funds are, however, insufficient and re

liance is placed on the senior governments to reconstruct the dykes when 

they fa il, as they frequently have done in the past 70 years, with varying 

degrees of seriousness of effects. The dyking system has been plagued 

with financial troubles ever since the first dykes were built in the 19th 

century. 

The senior governments have handed out several million dollars to 

assist flood victims to recuperate from losses sustained in major floods. 

Provincial government expenditures in the province average over $500, 000 

for this purpose. Such relief is now regarded as a right by flood plain 

dwellers in the Lower Fraser Valley. 

Various emergency actions have been tried over the years and 

these seem to have worked well, despite the I ad hoc I manner in which 

they have been organized. The Army was placed in charge in 1948. There 

is no formal organization for organizing, issuing flood warnings, evacuation, 

and so on. 

There are only isolated instances of the adoption of other possible 

7 , 
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adjustments, such as structural change (notably the huge land fill 

project for the Annacis Island Industrial Estate), river diversions (such 

as the Nechako Diversion to the Kitimat scheme) and land use regulation. 

No instances of formal flood insurance appear to exist, although some 

firms do keep reserves to cover possible losses from floods. 

On the whole, there has been a gradual shift of re sponsibility 

from flood plain dwellers to the public at large, from the individual to 

the group, and from local to senior levels of government. Reliance on 

flood control, emergency action, and flood relief has not reduced the 

flood loss potential; it is possible that these measures may have been 

partly responsible for its increase, through the increased confidence 

they engender, either that the floods will not occur, or that the victims 

will be taken care of if the floods do corne. 

Reaction to the 1948 Flood 

The 1948 flood underlined the need for a new approach to the flood 

problem in the Lower Fraser Valley. Merely to repair the dykes would 

be insufficient. This, however, was considered to be only a temporary 

solution. Provision had to be made for their maintenance and repair. 

A dyking commissioner was appointed to carry out this task. He is only 

able to do what the finances of the dyking districts permit. Many of 

them are too poor to do very much. The poore st one s are also the 

ones where the problems are most serious. Another line of action 

was to try to under stand the origins of the problem better, and to 

examine possible alternative solutions. This was to be pursued through 

an engineering board, known as the Fraser River Board. 

The Fraser River Board was given very broad terms of reference, 

permitting it to study the flood problem within the framework of overall 

river basin development .. Gradually, however, the interact ion of a 

number of institutional factors led to the scaling down of the focus of its 

studies. The completely comprehensive approach was abandoned in 
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favo~," of a small design scheme of hydro-electric power and flood control 

development. Other uses were taken into account only insofar as they 

rnight be affected by the proposed development. 

The Fraser River Board's Proposed Scheme 

ThE:: Fraser River BO;?Td's proposed scheme is designed to control 

Hoods up to a design flood (equal to a flow of 600, 000 cfs at Hope). It 

would be composed of a number of storage projects, power plants, and a 

reconstructed dyking system in the Lower Fraser Valley. It would provide 

flood control benefits estimated at $75 million. If the power produced 

by the scheme (785 mw of firm power) is sold at 5 mills/kwh. then the 

sc~eme would be self-liquidating, except for dyke reconstruction 

{estimated at $15 million}, Flood control storage would be provided 

free of charge by virtue of the power revenues. 

Appraisal of the Scheme 

The principal emphasis of the Fraser River Board's studies was on 

the engineering and technical aspects of the flood problem and its solution. 

These studies added considerably to the understanding of the problem. 

a:;:-ld the Board is to be commended for their high caliber. 

The studies, however. had little to say about the economic and 

institutional aspects of the problem. Only $30, 000 of the $4 million 

spent by the Fraser River Board was devoted to economic studies. The 

latte1" were undertaken almost as an afterthought, a few months before 

the completion of the Board's investigation. 

The lack of attention to economic aspects of water problern$ is 

typic2.! in Canada, particularly in connection with flood problems. 

D~cisions relating to multi-million dollar expenditures have been 

based on only the most cursory of economic analyses. V~.rious reasons 

have been given. such as "the urgency to get on with the job, that there is 

no time for economic studie s, II or. 'fhuman life is involved, so why should 

an economic analysis be applied. " 



There are some major weaknesses in the Board's economic 

studies. Of these, the following might be noted: 

(a) Estimates of income losses were based on personal income 

per employed worker. No checks were made in the field to 

determine whether the figure s were realistic. 

(b) Crop losses were given an average value throughout the 

Valley, although there is considerable specialization 

from one part to another. 

(c) Damages to dykes were considered as losses, even though a 

basic assumption was that there were no dykes in the Valley! 

(d) No consideration was given to possible changes in land use 

following the adoption of given adjustm~nts. 
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(e) No incremental economic analysis was undertaken to determine 

the size of the design flood. The latter was based arbitrarily 

on the largest flood on record. 

(f) No comparison of alternative adjustments was undertaken in 

economic term s. 

(g) No estimate was made of the economic effect of the limitation 

of the construction of storage reservoirs and power dams to 

the headwater s of the basin. 

Institutional Aspects of the Problem 

The approach to the flood problem in the Lower Fraser Valley has 

been more in the nature of a series of reactions to successive crises 

rather than a result of a long-term, broadly based planning. Among 

the various weaknesses of the past approach to the problem, the fol

lowing deficiencies appear to be especially important: 

1. Lack of Definition of Re sponsibilitie s 

Responsibilities of the various levels of government for dealing 

with flood problems are ill-defined. The federal government points out 

that it has no definite constitutional responsibility for the matter, and 
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so none s~'l.ould be 2.~1SUnlec, It prefe-,s to wait until asked by the pro

vince s to take action, The provincial autho-rit1-e s, in turn, sugge st that 

such problems are not their responsibility and that local authoritie s 

should t2.ke the initiative to deal with them. The result j_s that no one 

takes any action until a D12.jO:: flood occurs, 

2. NaTTow Range of Adj,lstrllents 

Only a few of the pas siole adjustments to floods have been tried so 

far in the Lower Fraser Valley. Engineering boards tend to concentrate 

on those aiteTnatives involving construction. Politicians favor flood 

relief expendit:lres since they quieten public outcries for action. Neither 

course of action, however, has been succes sful. Othel" adjustments which 

:might be ITlore effective and economically more efficient, such as land 

use regulation, flood iru:iurance, flood proofing, and so on, have re

ceived only scant attention< This follows partly from the legislation 

relating to floods, most of which appears to assume either implicitly or 

explicitly that flood control is the most efficient adjustntent. 

3. Lack of Economic Analysis 

Decisions relating to adjustments to floods in the Lower Fraser 

Valley have not been based on penetrating economic analyses of benefits 

and costs of various possible alternative courses of action. Generally, 

there has been an irnplicit assumption that protection should be provided, 

and that it should be s~fficient to cope with the largest known flood. 

The federal govc:r:nment pa::ticipa.tes in studies relating to flood 

problems but does not undertake any economic ancJyses as part of such 

studies. The rationale offer.ed is t:Gat results of these analyses might 

be used as a bargaining device to obtain federal financial assistance to 

deal with the proble:m. A consequence is chat the province s carry out 

the economic anaJyses, and the federal authority is left in the position 

of having to eitheT accept or reject tbe results. without much knowledge 

as to theiT validity and as to possible al":eTnatives. 
" 
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Pos sible Improvements in the Pre sent Approach 

There are a number of lines of action which might be pursued in an 

effort to attack the flood problem. in the Lower Fraser Valley On a 

broader and longer term basis. The se lines of action include the 

following: 

1. Clear definition of the role s to be played by the various levels 

of administration in dealing with flood prob1em.s. 

2. Formulation of national and provincial policies relating to 

adjustment to floods. 

3. Broadening the range of adjustm.ents considered by modifying 

policies, laws, and agency practices. 

4. Coordination of agency functions within and between the various 

levels of administration through the establishment of committees 

and comm.issions. 

5. Form.a1 adoption of econom.ic analysis of possible alternative 

adjustments to floods. 

6. Increasing public awarene s s of flood prob1em.s through such 

devices as information dissem.ination and flood m.apping 

programs. 
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VIII 

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN FISH AND POWER 

Origins of the P:Loi:.,lem 

The competition betw0e::l rnig~"atary fish runs and b.ydroelectric 

powel' constitutoes one o~ the H""OEt frustrating pi-oble:rns in the develop-

ment of major rivers 11: the Pacific Nortb.west and in British Columbia. 

T:-aditionally, the probJ.ern has been regarded as a choice between two 

mutually exclusive uses or t:hese rive:cs, Fresent1y they support large 

runs of m.igratory fifJh which prmlide the basis for one of the major 

industries in one regione As many as 100,000 people are engaged in 

activities related to the fisheTY at cel"tain periods of the year. On the 

other hand, rnany of' the sah-noII strearDS represent important hydro

elect:dc power reSOll:t"ces as wen, Construction of dalns, however, inter

feres with the migration of the fish runs and, (claim the fisheries interests) 

if constructed in suffi.cient nUITlOerS, would lead to the extinction of the 

runs, 

The view that these tw'O uses a"-"e :{nutually exclusive alternatives has 

had some important re suI-ts, 

1. It h8,s given rise to a. "preservaHon at all costs" philosophy 

arnong the fis~1e:y :i.nterests, 

2. It has tended to 00 sCUrre the fact that river s can be used for many 

PUI'poses in additi.::>:a to providing fish Inigr?.tion routes and 

spawning grounds, and that total pre servation may preclude all 

othe:: use s as well as power development. 

Crite:da {or E~_~luaHrlg the Conflict 

Various criteria may be used {or evaluating conflicts in resource use. 

Among these criteri;;>, aloe thoe fDHow'ing. 

1" Ae sthetic and ecologicq.L Such qae s:ions as "Will the alternative 

spoil the nc::.L!:::'al enYiJ;'onmen~?" or II'WiH it disturb the delicate 

( 



balance of nature?" may be posed. Such considerations are 

important but they do not provide a basis for relative ranking 

of alternatives. 

2. Technical. Such questions as "Can the fish get over the darns 

or pass through the turbines without major losses'! are posed 

as one measure of the desirability of competitive hydro-

power development. If the biologists appear to agree that 
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fish facilities are technically feasible, they will be installed, 

and opposition to darn construction is relaxed. Such decisions 

do not involve an evaluation of the economic benefits and costs. 

3. Legal. Often resort is made to legal and historical precedent 

in deciding conflicts in water use. This has been the case 

especially in British Columbia in connection with fish and 

power. 

4. Economic. The conflict between fish and power poses the 

question whether the use of the river for fish migration and 

spawning is economically more efficient than its use for other 

purposes. It also raises the question of whether the benefits 

of providing fish protection facilities exceed the costs in

volved in providing them. 

To date principal reliance has been placed on· 1, 2, and 3. There has 

been little or no attempt to undertake a rigorous benefit-cost analysis 

of fish preservation expenditures although such analysis has been 

undertaken of other investments in the water resources field. 

Benefit-Cost Analysis of Fish Preservation 

Two major questions relating to fish preservation may be posed: 

1. Assuming that fish preservation is incompatible with power 

development, to what extent is the reservation of the river for 

fish economically more efficient than its use for other purposes? 

2. Assuming that fish facilities and other damage mitigating 
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programs can offset potential fish los se s, to what extent can 

they be economically justified? 

1. Net Economic Yield 

Both questions involve the estimation of the net economic yield of 

the fishery: that is, the net return from the use of the river for fish 

migration vs. its use fo:r other purposes. This requires estimates of: 

(a) The abundance of fish: which varies with the size of the 

annual catch, etc. 

(b) The catch mix: the number of fish caught for commercial vs. 

sports purposes vs. Indian fishing. 

(c) The net returns from each type of fishing. 

Difficultie s arise because: 

(a) Values of each type of fishing have a different basis: commercial, 

recreational, Indian. 

(b) Values of commercial fishing should be based on net returns 

to an efficiently organized fishing industry which would seek 

to increase returns to fi shermen by reducing the number of 

fishermen. The problem is to determine what would be an 

efficiently organized fishery- -how many fishermen? What gear 

would they use? 

(c) Values of the sport fishery need to be based on estimates of 

what the fishermen would be prepared to give up rather than 

forego fishing. Note the product of sport fishing is not fish, 

but the recreation derived from that pursuit. 

(d) Values of the Indian fishery are not easily assessed when the 

fish are not sold in the commercial market. However, Indians 

can fish and sell part of their catch in this way. The price 

received may be used to establish a minimal value of the fish 

to the Indians. 

The net economic yield may be used in making comparisons 

of net returns from various water uses and in evaluating the 

economic feasibility of installing fish passage facilities. 
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2. Costs of Fish Preservation 

Co st s include: 

(a) Costs of constructing ahd operating facilities 

(b) Costs of power foregone as a result of water releases for fish 

purpose s (45, 000 kw on the Columbia) 

(c) Share of joint costs of certain facilities--land, darns, etc. 

3. Comparison of Benefits and Costs of Fish Preservation Facilities 

The evaluation of benefits and costs of fish preservation 

facilities must take into account the fact that such facilities are 

$ 

part of a system, i. e., a decision to construct a darn upstream 

presupposes that fish ladders will be installed at all downstream 

projects. Some part of the costs of fish facilities at downstream 

projects is allocable to upstream projects. 

It also needs to take into account that fact that fish preserva-

tion facilities are subject to diminishing returns. As more darns are 

added, fish losses increase. MQre and more money is spent on 

pre serving fewer and fewer fish! 

12 

Costs 

millions 

a 

Note: 

Values of 
fish pre served 

Number of Darns 12 

The values-of-fish-preserved curve probably has a different 

shape, reflecting increasing values as the number of fish 

decrease. Its actual shape depends on the price of fish vs. 

other commodities. 
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No analysis of this kind was undertaken regarding decisions to in

stall fi sh pas sage facilitie s on the Columbia River. None was under

taken in the Fraser River Board studies. 

4. An Imputed Value of Fish Pre servation 

It is often difficult to estimate the values of fish preserved, and the 

overall costs of preservation. A rough guide to values attached by 

society to fish runs may be provided from a comparison of costs of a 

project which provides power (or some other service) most efficiently 

but does not preserve fish runs, and the costs of the next-best project, 

which provides power at a higher cost but preserves the fish runs. A 

case in point was the decision to build the Mountain Sheep project rather 

than the Nez Perce project. The difference in costs represented an 

imputed value of society's desire to preserve the fish runs. (See 

Sewell and Marts reference. ) 

Possible Solutions to the Fish Power Problem 

1. Seek alternatives to salmon streams in provision of hydropower. 

This may lead to less economic solutions to the power .problem. 

It has been tried in British Columbia. 

2. Reserve part of the river basin for fish and part for power. The 

lower Colurnbia River Fisheries Preservation Plan was based 

on this. It was frustrated, however, by wrangles over legal 

definitions and conflicts of jurisdiction, e. g., the Cowlitz 

River case. 

3. Develop hardier species of fish to overcome darns. 

4. Develop alternative occupations for fishermen. 

5. Encourage the consumption of other types of fish. 
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IX 

THE COLUMBIA RIVER TREATY AND PROTOCOL 

Introduction 

In 1961 an extremely important, but little publicized, meeting took 

place in Vancouver, B. C., Canada. It was a UN Seminar on the Inter

national River Basin. It gathe:red together experts and officials from 

more than 20 countries around the world to discuss possible reasons 

why so few of the world's major international river basins have been 

developed. 

In some cases the reasons· for the lack of development seemed 

fairly obvious: they were to be found in such factors as lack of a need 

for the services which such development might provide; imperfect per

ception of opportunities for development; limited experience in river 

development; conflicting political ideologie s; and traditional international 

rivalries. In other cases the reasons were more obscure. The reasons 

in the case of the Columbia River seemed most obscure of all. There 

were two countries with a long history of international friendship and 

cooperation, similar political ideologies, ample capital resources, and 

machinery to foster international river development, yet they had been 

unable to reach a.greement only after 17 years of" studies, investigations~ 

and negotiations. Even then, the agreement which had been reached had 

not been implemented. 

Origins of the Columbia RiveT Cas e 

1. The 1944 Reference to the International Joint Commis sion. 

The Columbia River Treaty has its origins in. the nature of the regime 

of the River, and the fact that the river is divided between Canada and the 

United States. Since it has a snow-fed regime, the Columbia RiYer has 

major fluctuations in its flows, both seasonally and annually. The 

average annual flow of the river at The Dalles, Oregon, is abput 
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181,500 ds or 131 million acre feet per year. The average flow in May 

and in June, however, is four times the flow in the winter months. Most 

of the river's runoff, in fact, occurs in a 4-month period, April to J-uly. 

A consequence is that storage is required to even out the river's flow. 

The U. S. Corps of Engineers has estimated that some 27 million acre 

feet of storage would be required to take advantage of the Columbia River's 

hydroelectric power potentiaL 

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in the search for 

storage sites in the U. S. part of the Columbia River basin. (See M. 

E. Marts, ''Upstream Storage Problems in Columbia River Power 

Development, "and "The Middle Snake River Controversy. ") Such 

difficulties lead to the consideration of possibilities of developing storage 

site s in the Canadian portion of the basin. 

In 1944 the U. S. and Canadian governments asked the International 

Joint Commission (IJC) to investigate the possibilities of developing the 

Columbia River basin on a unified basis, ignoring the international 

boundary. The Commis sion established an International Columbia River 

Engineering Board to carry out the studies, and 15 years later it pre

sented a report. The report outlined 3 scheme s which would make 

possible "the maximum practicable utilization of the water resources of 

the Columbia River basin." Any of these schemes would produce over 

16 million kw of prime power, and would require over 50 million acre 

feet of storage. 

They represent optimum schemes in a technical sense. The Board 

did not determine whether or not they would be economically feasible. 

Its responsibility was to determine the opportunities rather than to 

actually recommend a scheme of development. 

The report showed that there are opportunities for storing about 

23 million acre feet of water in the Canadian part of the basin. There are 

few opportunities for head development in that part of the basin, however, 

and so some incentive has to be presented to Canada to develop the storage 

sites. 
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2. Principle of Downstream Benefit Sharing 

Various incentives were proposed. At first, the Americans pro

posed to pay conpensation for land that would be flooded by reservoir 

construction. It was soon i<ealized, however, that the main value of the 

stored water wae· in the extra power that could be generated downstream, 

and the flood control it would provide for communities in the United 

States. Canada demanded 2. share of the extra power that would be 

generated downstream: and so the principle of downstream benefit

sharing was born. 

The Americans were unwilling to recognize the principle at fir st, 

but a series of events on the Canadian side of the border eventually 

brought about this recognition, Recognition of the principle in fact carne 

about as a result of Canada's demonstration that she did not have to depend 

on the Columbia River for power. First, the threat that Canada would 

divert part of the headwaters of the Columbia River into the Fraser River, 

and then the announcement of plans to build the Peace River project in 

northern British Columbia, led to acceptance of the principle of down

stream benefit- sharing by the United States authorities in January 1959. 

3. Determination and Allocation of Downstream Benefits 

The problern. then became one of finding a mutually acceptable method 

for determining the magnitude of downstream benefits and of finding a 

formula for allocating these benefits between the United States and 

Canada. None of the studies that had been done tnus far offered any 

guidance on this: the IJe had specifically requested the ICREB not to 

make any recommendations in this regard--even though the question was 

bound to be asked eventually! 

The IJC set up a committee to look into the question and H brought 

forward a report in December 1959. The principle s it recommended for 

determination and allocation of downstream benefits formed the basis for 

the Columl:>ia River Treaty which was signed in January 1961. (See 

Internatio~al Joint Commis sion, Principle s for Determining and 



Apportioning Benefits from Cooperative Use of Storage Waters and 

Electrical Inter -Connection within the Columbia River System, 

Ottawa, December 1959.) 
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The se principle s have been criticized on grounds both of concept 

and of equity. They recommended, for example, that the countrie s 

should share the benefits equally. Such a principle failed to recognize 

that Canada would be putting three time s as much inve stment into the 

arrangement as the United States and yet would obtain only half of 

the benefits. Arguments were raised by the United States that the 

benefits would result only from the fact that the United States had 

already built $2 billion worth of facilities, and that if these were counted, 

then the U. S. would be putting in five times as much as Canada! This 

argument, of course, begged the question for it is only the incremental 

costs that are relevant: historical costs are not relevant in determining 

the feasibility of a new inve stment. Difficulties in determining in

cremental costs on the United States I side of the border, however, led 

to the acceptance of the 50 /50 principle. (Arguments about the 

principles have been discussed by L. Higgins in "Columbia River 

Treaty, A Critical Review. ") 

The Columbia River Treaty 

The Columbia River Treaty was signed in January 1961, by 

President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Diefenbaker. It calls for 

the following: 

1. 15. 5 million acre feet of storage to be provided by Canada at 

3 projects - -Mica, Arrow Lake s, and Duncan. 

2. This storage will be operated to optimize power output at 

U. S. plants downstream, and to reduce flood losses in U. S. 

communi tie s in the basin. 

3. The U. S. will operate its present installations to take maximum 

advantage of the storage releases. 
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4. The power benefits will be shared on a SO / SO basis between the 

U. S. and Canada (amounting to a total of about 2.6 million kw 

of additional firm poweT and 13 billion kwh of energy). 

5. About 8. 5 million acre feet of the storage will be operated for 

flood control purposes. Canada will receive $64 million for 

this, paid in a lump sum. This sum represents savings which 

will accrue as a result of estimated reduction in flood losses 

in the U. S. 

6. The U. S. has the option to build the Libby project on the Kootenay 

River, a tributary of the Columbia River. This project will 

result in benefits in both countries but no formal sharing arrange

ment was agreed to. 

7. The diversion of part of the flow of Kootenay River into the 

Columbia River is permitted after 20 years, but no diversion 

from the Columbia River into the Fraser River. 

8. The 'freaty will remain in force for 60 years. The flood control 

provisions, however, will remain in perpetuity. 

Objections to the Treaty 

The Treaty was ratified almost immediately by the U. S. Senate. 

Ratification in Canada, however, was held up for over four years by dif

ferences between the Canadian federal government and the B. C. provincial 

government over the disposal of the Canadial share of the downstream 

benefits. The B. C. government said that such benefits were surplus to its 

im~ediate needs, especially as the Peace River project would be underway. 

Sale of the Canadian share of downstream benefits to the U. S. was pro

posed by the B. C. government. The proposal was flatly rejected by the 

Ottawa government. An impasse was reached: the federal government 

was unable to honor the Treaty it had made be,:::ause the B. C. government 

owned the water resources and would not p:roceed with construction of 

the darns. 
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EventuaHy, the federal government relented and agreed to expo'~'" 

part of the surplus power to the U. S. (The matter of liexport" is one of 

definition: the power would actually be generated in the U. S., bu.t 

Canada would have a title to it. ) 

In addition to the provincial-federal feud over the disposal of the 

downstrearp. benefits, there were also some major criticisms of va:d.o'1.S 

provisions of the Treaty, These are outlined bri.efly in the article L-( 

Sewell, liThe Columbia River Treaty and Protocol Agreement, II and 

discus sed in greater detail by General A. G. L. MacNaughton in liThe 

Proposed Columbia River Treaty." Arguments for and against the 

Treaty were weighed by the Canadian government in reaching an agree

ment with the B. C. government. Negotiations were reopened with the 

U. S. to clarify some of the points in the 1961 Treaty. A Protocol Note 

was drawn up by the U. S. and Canada embodying these clarifications. 

The Protocol 

Briefly, the Protocol outlines the terms of the sale of the downstream 

benefits, makes clear that Canada can select which projects may be 

called upon for storage releases, indicates the circumstances under 

which the U. S. may call upon Canada for additional flood control, and 

states that Canada can divert water at any time for irrigation or domestic 

water supply purposes. 

Debate in the House of Commons 

Even with the signing of the Protocol agreement, however, opposition 

to the Treaty in Canada did not die down. Some people fir:rnly believed 

that the Treaty was a sellout to the U. S., and that there were superior 

schemes for Columbia River development which would yield greater 

benefit!) to Canada. One such scheme was the so-called MacNaughton 

Plan (See Map 2) which would involve a diversion of the Kpotenay River 

into the Columbia River at Canal Flats. This scheme would result in 
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greater power output in Canada, but would have cost more than the 

Treaty scheme. Moreover, the Americans would have demanded 

assurance of similar flood control to that to be provided by the Libby 

project (which would be eliminated), and compensation for the power 

output which would result from Libby. These demands would no doubt 

have made the MacNaughton scheme unfeasible. 

Other objections related to the Arrow Lakes project. Some groups 

wanted to have a low rather than a high darn, to preserve the scenic 

beauty. Further criticisms were made of the flood control payments. 

Some sugge sted that the U. S. could afford to pay more than the $64 

million lump sum since its alternatives would be much more costly. 

However, much of the flood control is provided as a by-product of 

power operation, and it could by argued that Canada was being paid 

twice for storage services! In any event, the value of the storage was 

not based on an analysis of the value of incremental additions to existing 

storage. It overlooked the fact that the incremental value of storage 

diITlinishe s as further increments are added. The value of Canadi~n 

storage for flood control, therefore, was probably overstated rather 

than under stated. 

The Columbia River Treaty: An Overview 

The Treaty represents a major step forward in the development of 

international rivers. Despite the desclaimer at the end of the Treaty 

that the arrangements shall not be regarded as a precedent, the Treaty 

brings a new principle to the bargaining table: that of downstream

benefit sharing. International cooperation is to be sought rather than 

co:rnpensation for damages. 

It is impossible to tell whether the Treaty represents the best 

possible arrangement, or whether the U. S. or Canada got the best of 

the deal. Both countries are, however, clearly better off as a result. 

The U. S. apparently is able to obtain storage benefits from Canada more 
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cheaply than from U. S. alternatives. By selling her share of the down

stream benefits to the United State s, Canada is able to obtain capital 

for development of the projects now, and enjoy benefits at a later 

stage, when the B. C. economy has expanded sufficiently to take advantage 

of them. 

Implications for International River Development Elsewhere 

The Columbia River experience has several implications for inter

national river development elsewhere: 

1. The integrated approach to water management, though attractive 

in concept, is difficult to put into practice, especially in the 

case of international rivers. Whereas under this approach, 

economic criteria should playa guiding role in project 

selections, other factors assume greater importance at the 

bargaining table, particularly national prestige. The Columbia 

River scheme i$ in fact a compromise, composed of projects 

which each party involved individually prized very highly; 

namely Mica (Canadian government), Arrow Lakes (B. C. 

government), Libby (U. S. government). The benefits of these 

projects taken together exceed their costs. There m.ay have 

been economically superior combinations, but this combination 

represents that with the greatest concensus. 

2. The various factors involved in river development vary in their 

relative importance over the planning period, especially in 

the case of international rivers. It may be possible to take a 

very broad view in the initial stage s - - such as the as sumption 

of no international boundary- -but the realities of the institutional 

factors are brought to bear as the planning proceeds. In the 

case of the Columbia River, the search for basic data was the 

most important factor initially. Subsequently, other factors 

assumed greater importance, until institutional factors, such 
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as federal-provincial relations, came to dominate the planning. 

The process is illustrated in the diagram below: 

Importance 

----------------- Instit. Factor s 

E con. Factor s 

,-~~--+------------- B a sic Data 

Time 

3. Internal politics can assume a dominant role in negotiations 

relating to international rivers, especially in federal systems 

of government. The Canadian government miscalculated the 

power of the B. C. government in this connection. Agreements 

between subnational units and the central government are es-

sential to smooth negotiations. 
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X 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOWER MEKONG RIVER 

Introduction 

Several m.onths ago, Gilbert White, in an article published in the 

Bulletin of Atom.ic Scientists. suggested that there were 4 possible 

COUT se s of action that m.ight be copsidered in the search for a solution 

to the crisis in South Vietnam.: 

1. Containm.enL The United State s could step up its m.ilitary, 

political, and econom.ic assistance to local governm.ents opposed 

to the Viet Cong in Vietnam. and to the Pathet Lao in Laos" 

Many observers have argued that t1:-ds alone would be insufficient 

to settle the conflict or to stabilize the '~wo governm.ents. 

2. Escalate the War. The United States could caTr'/ the war to 

North Vietnam. in an effort to cut off support of guerilla activity. 

Such escalation would be highly dangerous. and probably in

effective in any case in reducing guerilla activity. White 

suggested that at best it would create another Korea. A new 

border would be established and crea.te further rigidities in the 

search for a long-term. solution to the problem.s of southeast 

Asia. At worst a m.ajor world war could unfold. 

3. Neutralization of the Area. The area cCl~ld be neutralized under 

an international agreem.ent, calling for the withdrawal of troops 

on both sides of the conflict. The rem.oval of troops, however, 

would not provide a lasting solution to the problem.s in south

east Asia. Political instability wodd no dou"bt continue. 

4. Developm.ent of the Lower Mekong River. Gilbert White suggests 

that a m.ajor step toward solving the problem.s of poverty, popu

lation increase, and political instability ITlignt be found in the 

im.plem.entation of a schem.e which ~as been in the planning stage s 

for over 14 years. The developm.ent of the Lower Mekong River 
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is suggested as a fourth course of action in Vietnam. 

(See Gilbert F. White. Vietnam: 'The Fourth Course. 

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, December 1964. ) 
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It has been pointed out by several observers that even if the United 

States, together with the Saigon government, manages to win the present 

war, the basic problems in that part of the world will remain. These 

problems are rooted in poverty, population increase. and political 

instability. All three are. of course, closely interrelated. 

Per capita income in southeast Asian countries is considerably 

lower than that in countries such as the United States. Per capita 

income in Vietnam. Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand, for example, is 

about $100 per annum, compared with $2500 per annum in the United 

States. A very large proportion of the population is engaged in 

agriculture. Illiteracy is extremely high. Added to this is the problem 

that population is increasing rapidly. It has been estimated that popula

tion in the four southeast Asian countrie s mentioned above will double 

by 1980. Problems raised by diversity of races, religions, and 

political ideologies represented in these countries are compounded by 

the poverty of the people. Political instability inevitably follows. 

A successfu11ong-term solution to the southeast Asian problem 

would have four major criteria or characte'ristics: 

1. It would be a course of action which the people who live in the 

region want for themselves. 

2. It would be a solution in which they would actively participate. 

3. It would probably require massive foreign investment, but 

to be politically acceptable, such investment would have to 

be provided on a broad multilateral basis rather than from 

one or two countrie s. 

4. Initiative would probably have to come from countries other 

than the United States, France, or the Soviet Union, but aU 

three might participate in the solution as members of a co

operative international group. 
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The Mekong River Scheme 

The Mekong River Scheme appears to embody all of these character

istics: 

I, It is the one thing upon which most of the people in the region are 

agreed. They are sharply divided on many other matters, such 

as religion and political ideologie s. The Viet Cong are not op

posed to the scheme. 

2. The people in the :region have long been actively engaged in an 

international cooperative effort to plan the development of the 

river. Studies have proceeded despite the fighting in South Viet

nam, and differences in opinion between the various countries 

in the region. The Mekong Coordinating Committee has continued 

to meet even though some of its member countries may have 

temporarily severed diplomatic relations with each other! 

3. The Mekong River scheme has been planned from the beginning 

as a cooperative international effort, sponsored by the United 

Nations. Over 20 countries have contributed funds and technical 

assistance to the studies that have been undertaken thus far. No 

one country has dominated the investigations, even though some 

have made large finapcial contributions. 

4. Offers have already been made to provide financing of the scheme 

on an international basis. An Asian Bank, for example, might 

be established to underwrite the scheme with funds provided from 

countries from all over the world. 

The Mekong River is one of the world's largest rivers. Rising In Tibet, 

the river drains parts of six countries. It drains a total of 422,000 square 

miles. The lower part of the Mekong basin, however, an area covering 

about 300,000 square miles, is the focus of interest in the studies. In 

volume of flow the Mekong ranks with the Irrawaddy of Burma, and is 

several times larger than the:Indus and the Yellow Rivers. Today it flows 

largely unharnessed to the sea. Apart from a few small darns on some of 
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the tributaries; a nurn.ber of irrigation and navigation channels; and srn.all 

sections of levees, there has been relatively little developrn.ent so far. 

Details of the physical characteristic s of the Mekong River basin 

rn.ay be found in the United Nations Econorn.ics Corn.rn.ission for Asia and 

the Far East Report on the Developrn.ent of the Lower Mekong River. 

Political and cultural factors are described in Schaaf and Fifield's 

book on the Lower Mekong. The latter also provides a useful biblio

graphy. The rn.ain focus here will be on the origins of the international 

approach to the problern., and the appraisal of benefits which the pro

posed schern.e rn.ight provide in terrn.s of their contribution to the solution 

of the rn.ajor problern.s in the region. 

Origins of the Schern.e 

It has long been known that the Mekong River possesses consider

able potential for the developrn.ent of hydroelectric power, irrigation, 

navigation, and flood control. It was not until relatively recently, how

ever, that any systern.atic study of this potential was undertaken. Sorn.e 

studies were undertaken by the French, and data collection prograrn.s 

were initiated. The real irn.petus carn.e after World War II, under 

United Nations sponsorship. 

1949 

1951 

1955 

Establishrn.ent of ECAFE Bureau of Flood Control. 

Bureau of Flood Control instructed to study problern.s of inter

national river developrn.ent in Asia and the Far East. The 

Mekong River was singled out for particular attention, and a 

report was presented in May 1952. Intensive study of the 

Mekong River, however, was irn.possible until the signing 

of the Geneva Accords in 1954. 

Following the signing of the Geneva Accords the U. N. becarn.e 

interested in the possibilities of developing the Mekong and 

ECAFE was encouraged to undertake further studies. 
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1957 

1957 

The U. S. also became inter?sted and signed an agreement with 

the four governments: Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, and South 

Vietnam. The Bureau of Reclamation sent out a team of ex-

perts to study the river in general terms. It prepared a report, 

recommending further investigations. This report has become a 

basic document in Lower Mekong sb!dies. The report emphasized 

that data on many critical aspects of the river and its regime were 

lacking, and outlined a program of studies. 

Side by side with Bureau study, ECAFE, through its Bureau 

of Flood ContTol undertook further investigations of the basin, 

and prepared a report on development of water resources in the 

Lower Mekong Basin. It noted that there were many attractive 

pos sibilities for the development of multiple purpose projects in 

the basin. It suggested that such development would go a long way 

toward dealing with some of the serious problems in the southeast 

Asia region. The report also stressed the international character 

of the river and the need for int~rnational control. 

The report was presented to th~ 10th Annual Meeting of ECAFE. 

It was enthusia.stically received. The outcome was the establish

ment of the Mekong Committee:" 

(a) composed of 4 nations: Laos, Ca.mbodia, Thailand, and 

Vietnam, and 

(b) tied to the UN through liaison with ECAFE. 

The report was enthusiastically received elsewhere as well. The 

French made an immediate offer of $120,000 to support the studies 

which the report proposed. This gift was the first of many inter

national contributions to the Mekong effort. 

(November) The UN was also enthusiastic about the proposed 

scheme and through its Technical Assistance Administration 

offered technical aid in further investigations. As a start, it 

organized a mission under Lieutenant General Wheeler (retired 

" 

;' 
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U. S. Arrny) to determ-ine what detailed studies need to be done. 

Gener2.l Wheeler submitted a l"eport in early 1955, recom

mending 2. p1'ogram 0:( investigatiol"_s which would cost about 

$9 million. 

The report was greeted with enthusiasm from all quarters. 

The required $9 rnillion was soon over-subscribed, and to date 

over $20 minion has been spent. The U. S. has provided 10 

to 20 percent of this. 

Various studies have been undertaken to determine more 

precisely tl"le hydl"ology of the basii" its geologic structure, 

sites for development, etc. In addition, studies of economic, 

social, and institutional aspects have been undertaken by 

Gilbert White. John Krutilla, Egbert de Vries, and others. 

Projects Recommended 

The ECAFE study in 1957 recommended the following projects for 

early construction: 

1. Main Stern: 

Priority: ?aMong, Sambor, TonIe Sap 

Later: Khone Falls, Khemerat, Upper and Lower Luang 

Prabang, and Thakhek 

2. Tributary Projects: 

Priority: Battambang (Cambodia), Nam Ngum (Laos), Nam 

Pung (Thailand). Upper Se San (Viet Nam) 

Details of these projects are summadzed in the accompanying 

tables, and their locations are indicated in the accompanying map. 

What benefits would the se projects provide? 

1. Water for 7 minion acres of irrigated land 

2. 3 million kw of power 

3. Improved navigation along the river up to Luang Prabang 

4. Flood control for the delta area. 
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The importance of these benefits is recognized when cast within the 

framework of the major problems in the basin: 

1. Growing needs for food: at present the region is almost self

sufficient but population will double by 1980. Double cropping 

(which irrigation could provide) would go a long way toward 

dealing with the pending crisis in food supplies. 

2. Growing needs for electric power: costs are very high at pre sent 

{several times those in the United States}. Per capita con

sumption is very low: 

Thailand 

Cambodia 

Laos 

compared with: 

U.S. 

U.K. 

7.9 kwh!yr 

7.2 kwh(yr 

0.9 kwh!yr 

> 3000 kwh!yr 

> 1700 kwh!yr 

Provision of lower cost electric power would help to stimulate 

industrial expansion and to raise the standard of living. 

3. Floods re sult in los se s of property and live s even though the 

people are well adjusted to the annual rhythm of floods. Re

duction of area under inundation would make more land available 

for cultivation. 

What would the scheme cost? 

Various estimate s of costs of the scheme have been made. The se 

range upward from $2 billion, depending on how comprehensive the 

scheme is intended to be. With all the required ancillary developments-

such as education, establishment of demonstration farms, etc. - -in

vestment might be well over $10 billion. The scheme might take several 

decades to bring into fruition. Much effort will have to be put into train

in'g the people in the region to adopt new farming practices, to operate 

industrial plants, etc. 
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Lessons to be Learned from the Mekong River Experience 

These are some important lessons which may be learned from the 

Mekong River experience: 

1. International river development, e specially in some of the Ie s s 

advanced parts of the world, may offer a "key to economic 

development." This is likely to be particularly so where the 

lives of the people are intimately affected by the river, as with 

the annual rhythm of monsoon floods, and where water regula

tion provides opportunities for increased food production. 

2. International river development may also provide a fruitful 

avenue for promoting international understanding, not only 

between the countries sharing the river, but between them 

and other countries which might assist in the planning and 

undertaking of the development. The United Nations might 

well adopt it as a major instrument for advancing world 

peace. 

3. Economic criteria are an important but incomplete set of 

considerations in international river basin planning. Other 

factors, and especially national prestige, may playa 

much more critical role in determining which set of projects 

should be built. It may not be sufficient that all countries 

benefit from the development but to have a project located 

in each of the countries involved. 

4. The ability to plan the development of the physical works may 

be much greater than to ensure that the benefits which such 

works will provide will be fully utilized. It may be necessary 

to invest even greater funds and effort in education programs 

than in dam construction. A corollary is that the pace of 

development may need to be slowed to enable skills in 

agriculture and industry to be developed. Tributary projects 

might be started first, followed at a later stage by the larger 

main stem projects. 
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5. Experience has been gained in international cooperation of the 

Mekong Committee. No doubt a different type of organization 

will be required for the developmental stage of the proposed 

scheme. 
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Table 2. Lower Mekong basic scheme: technical dataa 

Available head (feet) Firm discharge (cubic feet per second) 

Net 
Project Purpose Upstream Down- Increase increase 

water stream Total Natural from from 
level water and discharge regulation regulation 

level average at low of flow of flow 
msl msl head water at site upstream 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) (7 ) (8) 

A. Development of five high-priority main stem projects as a system 

Pa Mong PNIF 790 560 230/204 23, 300 62,600 
Khemarat PNI 430 298 132/98 33,000 7, 100 47,300 
Khoac PNI 270 158 112/102 42, 500 52, 600 
Sambor PNI 115 26 89/79 

\ 

49,600 3, 500 50, 700 
TonIe Sap 

, .... 
and delta P""IFD (0 to 33 ft. reversible) 

B. Development of high-priority projects in the major tributaries 

Nam Ngum PIF 131/115 180 6,400 
Nam Pung PIF 596 512 84/56 20 1,800 e 

Stung 
Battambang PIF 223 82 141/131 110 1, 310 

Upper Se San PIF 230/216 70 2,030 

P - power generation; N - navigation; I - irrigation; F - flood control; D - drainage 
a This table reflects planning at the end of 1961 and is subject to change. 

Diverted 
or lifted Available 
for irri- for power 
gation generation 

(9) (l0) 

"-

35,300b 77,600 
1,800 85,600 
1,800 93,300 
3, 500 100,300 

1,400d 6, 580 
700d 1,820 

~",429d 1,420 
350 1,750 

b Part of this discharge of 7, 000 ds would run through the turbine s and be consumed for lift irrigation 
downstream of Pa Mong dam. c Seasonal power only for TonIe Sap proje-ct. 

d Pumping or dive::sion for irrigation downstream e Triple increase after Pa Mong built. 
of main dam. 
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1. Some concepts and principles for comprehensive planning for water 

resource development. 

A. Planning is only one step in the total process of controlling, 

protecting, conserving, - and utilizing water resources; it is 

not an end in itself. Planning, to be effective, must encompass 

much more than simple inventories of resources and potential 

requirements, and development of a pos sible system of physical 

works to meet requirements from available resources. All 

too frequently, this is the basic concept and extent of so-

called "comprehensive" planning. 

B. In Planning, consideration must be given to the agency or 

agencies that will implement the plan; each of the agencies at 

the various governmental levels, as well as private developers, 

have specific powers, objectives, functions, policies, and 

philosophies, pursuant to the laws under which each operates. 

C. Integrated and coordinated pevelopment and management of 

the water resources, involved by or through existing agencies 

or by creation of some new agency, should be fundamental to 

the plan. 

D. With certain exceptions, such as water for direct human use, 

water development is undertaken only as an adjunct to the 

development and utilization of other resources. Therefore, 

investigation and planning with respect to these other re

sources must precede and underlie water resource planning. 

Population projections, for instance, should take into account 

the availability of land and other resources to support the 

population in accordance with proper economic and social 
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objectives, proper land use planning, transportation facilities 

required, and the problem of proper disposition of waste 

products, amor..g other things. Planning for irrigation should 

consider the probable need for ap increa.se in the crops to be 

grown both locally and on a national scale and for export. 

E. Social, as well as economic, goals and objectives should be 

clearly defined. 

F. All functions and purposes that can be feasibly ,served should , . 

be included. 

G. All feasible alternatives should be fully evaluated, including 

reclamation and reuse of waste waters, desalinization, and 

reallocation of resources among uses as new uses develop. 

H. All economic, social, and ecological effects, both beneficial 

and detrimental, should be evaluated and means provided to 

mitigate detrimental effects. Efficiency of investment is not 

the sole criterion to be considered. 

(1) Ecological changes downstream, as in saline bays and 

estuaries, are becoming increasingly significant, as 

for instance, 

(a) Along the Gulf Coast in Texas, 

(b) In the Sacramento -San Joaquin delta, California. 

(2) Potential economic and social dislocations may be very 

important. 

1. Planning should encompass the conjunctive use of surface and 

ground waters, and of surface and underground storage, where 

physically or economically interrelated. 

J. Planning should be done on a regional basis, not necessarily on 

a river basin basis alone. The needs and problems of the entire 

region, including the areas of origin, should be considered. The 

proper areal or regional scope of comprehensive planning can

not be determined in advance in all cases. A river basin is by 

" 
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no means r...ecessarily the proper a:real basis. In fact, the 

concept of ":;:-ive:r basin planning II indicates some confusion as 

to the fundamental purpose of planning; that is, for the develop-

ment of water resources as an objective in itself or to serve 

human needs whel"e and when they arise. The Water Resources 

Planning Act of 1965 unfortunately tends to perpetuate this 

misconception of the river basin as the proper geographical 

basis for planning. 

K. Where water resources are scarce in rela.tion to potential 

requirements, the proper allocation of the available resources 

among cmnpeting and conflicting areas and uses should govern 

planning. 

L. Vested water rights should be recognized and, if taken, com

pensation should be paid. 

M. Within the framework of existing laws and policie s, or politi

cally acceptable revisions thereof, the costs should be distri

buted generally in proportion to the benefits received. In 

other words, pricing and repayment plans should be developed 

which will contribute to this end. 
r 

N. Increase in the efficiency of use of water should be encouraged. 

O. The timing and sequence of construction of facilitie s should be 

a part of a comprehensive plan. 

P. The responsibilities for financing, construction, and operation 

of specific units, especially those to be built in the near future, 

should be as signed to the extent pos sible. 

O. Ideally, planning should also encompas s the proper level of 

commitment of capital, materials, and human resources to 

water development in relation to the demands for other 

programs, At the present time, this is done at the federal 

level by the Bureau of the Budget, not infrequently on an 

expedient basis. 
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R. Finally, planning must be conducted as multidisciplinary process 

involving not only engineers and geologists but also economists, 

lawyers, geographers, and othel's. 

2. Organization for planning, development, ar,.d management of water 

resources. 

A. It must be recognized that the areal extent and functional scope 

of interest in water developrnent becomes progressively more 

limited down through the various levels of government, h'om 

national to local. Private developers are generally interested 

in only one or at most, two functions. 

B. There is a high degree of national interest in water resources. 

(I) Navigable waters 

(2) Interstate and international waters 

(3) Waters originating on or flowing across federally with

drawn 01" reserved lands 

(4) Federal installations 

C. Likewise, the states have, or should have, a high degree of 

interest and responsibility. 

D. In considering a particular organization, the following are 

significant: 

(1) The statute s under which it operate s 

(2) Areal extent of its interest and responsibilities 

(3) Functional scope of its interest and responsibilities 

(4) Its objectives, as established both by statute and by 

administrative directive 

(5) Its concepts, philosophy, and motivations 

(6) Its powers and interest in comprehensive planning 

(7) Its power s to finance, construct, and operate projects 

(8) Its powers, interest, and capability to ma:n.age water 

resources 
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E. At the federal level 

(1) There are now more than thirty federal agencies active in 

one or more aspects of water resource planning and develop

ment. The Geological Survey and Weather Bureau are 

principally concerned with data collection and interpretation. 

The Agricultural Research Service, Department of Agri

culture, is a research agency. Others are largely 

regulatory. Only the principal agencies actively engaged 

in planning and implementation on a large scale will be 

considered here, For each agency, the following are 

pertinent: 

(a) Statutes 

(b) History 

(c) Powers, functions and responsibilities 

(d) Primary interests and objectives 

(e) Activities, and any limitations with respect 

thereto, in planning, financing. construction, 

operation, and management coordination with 

other agencie s 

(2) . Bureau of Reclamation 

(a) Reclamation Act of 1902 and acts supplementary 

thereto and amendatory the!'eof 

(b) Small Reclamation Projects Act 

(3) Corps of Engineers 

(a) Flood Control Act of 1936 and subsequent enactments 

(b) Marketing of goods and services produced by Corps 

projects 

(4) Soil Conservation Service, Department of Agriculture 

(a) Small Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention 

Act (68 Sta. P. L. 566) 4 August 1954 

(b) Application to urq,an flood control projects 
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(5) DepartIT1ent oiHealth, Education, and Welfare 

(a) Federal Water pollution Control Act 

(b) Low flow augmentation, Public Law 87 -88 

(c) Water supply for municipal and industrial purposes 

(d) Water Quality Act of 1965 (5. 4, 89th Congress) 

(6) Federal Power Commission 

F. Interstate Agencies 

(1) Delaware River Basin Commis sion 

(a) Delaware River Basin Compact 

G. At the state level 

(l) California 

(a) State Water Rights Board 

(b) State and regional water quality control boards 

(c) Department of Water Resources 

(d) Other agencies 

(2) Texas (as reorganized effective 1 September 1965) 

(a) Texas Water Rights Commission 

(b) Texas Water Pollution Control Board 

(c) Texas Water Development Board 

(d) Other agencies 

H. At the local level 

(l) Cities 

(2) Districts 

(3) River basin authorities--Texas 

(4) Districts pe:dorming management functions in California--

W ate r Repleni shment Di st ric tAct 

1. Proposed river basin commissions (H. R. 1111, 89th Congress) 

J. Proposed regional commissions (5. 1019, 89th Congress) 

K. National Water Commission proposed by the Bureau of Budget, in 

its report on S. 1019, 89th Congress, 1 st Session 

L. Western State s Water Council 
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3. Joint Undertakings 

A. Joint action in the planning, financing, and construction and 

operation of projects by two or more levels of government has 

been developed as a means of broadening and expanding the 

scope of projects to fulfill the interests of each level. 

B. Federal-State 

(1) San Luis Unit, Federal Central Valley Project, California 

(2) Flood control contribution, Oroville Reservoir, California 

(3) Purchase of conservation storage in federal reservoirs, 

Texas 

C. Federal-Local 

(1) Federal flood control contributions 'to local projects 

D. State-Local 

(1) Davis -Grunsky Act program, California 

(2) Flood control, California- - state reimbursement of non

federal costs on federal flood control projects, 

(3) Texas Water Development Board 

4. Laws and policies--implications as related to planning 

A. Reclamation Act of 1902 and acts amendatory thereof and 

supplementary thereto 

(1) Economic and social objectives - -acreage limitation 

(a) Original 

(b) Present- -comparison with other federal agricultural 

programs 

(2) Pricing and repayment policy for irrigation water -

economic imp1icat~ons 

(a) Subsidy--sources and extent 

(b) Development funds or basin accounts 

(3) Proposed land purchase fund 

B. Other pricing and repayment policies under federal projects 

(1) Municipal and industrial water supply 
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(a) Water Supply Act of 1958 

(2) Hydroelectric power and energy 

(a) Public agency preference - -econOlnic implications 

(3) Flood control 

(a) Flood damage prevented 

(b) Land enhancement 

(4) Navigation 

(5) Recreation and enhancement of fish and wildlife (S. 1229, 

89th Congress) 

(6) Water quality control or low flow augmentation, Public Law 

87 -88, 1961 

C. Water Quality Control Act of 1965 

D. Pricing and repayment policie s under state programs 

(1) Texas 

(2) California--statutes and contract provisions 

(a) Hydroelectric power and energy 

(b) Water supply 

(c) Recreation and enhancement of fish and wildlife 

E. Significance of liberal federal repayment policies 

(1) On allocation of resources 

(2) On formulation of projects - - selection of alternatives 

(3) On attractiveness of federal development from local 

financing and repaymentv:iewpoint 

F. Some pricing and repayment policies in foreign countrie s. 

(1) Turkey 

(2) East Pakistan 

G. Water rights 

(1) Paramount federal power- -effect on state and local projects 

(a) Inver se condemnation 

(b) Lack of water laws and policies at federal level 

(2) Rigidity effects 

~~ 
, >, 
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(a) Riparian rights 

(b) Appropriative rights 

(c) Prescriptive rights 

H. Public Land Law Review Commis sion 
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5. Functions to be considered in planning- -compatibility, complementar,ity 

Competition, and conflict 

A. Municipal and industrial water supply 

B. Irrigation water supply 

C. Water (;uality control and pollution prevention 

D. Recreation 

E. Fish and wildlife 

(1) Mitigation 

(2) Enhancement 

F. Flood control; flood plain zoning 

G. Hydroelectric power generation 

H. Nfi.vigation 

1. Salinity repulsion 

J. Land reclamation 

K. Ancillary problems 

(1) Drainage 

(2) Salt palance in groundwater basins 

6. Alternatives that should be considered in planning 

A. Saline water conver sion 

B. Reallocation among use s - -limitations as related to other 

resources 

C. R~placement or sub stitution- -equitable distribution of costs 

is problem 

D. Reclamation and reuse; possible uses 

~. Salvage 

(1) Collateral effects 

(2) Owner ship of salvaged water 
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F. Increased efficiency of use 

(1) Limitations inherent in present attitudes toward water, and 

:pricing policie s 

(2) f=conomists I views are beginning to have an impact as regards 

pricing policy 

G. Waste disposal 

(1) In - stream treatment 

(2) Regional collection, treatment, and disposal systems; 

organizational problems 

(3) Stream specialization 

(4) Effluent charges 

H. Flood plain zoning 

(1) Danger of freezing land use patterns under present flood 

control policie s 

1. Nuc~ear power generation 

7. Role of State s 

A. 

B. 

Comprehensive planning 

(1) Only agency with sufficiently wide scope of interest 

(2) 

(3) 

\ Coordination 

Admini stration 

(4) Management } no federal machinery or laws for 
administration or management 

(5 ) Construction and operation- -limited role 

States must have a plan ang money in order to be able to administer 

and manage water resources--for own programs and for joint 

undertakings - -to coordinate activitie s - -to ensure comprehensive 

planning and development - -in short, to be able "to sit in at the 

poker table. " 

8. Evaluation and critique 

A. Delaware River Basin Compact and Commission 

B. Colorado River Plans 



(l} Report on Pacific Southwest Water Plan, United States 

Depaxtment of the Interior, January 1964 

(2) Lower Colorado River Basin Project Act, S. 1019, 

89th Congress, 1 st Session 
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C. California Water Plan, Bulletin 3, California Department of 

Water Resources, 1957 

D. The Texas Water Planning Prog14 am 

E. A Plan for Meeting the 1980 Water Requirements of Texas, 

Texas Board of Water Engineers, May 1961 

F. The Report of the U.S. Study Commission--Texas, 1961. 

G. Texas Basins Project, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, January 

1964 

H. Comprehensive Survey Report, Trinity River and Tributaries, 

Texas, Corps of Engineers 

I. Report on Master Plan of the Trinity River and Tributaries, 

Texas, April 1958, and Supplemental Report, December 1960 

prepared for Trinity River Authority by Forrest and Cotton, 

Inc., Consulting Engineers 

J. Work Plan for Watershed Protection, Flood Prevention, and 

Agricultural Water Management, Big Creek Watershed, Brazos 

County, Texas, April 1962 

K. Master Plan for Water Resource Development in the Neches 

River Basin, 1960, prepared for the Lower Neches Valley 

Authority by Freese, Nichols, and Endres s, Consulting 

Engineers 

L. Indus River Basin Treaty, India-Pakistan, and planning for 

development of the Indus River in West Pakistan 

Editorial NQte: In "Evaluation and Critique" Mr. Banks assigned small 

groups of pq.rticipants to critically analyze the basin plans outlined 

above. Bripf oral and written reports were presented in class with 
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discussion and com.m.ent in term.s of how well the plan m.et the concepts 

and principles introduced earlier. 

1 
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